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Abstract
The present work is an exploration of the beliefs and practices of three lay Catholic
devotional communities in and around the city of Cork, Ireland. The research is guided
by the theory that folk, or popular, religion is a dynamic process in which individuals and
groups utilise the resources of orthodoxy, popular tradition, and personal creativity, to
better interpret, articulate, and create religious experiences. Ethnographic fieldwork was
the principal method of data collection. Four areas of folk religion are given special
attention: the use of religious narrative to represent and reproduce religious experience,
the use of material artefacts to create channels for sacred presence and activity, the use
of ritual and pilgrimage to establish sacred time and space, and the use of prayer to
accomplish all of these goals. These sections are followed by a more holistic analysis of
the material, a critical examination of the work, and suggestions for further research.
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Introduction
TheQueItiOll
I went to Ireland in 1993 for a semester abroad experience; I returned to Florida
in 1996 with a wife and a doctoral dissertation to write. In that time, I have made more
than a dozen trans-Atlantic flights, and it W3S on one of those journeys that the present
work W3S born. The plane W3S over Greenland, but it was too dark to see the ice flows
that I like so much, so the window W2S closed I W2S too motivated to watch the movie,
but not motivated enough to queue for the toilet, and I W2S anxious. I needed
something, but the call button for the flight attendant could not help. I needed a
question; I needed something to write about.
I had read C,ltic HIritagI before, but I felt it W2S a good, conversational book to
have out on my lap. So I opened the book to chapter ten, "lhe Storyteller's
R.epertoire," and read the words that I would repeat to my supervisor a few days later:
'''The question arises as to why the poets learnt the tales classified in this way
according to events or deeds. Why was it not more convenient for them to memorise
them according to cycles, or at least as narratives about the entire careen of individual
heroes?. .. [Because,] arranged as they were ... the storyteller could easily select his
stories to fit the different occasions as they arose" (Rees and Rees 1991: 209-11).
The implication of the passage seemed like a eureka to me. The narrative
repertoire (the intellectual and mythological tndition) of the pre-Christian Irish was
structured around people, and day-to-day life. I didn't know much about Catholicism at
that point, but I knew that the narrative repertoire of the church W3S finnly set in a
three year cycle, whether the Fifth Sunday of Ordinary time happened to be dull or
earth shattering in the lives of the parishioners. So at dawn, when we landed in
Shannon, I had my question: "What had happened to the individual in Irish spirituality?"
I brought the question first to my supervisor, who seemed satisfied with its
potential, if nothing else. Then I took it to a priest at University, who led me to a
Dominican Father downtown. He in turn referred me to a layman, who introduced me
to the Rosary group I call The Group. Through the members and interests ofThe
Group, I met a community of lay Dominicans who run a religious supply shop CII1II
charity thrift store (The Centre). The members of The Centre introduced me to a
weekly charismatic prayer group (The People) and, suddenly, the ball W3S rolling.
The Begilf.ngs oflI1I AM.",.
Three years later, the question has been modified, clarified. The role of the
individual is no longer elusive prey - in fact I conclude it is essential to, and omnipresent
in, the process of popular religion. This dissertation, therefore, is an exploration not of
whether the individual continues to shape popular religion in Ireland, but of bolll. My
most succinct statement on the matter C21l be found in the title, inspired by May,l an
extraordinary woman whom I met in my fourth month of field work. In our second
taped interview, the conversation turned to child rearing. She told me that parents
could hope to give nothing more to their children than "roots to stand finnly and wings
to fly," further suggesting that these were also the gifts of the "Heavenly Father" to His
children.
And so, in twenty-five words or less, the answer to "how?" is this: the layman2
does not do it alone. A member of a popular devotional community relies heavily upon
the resources, or roots, of orthodoxy and tradition, while "taking wings," and producing
meaningful experience, through personal religious aeativity.
1 In this work. all personal names, as weO as group names. iDcluding those found within transcribed
narratives. are pseudOO}'lns.
2 Primarily for ease of reading, I have. after much deliberation. opted to use the masculine pronoun in
a neutral fashion throughout the dissertation.
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UlJeriorMotilJtS
The overarching aim of this work is to develop a better understanding of the
ways in which Irish Catholic laity experience, interpret, and represent the sacred. In it, I
focus on specific dynamics of religion (namely narrative, iconography, ritual, and prayer)
because it is in the concrete expressions of faith that we may gain insight into its general
structure. However, there are many subordinate goals that have shaped this undertaking,
the most important ofwhich is to enter into the cross-disciplinary theoretical dialogue
of the study of religion.
The need for social scientists to develop clearer language for the discussion of
religion in general, and folk religion in p2rticular, is, I believe, evident. The difficulty in
creating a generic classification system for folk religious materials, for example, or in
defining the "folk group," demands attention in its own right. Thus, the first few
chapten, devoted to the "foundation" of the study, is not only the underpinning for this
particular work. Rather, I seek to provide useful definitions and models to be applied to
other ethnographic settings.
Ovtniew
In Chapter One, I discuss the theoretical models which underscore my analysis,
or rather tlIIIJbseJ, as the present work is organised on two levels. On a macro-analytic
level, a dynamic definition of folk religion is offered. This model, in brief, looks at
religion the verb rather than religion the noun; process is emphasised over product.
Religion is seen in both experiential and representational terms, as the constmt cycling
of sensory, emotive, cognitive, and social symbols, and in terms of the identity which is
brought about in sharing these symbols and the experiences to which they refer. The
sources of these symbols are identified as Irish Catholicism's two roots - orthodoxy and
popular tradition - and in terms of its wings - personal religious creativity. ProlT' a
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dist3nce, the pattern of folk or popular religion can be seen as a plait of these different
threads; viewed more closely, as plaiting in progress, for it is a dynamic process. This
model is applied to the research as a whole in Chapter Eight. On a micro-analytical
level, this work: applies more specific theoretical arguments to a number of popular
religious dynamics, in Chapten Four through Seven.
In Chapter Two, the folk. religious group is considered and defined. My
definition of group is hinged upon the two concepts of "linguistic communities" and
"imagined communities." Mter defining the term "group", I describe The Group, The
Centre, and The People in detail.
Chapter Three deals with methods; more specifically, methods of collecting and
of classifying. In this chapter I describe the field techniques and the ethnopoetics of
transcription employed and outline the four main areas (narrative, material culture, ritual,
and prayer) that I focuses my research upon.
Chapter Four is entitled "Bearing the Good News" and consists ofa collection
of narratives and their analYsis. In this chapter, I argue that the person3l religious
narrative is a substantially different fOnD of verbal art than the secular penonal narrative,
and that its aim is to not only rtpmt1lt religious experience, but to directly rrprrxiMct it in
the listener's experience.
Chapter Five, "Bringing Images to Life," contains a gallery of photographs and a
discussion of the use of rosary beads, saint's relics and medals, scapulars, Holy Water,
and other sacramentlls. It includes two detailed case studies: the first involving statues,
and the second involving icons. I conclude in this discussion that the "bringing to life"
of religious artefacts consists of unlocking their potential to both channel spiritual
energy and communication and to "speak" eloquently for the individual or group.
"On Earth as it is in Heaven," Chapter Six argues that the principal dynamic of
pilgrimage and ritual is the creation of sacred time and space, and, secondarily, personal
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trmsfonnation and community. The chapter is focused on a rosary pilgrimage made by
The Group, and includes shorter discussions of a charismatic workshop, mission work
in a hospital, and public prayer.
Chapter Seven, "Channelling Grace" deals with prayer, and is the final micro-
analytical chapter. I left the subject of prayer for last because it is my contention that
prayer accomplishes all of the things which narrative, iconography, and ritual do
separately. Prayer functions as representative and evocative narrative, as verbal
iconography and channel for spiritual activity, and as a ritual creator of sacred space and
time.
Chapter Eight, as mentioned above, summarises the analysis in the previous
chapters, and applies the macro-level theory articulated in Chapter One to the collected
materials in a more holistic fashion. The chapter is entided "Roots and Wmgs," as it
cont3ins a restatement of the general model and follows through on the application of
that model.
Chapters Nine, Ten, and Eleven re-evaluate the work, critically approaching the
theoretical assumptions, methodological decisions, and research priorities. Alternatives
are suggested to the theory and method employed, and suggestions for further research
are offered.
Chapter One: Defining Folk Religion
TheModt/
Theory is perhaps the safest "baggage") that the ethnographer brings to the field
because it is explicit, easily recognised, and therefore easily accounted for. The
researcher must acknowledge that theory not only affects the analysis of cultural
materials but the gathering of the same. Theoretical preconceptions act as lenses which
focus the eyes of the field worker, drawing attention to those details under examination;
at the same time they can greatly limit peripheral vision.
My own set of lenses (and blinders) begins with Clifford Geertz' often quoted,
and often contested, definition of religion:
"(1) a system of powerful symbols which acts to (2) establish powerful,
pemasive, and long-lasting moods and motivations in men by (3) formulating
conceptions of a general order of existence and (4) clothing those conceptions with such
an aur2 of &ctuality that (5) the moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic" (Geertz
1973: 90).
Geertz' definition conspicuously lacks the more common words found in
academic discoune on religion, words like "sacred," "spiritual," and "supernatural."
Instead, he is concerned with the fusion, found in religion, of two concepts: ethos (i.e.,
moods and motivations), and world view (I.e., general order of existence) (127). Geertz
considers religion's purpose to be the ongoing combating of "chaos;" which he defines
as the limits of human intellectual analysis, physial endurance, and monU insight. The
tools with which religion accomplishes this task are human faith, resting on presupposed
authority, and symbolization, providing a medium for said authority (92, 109). Geertz
argues that the f3ct that the fusion of ethos and world view achieves the appearance of
3 See Michael Agar's 'l'M Professional Stranger (1996) for a lengthy discussion of this tenD and
topic.
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objectivity, and therefore coercive power, is vital to understanding religion as a cultural
system (131).
At first glance, Geert2' dynamic of religion versus chaos seems like the Freudian
reduction of religion as counter-transference; a sugar coating of harsh reality. It does
not, however, retain Freud's connotation of pathology, but is rather a remarkably
sympathetic and empowering definition. TQis empowennent lies in ·the peoception that
religious symbol systems are in some way uniquely suited-to their role and serve as valid,
no.t dysfunctional, ways in which to understand and interact with the world.
Geenz, in many ways, echoes the thinking of Claude Levi-Strauss, who also
concerned himselfwith the human struggle against "chaos." Levi-Strauss defined
humanity's nemesis as Paradox - those parts of our environment we find it difficult to
''wrap our minds around." Discussing an indigenous South American healing ceremony,
he writes:
"'The song seems to have as its principle aim the description of these pains to
the sick woman and the naming of them, that is, the presentation to her in a fonn
accessible to conscious or unconscious thought"(Levi Strauss 1967: 195).
With Levi-Strauss, as with Geenz, the strength ofa particular religious act rests
in its ability to persopalise the genenl mythic reality; to present a world view which
fortifies the coherence and comprehensibility of an individual's ethos - in short, to
create a safer environment and healthier self. A religious symbol system an provide a
"language by means ofwhich unexpressed, and otherwise ine:q>re5sible, psychic states
can be immediately expreSsed" (Levi-Strauss 1967: 193, 198) Levi-Strauss argues further
that the efficacy of these symbols does not rely merely upon the eloquence of the
manipulator (e.g. a shaman; priest, or sorcerer) but on the belief, or faith, of the
individual and community (t68).
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William James offered sanctuary to religion in the traditionally reductionistic
camp of clinical psychology. Unlike Geertz and, to a lesser degree, Levi-Strauss, religion
for James is empowered not by social authority and coercion, but by individual variety.
James writes that the "divine can mean no single quality, it must mean a group of
qualities, by being champions ofwhich in alternation, different men may all find worthy
missions" Oames 1958: 368-9).
It is an eloquent statement, echoing the Pauline Epistle: " so we, who are many,
are one body ... We have gifts that differ according to the grace given us: ... prophesy,
•..ministry, ... teaching, ... exhortation" (Romans 12:5-8)4 It exemplifies James' argument
that general realities are less complete, less real, than private and personal phenomena
(376).
In short, James claims that it is not the "aurA of objectivity," but rather the
subjectivity of religion that is important. 'The pivot around which the religious life, as
we have traced it, revolves is the interest of the individual in his own penorW destiny.••
[which] may be disparaged as egotism [or] unscientific, but is the one thing that fills up
the measure of our concrete actuality and any would be existent that should lack such a
feeling, or it's analogue, would be only half made up" (371,376).
Like James, Carl Gustav Jung emphasised the subjectivity of religion in its unique
psychological manifestations, 'c••.in so &r as an idea occurs in only one individual" (Jung
1938:3). However, he also points out two "objective" or, at least, non-personal facets of
the phenomena: the collective, societal pool of symbols and the ontological autonomy
of the "numinous" in its relation to individual wills. Like Geertz and Levi-Strauss, (or
rather, vice-versa) Jung maintains that belief is that which empowen symbols (1938: 3,5).
Jung argues that the "original religious experience" is the encounter between the
"numinous" and the individual psyche. This encounter is then formalised to create
4 All biblical references are drawn from the New Revised Standard Version. Catholic Edition.
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dogma and creeds. In this, Jung reflects the tradition of such thinkers as
Schleiennacher, who felt that any linguistic interpretation of the religious experience,
even that of the believer, was a denigration (Proudfoot 1985:7-10). Jung holds that the
symbol systems created serve as references for further experience, and as a shield against
the naked power of the individual, immediate, encounter with the "holy" (1938: 6,22,53).
All of the thinkers examined here agree on two things: that religion is symbolic,
and that religious symbols have some unique ability to maintain human resistance against
physical limitations. the inexpressible, ill health, etc. Agreeing with these two points, I
begin my working definition with the statement that religion is manifested as a symbol
system, which presents a unique way for an individual to understand and interact with
his or her environment.
.As far as the nature and character of these symbols go. I feel it is best to seek a
synthesis of the ideas of the above theorists. Geertz describes, very eloquently, the
ability of symbols to serve as models; both models tf reality (world view) and models ftJr
behaviour (ethos). However, he understates the fact that models are not ontologically
eternal; rather they are malleable and temporary, continually created and recreated. It is
the act of personalising symbols - their manipulation by individuals - that creates a living
religious experience. In the words of Leuba, quoted by James, "the truth of the matter
can be put in this way: God is not known, He is not understood, He is used" (1958:
382).
Talal Asad approaches Geertz' work in the spirit of "exploration and not
refutation," recognising his subject as "the most accomplished anthropological definition
of religion to have appeared in the last two decades" (Asad 1983: 237). His critique of
the definition is, nonetheless, aggressive. In brief, Asad asserts that the universal claim
of the definition, indeed of any definition on the subject, is fundamentally blind to "the
extent that the effects of these [religtous] processes are historically produced,
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reproduced, and transformed" (1983: 238). Asad's critique of Geertz' seemingly
autonomous sYmbols is one which strikes home with my own thinking. And so, I
expand my definition to read: religion is the individual appropriation and manipulation
of a system of symbols, which presents a unique way in which the individual may
understand and interact with his or her environment.
Two observations guide my next step. The first is that James, the staunch
defender of the "religion of the individual," while honouring the process of
personalising the sacred, fails to give an outlet for personal spiritual creativity. Personal
religion cannot, for my purposes, mean isolated religion. The manipulated, or
personalised, SYmbol must be shared with othen and allowed to grow. The second is
that Jung refutes the Freudian claim that religious symbols are used in an act of self-
deception which allows the individual to ignore the unpleasant. Rather, he concludes
that the SYmbols are used to buffer the individual from the power of the immediate
experience, and as a sounding board for understanding that experience.
And so I can expand my definition still further and state: religion is a process in
which individuals experience both the numinous and the symbolic accounts of the
numinous provided by othen; by which they appropriate, manipulate, (and, when
necessary) create, and redistribute the symbols into the social group around them for the
use, manipulation and redistribution of others. The phenomena articulated above can
range from a child's creative "God bless Grandad, too...," to a trip to the mountain top
and the bringing down of The Law.
The Asadian concern with power and structure, and the control which they have
over knowledge, mirrors my own consideration of orthodoxy and tradition not only as
threads but occasionally as loom, as the context in which individuals and groups tItJ
religion. It is also reminiscent of Vlf Hannerz' idea of "cultural complexity:' which
focuses on the processional nature of culture, the "river you cannot step in twice"
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(Hannerz 1992: 4). Hannerz looks at three aspects of this kinetic picture of culture, or
three "dimensions." These are (1) ideas and modes of thought, (2) forms of
externalisation, and (3) social structures of distribution (1992: 7).
The Hannerzian model, if bought in a shop, would require batteries. It is
designed to be perceived in motion, like that which it depicts. Hannerz does not
contend that culture is the shopping list of three items: ideas, externalisations, and
structures. These are mere footprints. Culture, for Hannerz, is the set of verbs in
motion between these three nouns; a constantly flowing cycle of meaning, expression,
experience, and order. The Hanneman defmition has always resonated with me, and
together with Asad, his ideas finish off the "general" model of religion I am using in this
work, which is:
(Folk) religion is (1) an experiential and representational process in which (2)
communion With a non-empirical spiritual reality, and (3) the symbolic accounts of such
communion provided by orthodoxy, popular traditions, and the creativity of individuals
within a social historical context, are (4) internalised, manipulated creatively and usefully,
and redistributed into the community, using (5) symbols provided by orthodoxy,
popular tradition and personal creativity, and modes of distribution specific to the
social/historic context.
The figure above illustrates the constant cycle of folk religion, not only as
individuals and communities react to me experiences and represenrations labelled, but
Ii
also as those very symbols change status. For e..,;ample, parts of early Christian tradition
became Catholic orthodoxy, Vatican I's orthodoxy is the unofficial tradition of a post-
Vatican II en, and creativity can become either tradition or orthodoxy as the process
continues.
An example of the process in motion can be illustrated ethnographically. Eoin is
a gendeman in his SO's, who lives alone (separated from his wife), and is extremely active
in a variety of "religious activities;" he helps to run The Centre, is part of the
administration of a lay Dominican group, he is active in counselling and attends informal
charismatic prayer meetings, he prays the Evening Office and attends daily Mass, is a lay
Minister of the Word and an Extraordinary Minister of the Eucharist, etc.
Looking at one of these activities, preparing for the reading of the word at Mass,
the dynamic process of religion is given clarity. The position of "minister of the word"
is an orthodox position that is quite young in the Roman Church; its origins are found in
community tradition and social change. In preparing for the reading, Eoin undert3kes
many steps of preparation, some recommended by the clergy (Orthodoxy), some by
fellow readers (fradition), and others unique to his experience (Creativity). He prays
extensively, believing it is necessary to add the experiential presence of the Holy Spirit to
these various symbolic representations and rituals. Relying on this divine communion
for a foundation (Experience/Creativity) he then adds several readings of the scripture
(Orthodoxy), and secondary sources explaining the historical and social context of the
reading (fradition). For Eoin, the expression (Creative) of these internalised symbols is
three fold: one in reading to the congregation, where no words are changed and the
desire is for God to "speak through him," another in discussing the passage with others,
both laity and clergy, and the last in applying the essence of the word - understood by
him in tenns of input from orthodox, traditional, personal, and experiential sources -
into his daily life and behaviour. If Eoin is not the reader, hut a member of the
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congregation, he receives the reading from the pulpit (Orthodox) and from a "missalete"
(a traditionally modified photocopy of a portion of the orthodox Missal), takes it home
and applies the same research, prayer, and contemplative techniques in order to
underst3nd it and re-express it into the community by word and deed.
Before proceeding, a more detailed investigation of orthodoxy, tradition and
creativity is needed. My principal argument regarding orthodoxy is that it is, despite
popular conceptions, heterogeneous. The most eloquent example of this heterogeneity
can be found in a brief history of the Catholic Church in Ireland. The Chrotti&OlI oftIN
Prosper ofAqlltltoi", tells us that in A.D. 431, Pope Celestine sent Palladius to be the first
Bishop to the Irish. While popubr tradition only has eyes for Patrick, many historians
look to the CbroIIit:tJII and other ecclesiastic documents (regarding Bishops like Palladius,
Secundius, Auxiliyus, and Iseminus) to accomplish two things. To begin with, the
appointment of Bishops logically points to a significant Christian population which
predates the Patrician mission, thus dating Irish Catholicism. More import3ntly, the
sketchy picture of a fledgling church structure can be viewed in contrast to Patrick's
highly unorthodox person and enterprise (Corish 1986: 1-3).
If Patrick is to be understood as often operating outside of the control of the
church hierarchy, he serves as an excellent role-model for the early Irish church. To
begin with, indigenous social structures were better orgmised to adopt modular
monastic institutions than the more centralised ecclesiastic hierarchy. Not only did the
monastic lifestyle maintain the traditional structure of the tuatha, but it "was in the world
of the great monastic jurisdictions that the Christian and natnFe [religious] traditions were
fused" (Corish 1986: 11).
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This fusion (which centred on rites of passage such as marriage and funenuy)
was the beginning of a long process of syncretisation which continues today. It was also
the beginning of Roman efforts to refonn the Irish church, striving to create a less
pagan and less secularised institution. Corish describes the goals of the seventh century
refonners as "themes always dear to ecclesiastic refonners: an Episcopal church with it's
clergy free of lay contro~ and church appointments free of simony" (1986: 13).
For their part, it would seem the Irish clergy approached the refonners in a
conciliatory manner. For example, the rhetoric of Columban and Patrick, even when in
open disagreement with the Pope, invoked the names of Peter and Paul in what seems a
sincere identification with the roots of the faith. The Old Irish word f'IIIlI/I was used to
refer to the city of Rome, but also (m high praise) to refer to a particularly respected
monastery (Corish 1986: 10). Whatever sympathies these examples might imply, by the
middle of the eighth century, the monastic structure of the Irish church remained
unrefonned (despite various synods which ruled in favour of the Roman agenda).
The eighth century saw its own refonnation, that of the UJj De, or Culdee.
Unlike their predecessors, who sought to establish Roman structures in the Irish church,
it would seem that they instead wished to establish Roman values in Irish structures.
Corish highlights the Culdee agenda: to promote asceticism and hennit:ages (thus driving
a wedge between monasteries and secular powers), to promote personal study and better
education for priests, and to better enforce the keeping of the Sabbath day. Two factors
led to the ultimate failure of the refonn: internal disorganisation and the massive
disruption of the Viking innsions (1986: 21-3).
If the ninth century W2S characterised by chaos and the weakening of social
structures as a result of the Norse presence, the tenth century follows the opposite
trend, namely, increased centr.l1isation in both the secular and religious social structures.
For Corish, this sets the stage for what he describes as the "opening up" of the Irish
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church to the "wider world." An Irish refonnation, fuelled by the input of continental
pilgrims and a increasingly self-composed papacy, now sought to bring the church more
fully in line with Rome (1986: 28-9).
While the relative stability of the eleventh century allowed this agenda to unfold,
the Norman occupation (and subsequent disorder) of the twelfth century threatened the
effort. Late in the century, the papal appointment of an English King, Henry II, led to
further divisions between the native Irish and the Norman Invaders (Corish 1986: 30-
40). In the thirteenth century Rome saw an obedient, yet very uneducated, Irish Church
(1986: 44). In the fourteenth century Rome saw little of anything, as it struggled to
regain itself in the face of multiple popes and international tension (1986 : 47).
Corish writes that the late medieval Irish church (fifteenth century) suffered a
decay in monasticism and a popular deviation from canon law due to "the failure of
leadership in the church, theological and administrative, above all in the papacy" (1986:
61). It W3S this increasingly disorganised church which, in the sixteenth century, entered
modernity with the rest of Europe. At this time, Ireland felt the tint imposition of
English Protest3ntism in addition to English government (63) and the Catholic clergy,
no longer a part of the "official" church of Ireland, adopted the revolutionary st3nce of
the counter-reformationist.
The resist3nce of the sixteenth century was all but crushed in the seventeenth,
and Catholic properties were confiscated and increased anti-Catholic legislation passed,
culminating in the Penal laws of the early eighteenth century (96, 123). These laws were
focused on property, not religious practice (123). Nonetheless, government schooling
and anti-papal legislation created an outlaw Catholic church preaching anti-reformation
theology and Irish patriotism (126, 150).
Catholic emancipation and demographic change (due to famine) in the
nineteenth century changed Catholicism ag.un, mainlining the religion and decreasing the
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influence of popular religion (192, see also Connolly 1982). It was this conservatively
Roman church that became the official religion of the Republic in the twentieth century,
and remains conservative despite the refonns of Vatican II in the second half of the
century.
Having examined the brief history above, the ambiguity of "orthodoxy" in the
Irish Catholic Church is obvious. The centralised hierarchy of Rome took several
centuries to find finn footing on Irish soil, and soon after the "orthodox church" was
placed in an outlaw position by foreign political powers. During the refonnation, the
Irish Church was more "orthodox" than its continental counterparts, yet that same
conservatism placed it outside of the "orthodoxy" of Vatican II. The changes of the last
three decades continue this trend of "blurred orthodoxy," with legal and social changes
being imposed by the international community, and internal scandals and devotional
movements rocking the stability of the conservative hierArchy.
So it seems that any discussion of orthodoxy as a "thread," or "root," in this
study must be negotiated and defined on a case by case basis. Furthennore, attention
needs to be given to several approaches to orthodoxy; questions of teaching. worship,
hierArchy, and secular power, aU need to be discussed.
TfrIIiitiOIl
In considering popular or folk religious tradition in Ireland, one could attempt to
cat2logue "survivals" ofCeltic roots in a (pre-)historical survey of the unofficial church,
but that is an inappropriately large enterprise for the present work. Above, the history
of the "official" Church was given cot to answer the question C~'hat is Irish Catholic
Orthodoxy?" but simply to better understand what that question means. Similarly, the
idea of popular tradition win not be addressed with an extensive catalogue of answers,
but rather with a brief chronological survey of ways in which different scholars have
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asked the question. Specifically, the approaches of Sean 0 Suilleabhain and the Irish
Folklore Commission, are compared with various theorists and ethnographers of folk
religion in the United states and Europe.
Historians define "history" in terms of sources, not events. The coming of
written documents to Ireland '1>egan" Irish history, although historical events, of course,
had happened before then. Similarly, although the popular faith of Ireland has been
chronicled in sources as wrious as medieval travel literature and English polemics, I will
look to the social scientific efforts of the Irish Folklore Commission (1930's) as a
starting point for the study of Irish Folk Religion. Sean 0 Suilleabhain's A Hll1Itibook of
Irish Fo/IeJorr can be examined to better understand the guiding theory of those
associated with the IFC. The Handbook was informed by the IFC's protocol of training
scholars to recognise and snap up the precious remnants of Irish "folk" culture before
time had its way with them. Not surprisingly, no formal theory or conception of folk
religion is given in the book, and instead the theory must be inferred from the lists that
o Suilleabhain associates with the topic and those which he doesn't.
The section of the HllIIIibook entitled "religious tradition" makes reference to
sevet3l other "related sections" (1970: 548). Lsting the mous items in these sections,
as well as those conspicuously left out, draws a contour map; the shape, not of popular
religion in Ireland, but of the idea of popular religion held by the IFC.
"Religious Traditio~" according to the Handbook, is concerned with popular
beliefs about God, the Angels, the Old Test2ment, Christ and the Blessed Virgin Mary,
the Passion, the Apostles, and "an exhaustive census" of the Saints. However, this focus
on beliefs seems to ignore their public expression, and the lengthy section entided
"Religious Tales" is not even cross-referenced by the <Ulthor as useful to the would-be
researcher of popular religion.
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Sections that arr cross-referenced include entries on structures (churches) of the
past., candles and rushlights, the soul, funerals and burials (but not beliefs about the
"restless dead''), channs, traditional codes of right and wrong (0 Suilleabhain only cross-
refers to the pages regarding sacrilege, and stops a page short of those traditional ethics
which focused on the sidhe), devils, demons, patterns, pilgrimages, annual festivals
(although not cosmological conceptions of "time" in general), Holy Wells (but not the
sacrality ofgeography/nature), The "end of time," Judgement Day, Heaven, Hell,
Purgatory, Fallen Angels, seen and priests (but not fate, divination, healers, wise
(wo)men, or chann setters). Finally, emblems, medals, crosses, holy water, and prayer
books are mentioned (but not the substantial data on numerology and symbology).
In short., the list's focus is unarguably on '-What's and who's," but seldom on
"when's and where's, how's and why's." This focus on text over context is not
surprising, nor is the exclusion of non-Christian interaction with the spirit world from
the idea of "religion." Folk Religion, in the Ha1ldbook, is characterised by the orthodox
idea ofwhat a religion, even popular religion, should be. 0 Suilleabhain's later work on
Irish FoU4 Uttto-Il1IIJ Belief, possessed a greater awareness of the living character of
popular religion, but still tended to view it as less than legitimate religion, a type of
"lower science" or desire for "magical" efficiency (1968: 10-14,81).
While 0 Suilleabhain W3S writing Folie ClISt06I a1Id Beliefand the HllIIIibooItt was
being reprinted, John Messenger W3S writing his ethnography of 111ir &«, and soon
after, a theoretical essay on the study of folk religion based on his Irish exPerience.
Messenger perceived religion on the island to be the coexisting influences of Orthodox
Roman Catholicism and retentions and reinterpretations of pre-Christian faith (1969:
88). In setting up this dichotomy, and in detailing the fear and bitterness that
characterised clergy/lay relationships, ~(essenger foreshadows later theorists discussed in
this section (1969: 90). In dedicating a section to the "basic personality structure of the
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Inis Beag islanders" and linking "this causally with religion," (1969: 107) his thoughts run
in similar directions to my own concerns to understand personal religious creativity. In
his theoretical essay (1972), Messenger locates folk religion on a scale which includes
"primitive," "folk (peasant)," and "civilised" cultures (1972: 217) although there is not
the connotation of evolution. His description of folk religion focuses on things, "sacred
attitudes," "supernatural entities," etc. and emphasises the necessity that a group share a
belief in order to call that belief religious (1972: 218). While I would initially disagree
with the focus on lists rather than on personal, social, and symbolic processes,
Messenger does approach the dynamics of the relationship between creativity, folk
religion, and orthodoxy when he asserts that "Where monotheistic religions are
dominant now, their followers cling to rituals and beliefs of religions that have been
replaced and of those practised at earlier stages in their own histories. Added to these
are invented and diffused forms from whatever source deemed unacceptable by the
present orthodoxies" (1972: 221).
In so stating. Messenger not only opens the door to discuss tensions between
official and unofficial religion, but throws light on the changing nature of both orthodox
and folk belief. Ten years later, new theories continued to evolve, with American
scholars such as William M. Clements (1983) and William H. Wiggins, Jr. (1983)
discussing ideas of performance, the shaping of religion by historical power relations
such as slavery, and interaction between the folk church and the "main-line" religion of
a (national) society.
During the same decade that 0 Suilleabhain and Messenger were further
articulating their theories and analyses of folk religion in Ireland, Lauri Honko was
thinking and writing extensively about the ethnology of folk religion in general. Honko's
stated concern was to encourage fruitful dialogue between the study of ethnographic
context in anthropology and the attentior. given to genre analysis and source criticism in
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folkloristics (1964: 5). The goal of such a dialogue was a dearer understanding of the
roles of tradition and individual experience in the construction of popular religion. In
this enterprise, Honko foreshadows the work of American scholars in the 1970's and
1980's, whose work stems from the conte."'Ct intense theories of cultural anthroplogy.
More importuldy, Honko critically a.pproaches "nominal" genre systems, such as that
present in 0 Suilleabhain's work, and encourages genre analysis based on function. In
particular, Honko advocates the Malinowskian role of thumb: "Listen to the natives."
(1968: 57). In so doing, Honko articulated a theoretical definition of tradition which
takes into account the role of individual creativity md experience, resonant with the
definition proposed in the current work.
Shordy after Honko published his ideas on tradition, folk religion, and genre,
Juha Pentibinen published several works addressing these topics. In 1973, Pentikainen
restated Honko's petition for an integration of ethnographic context and oral source
criticism, adding to the call a desire for historians of religion to acknowledge the
importance of oral tradition (35). Pentikainen argued that tradition, religious or
otherwise, can be defined minimally by the notion of continuity, the process of handing-
down cultural values md beliefs from one generation to the next. This minimal
definition, however, does not fail to take into account the role of individual innovation,
and group decision making processes within specific cultural contexts. In short,
t:r2dition can be minimally defined, but must take into account the dynamic politica1md
cultural process which it represents (38). In agreement with Honko, Pentik2inen
encourages that the generic classification of religious traditions follows a functionalist
approach, in particular that cultural materials labeled as religious include cognitive,
affective, conative, social and cultural, functions which relate to the individual experience
and interpretation of the supernatural (46-7).
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In the last five years, Europeanists in cultural anthropology and folkloristics are
exploring these questions further. Returning to the Irish context, Gearoid 0 Crualaoich
describes contest in the Irish Merry Wake, a now extinct folk religious event, against the
backdrop of "the practice of the Church [combined] with a traditional allegiance to
ancestral cults derived from a cosmology and a metaphysics whose origins lay in Celtic
religion" (1990: 147). His exploration of the "bi-religious" and contested qualities of
folk religion is echoed by Diarmuid 0 Giollain (1990) who describes both the
contestation between official and unofficial religion (1990: 69) and the continuum that
exists between the two spheres (1990: 67). Examining in greater detail Cirese's idea of
bi-cultur2lism, 0 Giollain argues
ante official world view is never totally in contro~ partly because traditional
world views can often survive in the least public areas of life, partly because of the innate
conservatism and immutability to change of significant groups in society, and partly
because any movement of the centre is likely to leave the periphery behind (1990: 7'1).
Bi-cult:uralism and contestation inform the work of many other scholan of folk
religion as wen. Mart Bax (1990) has conducted research around the Marian shrine of
Medjugorje, looking at contestation between religious and secular clergy, and between
clergy and laity, and discussing pilgrims and seers as not only a folk phenomenon but
also "a product of an institutionalised and formalised church culture" (174).
Taylor desires to "explore the particular and specific ways in which "religion"
comes to acquire any number of possible shapes" (1995: Xl), and to do so from a point
of view from which "the intimate world of experience and meaning and the broad
sweep of historical formations of~·er are both clearly visible" (5). His agenda reflects
that of Ellen Badone, who wishes to contribute to the understlnding of "the ongoing
tension between "official," orthodox, or clerical and "popular," "folk," or lay definitions
of religion in Europe. A concern to document, evoke, and interpret this tension, both
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from historical and contemporary vantage points..." (1990: 3) infonn and unite much of
Europeanist religious scholarship today.
Crealiti!J1
I situate my work in the history of popular religious scholarship in Ireland, and
most closely associate it with contemporary concerns of processional religion, religion
that is negotiated historically and personally, and unofficial religion that is co-defined in
dialogue with the official. Most impornmtly, I define folk religion as being "alive" only
when these two "threads" of tradition, the official and unofficial are engaged by the
third, that of personal creativity. In the words of Stanley Brandes,
''1bey are above all a religiously creative people, forging there own brands of
Roman Catholicism ... yet always remaining within the confines of the overarching
sacred tradition [official or unofficial] into which they were born and raised..." (1990:
197).
By creativity, I mean the "religious imagination" of an individual, the ability to
express oneself in religious "language," either in reaction to direct experience with the
numinous or in response to the symbolic accounts of such experiences. In order to
discuss this personal religious creativity I return now to the psychology of religion. A
wide range of theories and theorists are available - Humanist, Materialist, and
Descriptive - from Freud's reductionism to Jung's collective symbol pool and Erikson's
stages of religious maturity. My foc.JS is on the descriptive tradition of William James,
who rebelled against materialism and championed "the fruitfulness in the individual life"
(Wulff 1991: 11). In Gennany, the descriptive tradition also possessed a few eloquent
defenders, including Rudolf Otto, who attempted to construct a model of the "I-Thou"
relationship between the individual and the numinous, the "I1!JSltriNIII tT'tllltlldJIfll tt
fascilla1ls, "the wholly (and holy) Other (\'·uiff 1991: 19).
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William James had, long before his publishing his much heralded ~'aridies, laid
the ground work for his thinking on personal religious creativity, writing "the largely
vague and ever changing character of personal consciousness guarantees that even
within a single individual every thought or feeling is unique" (Wulff 1991: 479). This
sense of individual peculiarity is coupled with that of individual agency, for "instead of
saying that religion does this or that, we should remember that human beings do what is
done, out of perceptions and motives that we have come to call religions" (Wulff 1991:
629).
Ignoring for the moment the dismissal of an ontologically valid "spirit world,"
focus an be placed upon the idea of powerful, religiously creative, humans doing religion.
James says "inner communion ... is a process wherein work is really done, and spiritual
energy .•. produces effects within the phenomenal world" Oames 1958: 367).
The scholarship of Honko and Pentikainen, discussed above, also sheds light on
the notions of individuality and creativity. Like James, Honko points to the individual
experience as the root of religious tradition. Honko asserts "Belief in the existence of
spirits is founded not upon loose speculation, but upon concrete, personal experiences,
the reality ofwhich is reinforced by sensory perceptions. In this respect, spirits are
empirical beings." (1964: 10). The importance of this statement lies in the implication
that although group controlled tradition may shape the interpretation of a religious
experience, it is the individual's empirical encounter, and desire and ability to recount the
experience, which allows for a living religious tradition to continue.
Pentikainen reiterates this point, arguing that U A merr~orate is an experiential
narrative ... and it is the most reliable source for the scholar of religion [because] it
represents an empirical tradition."(1973: SO). In this, the theoretical emphasis on the
native world view bears out in analysis which emphasizes the role of the indi,;dual
practioner and bearer of religious tradition. As Penriluinen later wrote in Oral Repetoirr
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ad WorlJ Vi,." "We can say that an individual who comes by binh to a community does
not develop and create a culture of his own, but the culture develops him. The
hegemony of man in the world is not secured primarily by his ability to invent new
things all the time, but by his capability of adopting, transferring, and applying tradition."
(1978: 20). In so saying, Pentikainen articulates my own argument, that tradition and
creativity are interactive, and interdependent, c:>ncepts.
It is in coming to terms with the reality of personal religious creativity that the
"plaiting process" which I am calling folk religion can be understood. Once again,
echoes are heard ofTaylor's (1995) desire to begin with the specific, not the universal,
when James argues "so long as we deal with the cosmic and the general, we deal only
with the symbols of reality, but as soon as we deal with private and personal phenomena
as such, we deal with realities in the completest sense of the tenn" (1958: 376-7).
It may seem that this discussion is very brief, compared to the last two. The
reason for this is my belief that the discussion of creativity is best expressed by the
dynamic model in detail above; a mode~ like Hannerz', which is better understood
when seen in action. Other wise, we are left once again with simply lists, and "roots"
and "wings" remain only nouns.
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Chapter Two: Defining the Folk Group
Dgi1litio"
With the present research specifically in mind, I recently discussed the concept
of the folk group in an article published in Fo/le/ore FOrJI11l, (Feller 1996: 54-55). In that
article (as in the present work), my definition of the folk group follows the lead of
Dorothy Noyes (1995). Noyes asserts that the "community of the social imaginary
coexists in a dialectical tension with the empirical world of day to day network contacts
... This productive tension is the complex object we denote with the word group"(1995:
471). I find Noyes' definition useful, because it points to both the centre (every day
contacts) and periphery (social imaginary) of a collection of individuals.
BeC3USe I am dealing with devotional groups these questions of centre and
periphery are constmtly present. As I've stated before "If Pascal's metaphor is accurate,
if God can be conceived of as a sphere whose centre is everywhere and whose
circumference is nowhere, than surely these devotional groups were made in the image
of their creator" (Feller 1996: 54).
As is evidenced by the three or four individuals who dominate this work, I have
always found it easy to identify "core" individuals or sub-groups; to identify the centre
of a group. What is more difficult is identifying a groups circumference or boundary.
The major C3USes of this difficulty are (1) the relationships between the human group
members and the spiritual world, and (2) the belief held by many of the members of the
devotional groups that they are a part of a global devotional community.
The ethnographic example I used previously is, I believe, highly illustrative of
these points. I quote it in full below:
"Each Saturday, The Group holds an open air, street level Rosary meeting.
~g at the meeting it would be easy and tempting for me to draw geographic lines
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around the tiny cobble-stoned square where it is held; temporal lines around the noon
hour, or the five decades5; social lines between the bodies in the circle.
If I'm observant, I can include within my sets of lines a variety of nominal group
members: perhaps those who slow down or stop in passing to bless themselves, or say
one prayer, or even a full decade, before moving on; certainly those who are merely
absent for the week. However, it soon becomes clear that even these lines are
inadequate; that there are individuals who never attend, who are perhaps homebound,
but who are nevertheless considered a part of the group. Furthermore, there is a global
network of individuals praying the Rosary, and working towards its growth, and the
members of this group express a solidarity, a shared identity, with this wider community.
Finally, and most challenging to the social scientist, there are members of the
group who have passed away some time before, yet are felt to play an active role of the
proceedings; and, of course, Our Lady, whose statue is physically in the centre of the
meeting, must be spiritually present for the activity to have any meaning at all" (Feller
1996: 55).
For the most Part I use Noyes' definition ofgroup as a rule of thumb in this
work. I would amend it, however, to take into account the idea of the "speech
communities," a position which is articulated and defended in Chapter Four. For me,
the idea of shared linguistic resources defining a group (central to the idea of a speech
community) resonates with Noyes' definition, since it is primarily in language that the
"social imaginary" comes fully into being.
The GrollfJ
''The Group," as mentioned earlier, is a Rosary devotional community focused
upon Our Lady of Fatima, and associating themselves on a spirihJal and cognitive level
S See Chapter Seven for a full explanation of the rosary prayer.
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with Rosary groups world wide. They are not, not however, an organised confraternity,
nor are they associated with any hierarchical, centralised devotion organisation.
Their ties with official church leaders are nominal. Originally the leaders of the
group were in close contact with the Dominican fathers in Cork who host the Shrine of
Our Lady of Graces (see Chapter Five). By the Summer of 1996, however, the
relationship with those clergy was strained considerably by disagreement over a street
procession of the Shrine. The leadership of the Group maintains a solid working
relationship with the clergy who officiate in the chapel of the hospital which members
of the group regularly visit (below). Lkewise, they are in contact (and, for the most part,
in theological hannony) with the clergy who oversee a number of devotional and
pilgrimage centres around Ireland.
The majority of the participants in the Group are female, although the leadership
of the group is decidedly male, consisting of a core group of four individuals, known
here as Jim, John, Barry, and Mary. Although Jim is married with children, the majority
of the men in the group are bachelors. The women, on the other hand, are for the most
part mothers with living husbands. With the exceptions of myself (age 25), a married
couple Qate 30's), and an unmarried man (late 20's), the Group's participants are over
the age of SO, many in their late 60's/early 70's. The majority of the older members of
the group are retired, and worked earlier in life in skilled, semi-professional, and civil
service trades.
& individU3ls, ali members make an attempt to pray the Rosary and attend Mass
daily. The central activity of The Group as a community is the weekly Rosary prayer
service (above) which takes place in a small courtyard on a busy comer of downtown
Cork. The prayer service has met regularly for several years, and attracts from t 2 to
twenty "fun" participants' each week, who stand in a circle Mound a statue of Our Lady
6 Those who stay to pray the full set of ~·steries.
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of Fatima and pray one set of mysteries, with assorted prayers added on. The members
of the group, in various combinations, participate in several other devotional activities
besides the weekly Rosary. Jim, Barry, and another woman from the group visit a local
hospital regularly, carrying statues of Our Lady of Fatima, handing out Miraculous
Medals, Rosary Beads, St. Anthony medallions, and praying the Rosary with, and for, the
patients. A large proportion of the group attend a weekly adoration service, and a
monthly benediction service, at a nearby convent. About half of the group will
participate in out of town processions and Rosary walks, and visits to Irish and
international shrines (such as to Knock, Mt. Melleray, Fatima, or Lourdes). Patrick, a lab
instructor at a local college (early 40's), although not a participant in The Group's regular
activities, works closely with Jim organising processions and distributing statues of Our
Lady of Fatima (see Chapters Four, Five, and Six). Three members of the group (the
young married couple and a single woman (a retired nurse, in her 60's» are also regular
memben of "lbe People" (below).
The Ct1ItrI
"lbe Centre" is a religious supply shop QI1I/ charity thrift shop which is located
in the coastal town of Youghal between Cork and Waterford. As a community, the
Centre is made up of 10 core members, who regularly volunteer their time to ron the
shop, and a flexible number of community members who volunteer occasionally to help
the Centre in its various activities. There are also many members of the greater
community who participate in the activities and devotions hosted by the Centre.
Although not all of the Lay Dominicans in Youghal volunteer time at the
Centre, the central core of the Centre's volunteers are all Lay Dominicans. When the
founder of the Centre left to do mission work in the West Indies, the de facto mantle of
leadership fell to Eoin, who also recently became the Presuie:lt 0:- the local Lay
Dominicans. The secular order and the Centre are not, by any means, the same group.
Howevert the Dominicans are often looked to for a communication infrastructure and
support network for the shops activitiest and, conversely, the Dominicans are heartened
to hear reports oft and often claim ties to, the work that the Centre is doing.
Like the Group, the Centre is made up primarily ofwomen, who are in their 5CYs
or older. The majority of the women are married or widowed mothers, and many are
also grandmothers. A few hold jobs in addition to their volunteer schedule, though the
majority are retired. Unlike the Group, the Centre's leadership is dominated by females,
starting with the female founder of the Centre and continuing into the present by virtue
of a highly democratic committee based leadership structure. Eoin's position within the
Lay Dominicants does not make him "President" of The Centre.
In addition to their ties with the secular order, the Centre has close relationships
with the Dominiam Fathers of Cork, the parish clergy of Youghal, and a nwnber of
missionary priests world wide. The Centre is also tied to the local convent which hosts a
Perpetual Adoration chapel
The Centre's primary activities include: providing a comfortable venue for
prayer, counselling, and viewing religious videos; providing a workspace and sense of
belonging and purpose to both the elderly and youth; and regularly assembling and
transporting relief packages to Africa and the West Indies. Most of the individuals
associated with The Centre rmke regular use of a perpetual Adoration chapel in town,
and many of them volunteer their time to making sure the displayed Host in that chapel
is looked upon every hour of the day and night. Because the Lay Dominican's place a
strong emphasis on the Bible, most of the members of the group will regularly read, and
study, both sacred scripture and commenttry. The majorit}, of participants pray the
Divine Office daily, three or four of them regularly pray the Office together in the back
room of the Centre. Most community mcmbc:-s pray the Rosary, hut irregularly, and
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have often attended events/groups within the umbrella of the Catholic Charismatic
Renewal.
The People
The People are a charismatic prayer group that meets weekly using a Cork parish
community centre. There are about thirty regular participants, on the whole a
subst3ntially younger group than those inyolved with The Centre or The Group; many
of the Participants are in their early thirties. Because of the younger age bracket, the
majority of community members work a full work week, and therefore limit their
devotional schedules to the weekly prayer meeting and Sunday Mass. The People is also
a more gender balanced community than the Group or the Centre, due in large part to
the presence of a number of married couples.
The weekly prayer meeting. when I began my research, included the exposure of
the Host in a Monstrance. Toward the end of my field work, however, the priest who
accompanied the Host was no longer able to attend, so the meetings adapted to this
lack. The priest in question was the closest tie the People had to the clergy, although
they maint2in good relations with the parish clergy in whose centre they meet, and there
are also a number of priests associated with the Charismatic Renewal who visit the
meetings occasionally. Although there is not an organisational structure to the Renewal
per Ie, there are annual conferences and a well attended circuit of seminan, and the
People identify themselves with this active internatlonal community.
With or without the presence of the Host, the meetings are led by a guit3rist,
who accompanies the assembled group as they sing lyrics common to the International
Charismatic Renewal. The average meeting consists of a musical praise service, followed
by, and intenningled with, an extended period of free praise, prayer, and prophesy.
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The Qllestio1l ofReprest1ltatio1l
The three groups whose beliefs and activities make up the body of this work can
not, by any means, be looked upon as a "random sampling" of Irish Catholic laity. The
most important distinguishing factors which separate these groups from the majority of
Irish Catholics are the breadth, depth, and intensity of their devotional lives. The
individuals participating in these communities are what Taylor (1995) has termed ccsuper-
Catholics," and the level of their participation in religious activity is substantially higher
than the norm.
This is not to say, however, that these groups are unique to Cork, nor even to
Ireland. John O'Brien (1994) has devoted an entire book to describing the "seeds of a
new church" in Ireland. The book contains short narrative portraits of a number of
groups across Ireland and their devotional activities, which include pilgrimages and
Rosary processions (like The Group), charismatic praise and prayer Oike The People),
and religiously motivated community service Oike The Centre). Szuchewycz (1989) has
done fieldwork among charismatic worshipers in Galway, and Taylor (1995) has
documented the dynamics of pilgrimage, Rosary devotio~ and charismatic worship in
Donegal. In short, groups involved in activities similar to those discussed in the present
work can be found throughout contemporary Ireland.
Furthermore, many of these activities include identification with international
communities. The Catholic Charismatic movement is an import from America;
devotio~ to Our Lady, particularly in connection"with particular Shrines, is maintained
by an international infrastructure of active pilgrims, passive (that is to say, non-travelling)
devotees, and clergy; and community outreach groups can be found in continental
Europe, Africa, and in the Cnited States and Caribbean (a network utilised by Irish
communities like The Centre). Badone (1990) has presented a collection of
ethnographic essays drawing on the experience of similar deyotional communities
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throughout Europe, and ethnographies can be found dealing with Asia, Africa, and the
Americas (see, for example Stirrat 1992 (Sri Lanka), Ingham 1989 (Mexico), and Rasing
1996 (Zambia».
Just as the groups e.xamined in the present work are rare, but far from unique,
geographically, they are also represented in earlier periods of history. Szuchewycz (1989)
locates the beginnings of the Charismatic Renewal in Ireland in the early 1970's,
however, dynamics such as silent contemplation and inner :ocution can be found much
earlier in Catholic history. Devotion to the Virgin, particularly in the form of the
Rosary, is quite conspicuous from the medieval church onward (see Warner 1976, 0
Dwyer 1995, and Walsh 1993). The Lay Dominicans trace their roots back to the 13*
century (CAnny of Christ" and specialised confraternities and lay groups can be found
throughout the history of the church (Walsh 1993).
Most importandy, the psycho-cultural dynamics which seem to lead to the
fonnation of devotional communities such as those dealt with in this work are not the
kind which can be limited to a specific society or historical period. Taylor (1995: 166,
225-26,237-39) dealt with this issue by applying Turner's notion of (Ccommunities of
affliction." In this light, he argued that a point of physical or psychological illness
provided the doorway into a particular devotional idiom, and that growth in that idiom
stemmed from a shift in purpose. Specifically, Taylor pointed to the moment when a
"search for a cure becomes a quest for healing" (166). As I have argued earlier (Feller
t 996), this same analysis can apply to the groups and individuals encountered in my own
research. The conversion narratives collected continually point to moments of illness
and anguish, and the rhetoric of !piritual growth is consistently underpinned by
therapeutic imagery. To say, therefore, that the situations which stimulate the fonnation
and growth of these devotional communities is somehow unique to contemporary
Ireland, is to say the human frailty and fear is unique to that venue ;lS well.
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Finally, the devotions and rituals used by the groups studied here are part of the
repertoire of Catholic believers not necessarily in\Polved in such active communities.
While, some of the prayers and rituals are drawn from popular tradition, or are
idiosyncratic, most are part of official, or quasi-official church liturgy and psalmistry, and
are thus accessible to even nominal Catholics. Therefore, as stated above, it is the
breadth, depth, and intensity of devotion which distinguishes these groups of "super-
Catholics," not the repertoire itself. Since much of the analysis in this work focuses on
the dynamics of the active use of elements from this repertoire, that analysis can be
applied in a modified form to similar usage by more nominally active Catholic Laity.
As I have outlined above, the three communities have perceived connections to
larger, national or international, groups (religious supply stores, secular orders,
confrAternities, charismatic prayer groups, etc.). Their leadership structures, however,
are independent and internal. Like wise, their relationships to the church's hierarchy are
tenuous, and typically involve individual priests who perceive their vocation to be in line
with the different groups' agenda.
The Group is demographically, theologically, and ritually "older' than either the
Centre or the People. Marian devotion is, for the most part, more supported by the
older laity in Cork city, and the devotees identify themselves with a more conservative,
sometimes pre-Vatican II theology. Earlier (1996), I discussed the tensions that exist
between Marian and Charismatic devotees, and the contested discourse surrounding
basic theological elements such as the Holy Spirit. In my field work, the only Mary
centred event which attracted a predominately young crowd was the visit of an image of
Our Lady of Guadeloupe to Cork. The draw of that particular image is tied to the Our
Lady of Guadeloupe's role as patron of young (and pregnant) mothers.
Although demographically similar to the Group, the members of the Centre
tend to be more involved with contempvrary theological movements, idenritJing
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themselves more with the Charismatic Renewal than ~ith devotion to Our Lady, and
applying themselves to the enterprise of a service oriented theology, often spending
their time packing boxes rather than in more highly ritualised activities. Similarly, the
Dominican emphasis on the Bible encourages the members of the Centre to spend a
good part of their devotional time in study.
The People stand in demographic contrast to the other groups, because of the
average age of the participants, but also because of the presence of a large number of
men. The overall attnosphere of the People is thus one of family centred worship, and
the structure of the central activity is similar to that of the ordinary Sunday Mass (and to
many Protestant worship services). Structurally, therefore, there is less of a feeling of
participating outside of the boundaries of the church. Theologically, however,
Charismatic worship sits well ou~ide of the official church liturgy and ritual, relying as it
does on direct communication between God and the devotee. For this reason,
Charismatic worship is often hotly contested by both clergy and laity outside of the
movement.
Chapter Three: Classification and Method
Gell1~
The "problem of genres" is omnipresent in folkloristics, mainly because it is so
intricately bound with everything that the folklorist does. Dan Ben-Amos asserts that
considerations of genre shape the study from collection to analysis; from performance
through publication (1976: xi).
Quoting Alan Dundes, Ben-Amos points out the irony that although genres
have dominated both theory and practice, and 3lthough genres are often regarded as
folklore's "primary particles," not one genre to date has been completely defined and
agreed upon (1976: xii). Of course, very few disciplines can claim total semantic
hannony, but for Ben-Amos the disagreement is more fundamental than that; he asserts
that "at variance are not the principles for describing single forms but the general ideas
ofwhat kind of a category genre is" (1976: xiv).
Ruth Finnegan has also closely examined the problematic nature of classification
in social science. She argues the most prevalent dilemma facing a would-be genericist is
"the desire, on the one hand, to have general terms to facilitate translation and
comparative understanding and, on the other, to represent specificity" (1992: 135-6).
Finnegan maintains that the attempt to satisfy this dual desire has in many ways shaped
the history of the various sub-disciplines of classification; and, in the post-modem era,
has lead to an increased awareness of the fluid and dynamic nature ofgenre.
QuotingJ.D. Dorst, Finn~ asserts that contemporary approaches look "not
just to stabilities, as in earlier studies, but also to change and ambiguity, taking account of
"emergence, transfonnation, obsolescence, and so on as positive realities ofgenres, that
is, as active processes to be treated in their own terms and :lot merely as forms of defect
or breakdown in the generic order"" (1992: 137). It is a sentiment echoed by Ben-
Amos, who points to the growing ethnographic intluence on genre theory, with its
emphasis on performance, dynamics and change (1976: xxxvi).
Both Finnegan and Ben-Amos best serve the reader when they state (as do must
of the authors cited in this paper) that to "do" folklore, one must eventually stop
theorising about genres and use them in their most basic role: as classifiers. No matter
how plagued with problems the process of classification is, the social scientist must try,
for it is an integral part of cross-cultural analysis and translation (Finnegan 1992: 139).
The present work is organised around four areas of religious activity, and I use
these tenns as my "top-level" ger.eric division. These categories are each discussed in
their relative chapters, but I describe them briefly here.
Narrative
In particular, this work is concerned with what I tenn the personal religious
narrative. Drawing on the genres of legend and personal experience narrative, I
articulate a generic description which is centred on issues of personal ownership,
religious content, function and intent, namely. the desire to recreate (rather than merely
represent) religious experience.
Material Cllltliff
The chapter on material culture includes a number of Catholic sacr.unentals,
objects and places which are supplementary to the Sa~:raments of the official church. I
focus exclusively on artefacts, rather than architecture, art, etc., though these are also
part of material culture. Specific items of material culture examined here include prayer
beads, medals, relics, scapulas, prayer cards~ holy water, statues, and icons.
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Hi/Hal
I utilise the Jungian definition proposed by Robert Johnson (1986: 102) that
ritual is "symbolic behaviour, consciously performed." I include in this category a
variety of events and activities, although I focus on the specialised ritual of pilgrimage
for much of the chapter on the subject of ritual. My definition of ritual as behaviour
includes both speech and kinaesthetics.
PnrJe1"
I define the genre of prayer as verbal, though not necessarily verbalised or
intelligible, communication with spiritual beings and forces. Because it is a two way
channel, prayer includes prophesy; e.g. visual or verbal communication from spirits to
humans.
Co/JectifJ1l
This essay is based on material collected during twenty months ethnographic
field work, as follows: Sept-Dec 1994, Jan-March 1995, May-June 1995, Sept-Dec
1995, Jan-March 1996, May-August 1996-
I used, primarily, the techniques of participant observation and the
ethnographic interview. As a participant observer, I was involved in the regular
devotion services of the three groups described in this study, and also spent time with
individuals and groups in a variety of situations: formal and informal, religious and
secular, professional and social. I would classify my level of participation as "high"
though not complete.' I prayed when others prayed, and if asked to perform a religious
act on my own or on behalf of the group, I would do so to the best of my ability.
7 See Spradley 1980 for a classification of It'vels of pa:ticipation.
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My notes as a participant observer were kept on site as jottings, and expanded
into full notes nightly. These field notes include descriptive entries of people, places and
events, as well as analytical entries later expanded into fonr.al essays and submitted to
my supervisor. The present work is constructed out of my notebooks and these essays,
as well as from the recordings and transcriptions of numerous interviews.
In the field I discovered what I imagine to be a common dilemma: balancing
participant observation (which provides a "natural" context for discourse, but which is
difficult to recall verbatim) with the taped interview (which allows for total recall but in a
contrived, or artificial setting). In all cases, the "natur3l" setting was recreated in the
interviews as well as possible - by asking for stories I had heard previously, by using what
I perceived to be "proper" questions for the subject at hand, and by simply introducing
a subject and allowing the infonnant to go their own way, with minimal guidance.
I have considered the veracity and value of the semifonnal interview very
carefully. I was able to find precedence in my field experience ofone-on-one, minimal
tum-t2king, solicited narrative Perfonnances (a.e. situations like the interviews, only
without the tape recorder) which took place "natunilly." For example, consider this
excerpt from a personal narrative regarding an ecstatic trance, in which different
individuals are reported to have asked the narrator to tell, or repeat, his story:
Jim: ••. 50 M.M. kept on to me, "What did you see? You
were away," ... uhn, "You saw something. What did you
see?" So I told him.
JF:· Um-hmm.
(Later, regarding the same vision)
Jim: ••. the woman of the house asked me the next morning.
JF: She knew?
Another example comes from a "cool down" conversation after an interview.
Eoin had been present, although silent, during the taped interview of ~(ay. He told me
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he had heard her story several times - that he had asked her to teD it to him several ti1ll1J - but
that it still affected him (Field ~otes, February 11, 1995).
These are but two e.'Xamples of the "natural" status of the solicited narrative
performance; where a person is asked to tell a story that another person knows of or has
even heard before, and then perfonns it with minimal interaction. I have encountered
many others.
aside, action, or comment
name replaced by pseudonym
indistinct word/phrase (1990: 11,148).
name
/
(italics)
[]
Ethnopoetics
The transcriptions in this werk appear single spaced, in Courier New font, in
contrast to the double spacing and use of Garamond font for the body of the text. I
utilise a modified version of the format used by Gary R. Butler in his book Stgillg 1sll't
Be6tUlIg. Every attempt has been made to reproduce dialogue verbatim, which may
make reading slightly awkward. Each text is preceded by a header stating the text
number, the informant's pseudonym, biographical details and the date and circumstances
of the text's collection. Within each text, the following symbols are used:
pause
interruption or false start
Chapter Four. Bearing the Good News:
The Religious Narrative Process
Ot'troielll
"We'n a 1)IJInerable lot, bllt please liJlen to I11.J story becaltu
I hal't agospel sto1)', Father, ifyou hare too. n
-Afqy
This chapter examines religious narratives, and the process of religious narration.
Once again, May's gentle wisdom has guided the title and subject of this work, for it was
her plea to a local priest (above) which fuelled my desire to learn more about the "gospel
stories" of common people; the "good new~" according to J~m or Sarah or Michael or
whomever.
Because this chapter deals with the specific area of folk narrative, some
additional theory is required to supplement the previous exploration of folk religion.
Fintly, my analysis of the narratives presented below is situated in the "ethnography of
speaking," and so a brief discussion of the conceptual modes of this school of thought is
needed. Secondly, since the personal experience narrative' remains a contested genre
among folklorists, questions of genre must also be addressed. Finally, theories from
cognate disciplines' are examined, in order to come to a better underst3nding of the
linguistic representation of religious experience.
My analysis contains four main arguments. I assert that the personal religious
narrative" is (1) a distinct genre, which is both (2) evangelical (a tool for "spreading the
word''), and (3) reflective, (a tool for coming to a better understanding of religious
experience). Furthermore, I argue that (4) its principle strategy for success (10 both its
• Also referred to as"po... and ··pen."
9 In this case. the ideas of cultural anthropology. pl.i1csophy of religion. cognitive science. physical
anthropology, and follJoristics. all prondc materials :-:>r fhe ani·:ula~ion of my general argument.
10 Also refem:d to as "pm...
evangelical and reflective functions) is the communication ofwhat Donald Braid (1996)
tenns cCexperiential meaning."
The transcriptions and/or summaries of thirteen personal religious narratives are
presented in this chapter, each accompanied by contextual introduction. The narrative
context is essential to the analysis, which primarily explores story telling events, not
narrative texts. The theory is applied to the ethnographic materials on several levels,
including an analysis of the tension between tradition and creativity, of the dynamics of
perfonner/audience negotiation, and of the transmission of experiential meaning.
The Ethnograph;' ofSpeaking
The "ethnography of speaking" began with Dell Hymes' critique of the
Chomskyan notion of "communicative competence." Hymes called for "a second
descriptive science of language" which was concerned with the use of language, rather
than its grmunatical structure (Coultard 1985: 34). This second-science W2S to be
concerned with ec.ways of speaking." giving attention to linguistic resources, styles, rules
of interpretation, governing nonns, structure and setting (Coultard 1985: 34).
The present work is infonned bY', and situated in, the ethnography of speaking,
which is bued on what Bauman and Sherzer describe as "a conception which holds that
the patterning of language goes far beyond laws ofgrammar to comprehend the use of
language in soci2llife" (1989: 6). My reproduction, description, and analysis of language
use in this chapter is thus approached as "research directed toward the foundation of
descriptive theories of speaking as a cultural system or as ptlrt of cultural systems"
(Bauman and Sherzer 1989: 6).
~I
Speech Commllllilits
Earlier, I described the difficulties in defming the devotional group, and declared
that the groups involved in this research were best characterised as speech communities.
Coultard asserts that "any group which share both linguistic resources and rules for
interaction and interpretation is defined as a speech community" (1985, 35). That such a
community has special claim to the attention of folklorists and ethnographers of
speaking is attested to by Bauman and Sherzer, who call the speech community the "the
point of departure" (1989: 6). Dan Ben-Amos agrees that "folklore has a social
limitation as wel~ namely the small group," which Ben-Amos describes in tenns
significantly similar to Coultard, Bauman, and Sherzer's speecn communities (Ben-Amos
1975: 12).
The Group, the People, and the Centre, are all recognisably assemblies of people
sharing "both linguistic resources and rules for interaction and interpretation," and as
such can be called sPeeCh communities (and, thankfully, "groups"). The label is true to
the spirit of the present work, which is more concerned with the popular use of
linguistic resources (narrative, prayer, iconography, ritual expression) than with popular
social structure. Linguistic models also accommodate the reality of shifting group
membership more readily than more structurally oriented detinitions. Finally, the label
"speech community" connotes heterogeneity, which is particularly useful in this chapter.
Bauman and Sherzer call the speech community "an organisation of diversity;
insofar as this knowledge and ability [to communicate competendy and appropriately] .•.
[as] differentially distributed among its member;; the production and interpretation of
speech are thus variable and com?lerr.entary rather than homogenous and constant"
(1989: 6, 15-17). Below, I argue that two of the linguistic resources shared by these
groups are personal religious e~..perience. and the capacity to interpret these encounten
with the divine. The irregular distribution of these resources is the "economic" reality
which supplies the need to communicate "experiential meaning."
A Processional Perspective
The ethnography of speaking requires a processional, contextual view of
folklore, which I believe to be already established in this work. Without process, it
would be an ethnography of speech, rather than speaking; without context, it would not
be ethnography at all. Ben-Amos insightfully declared that "most definitions have
conceived of folklore as a collection of things ... [which] requires a methodological
abstraction of objects from their actual context.... Any definition of folklore on the
basis of these abstracted things is bound to mistake the part for the whole.... It is
necessary to examine the phenomena as they exist. In its cultural context, folklore is not
an aggregate of things, but a process - a communicative process, to be exact" (1975: 9).
A processional perspective changes the focus of a study from speech texts to
speech acts. The idea of a speech act can be found in the work of a number of linguists;
Searle, Labov, Fanshe~ Grice, Garfink~ etc. (Coult2rd 1985: 30). J.L Austin, however,
is identified as a seminal figure for the shifting of linguistic emphasis to perfonnative
statements which "evince emotion or ... prescribe conduct" (Coultard 1985: 13). Austin
argues "that in saying anything one is performing some kind of act"(Coult2rd 1985: 17).
Likewise, Hymes distinguishes between "genre" and "doing a genre" (Coultard 1985: 42),
and Bauman and Sherzer "perfonnance in tenns of the interplay between resource and
individual competence, within the context of parti<..'Ular situations. Performances thus
have an emergent quality" (1989: 6).
Just as I have defmed folk religion as an emergent, contextualised phenomenon,
this chapter looks at narrative as an emerger.t performance. a contextualised act and
event. The chapter title W<L<; chosen speciticily to t'0inr to thl: pr:>cessicnal nature of
.1'"
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narrative, and the research follows Hymes' guidelines for ethnographers of speaking.
Thus, this chapter seeks to understand not only the structure~ topic, and fonn, but the
setting, participants, purpose, key, and channel for each narratiyc event (see Coultard
1985: 44).
A DltaI Event
Richard Bauman, in the tradition of Roman Jakobson, claims that narrative is
"doubly anchored in human events. That is, narratives are keyed both to the events in
which they are told and to the events which they recount" (Bauman 1986: 2). Bauman's
ideas are central to my argument that the personal religious narrative seeks to convey
experiential meaning, and thus has the potential to serve as a religious experience in its
own right. The question constantly in my mind, therefore, is c~'hat happens, not only
in the narration, but in the narrating?"
The Pmona/ Re/ilioltJ" Namdive
Introducing FoUe1brt GnrrtJ, Dan Ben-Amos warns the reader that "the adequacy
ofgeneric descriptions depends entirely on the theoretical view they are designed to
satisfy" (1976: xiii). Ideas of genre shape everything a folklorist does, from collection
and analysis. More import2lltly, if they are at all accurate, or retlective of the "native
view," they shape what the perfoLmer and audience does as well. Such a powerful idea
as genre requires exploration before going further.
R.eimund Kvideland argues that in folklore, "all too often quite a few genres have
been considered marginal" (1990: 61). This includes what K\;deland, "for lack of a
better term, ... [calls] Christian ml.mornt~~ they are stories about supranormal events
within the context of popubtr Chris~mitywhich have been experienced by the narrator
hirnselt'" (1990: 61). In this chapter, I dcal wt~h n,lrr.tri,·cs like ~,·idcbnd's "Christian
memorates," though I classify them generically as "personal religious narratives." As in
Kvideland's definition, subject matter is important, but for me the function and motive
of narration is what truly distinguishes these narratives as a performance genre.
I would like to consider the fact that although the Fersonal religious narrative
may represent a marginalized genre, recent folklore scholarship has seen a boom in the
study of the generalised personal narrative. Sandra Stahl argues that this increased
interest is laudable, and articulates the benetits to studying this blend of traditional fonn
and personal experience as a vehicle for understanding contemporary storytelling, thus
overcoming many antiquarian notions of folklore (1983: 268). Stahl points out that
historically, the personal narrative has always thrived as a verbal art form; the "boom" is
in academic interest, not performance frequency (1983: 268; see also Degh 1984: 235).
How, then, has this increasingly popular genre been defmed? Degh challenges
Stahl's appealingly simple definition of the personal narrative, which reads ''lbe pn is a
prose narrative relating a personal experience; it is usually told in the first person and its
content is non-traditional" (Degh 1984: 237). Degh's criticisms hit home, pointing out
that many pn's are told second or even third hand, that there are non-prose
performances, and that nothing can be utterly without tradition (1984: 237-40). In a way
Stahl's definition holds more water when it is reversed to read :,A first person, non-
tr2ditional, prose narrative is a pn." It simply is not the o"!;, type of pn.
Following Ben-Amos' ach-ice regarding the limited adaquacy of generic
classifications, I wish to look at two of these tt.ree criteria (personal ownership, and
tradition), in light of my own theoretical ret1ui:-ements. The basic defmition of the
personal religious narrative employed in this study hin~ on me fact that the teller of
the story has claimed a personal relationship with the contt;nr of the story - either as a
Participant, an eyewimess, or both. Stories whicr. are told second hand - but told with
expressed authority or afti:ury which links th: rclk:r (ia rhe rt.·lIcr'~ mind) to the
participants and witnesses of the story - meet this requirement. In sho~ the perfonner
of the personal religious narrative, rather than the collector, or even the narrative,
distinguishes it from the non-personal religious legend.
Degh calls the question of traditionality "the most problematic element in
[Stahl's] definition" (1984: 238). She argues that even if the manner of telling could
some how be non-traditional, the experience which is related (and its interpretation) is
the product of tradition. I agree with this analysis wholeheartedly. As a whole this work
is concerned with the roots and wings of Irish folk Catholicism; the relationship
between tradition and creativity, resources and competence, etc. Although I will re-
approach the subject of traditionality below, for now a short list of a few of the
"traditional characteristics" of the personal religious narrative will suffice to establish its
place in a communal herimge.
Lawrence Taylor asserts Llat the International Charismatic Renewal gave to its
participants "a way of speaking about miracles," a language which "maintained their new
field of religious experience," and which he describes (I think quite aptly) as "an
amalgam of liberal, person-centred therapeutics and revivified appreciations of the
miraculous character of the Catholic sacraments" (1995: 237). This "way of speaking" is
certainly not limited to the particiPants of the charismatic renewal, and represents one of
the traditions, one of the resources, from which perfonners draw. Other resources
include the narrative traditions and mirncle/vision interpretations of pilgrims to various
international shrines. Narrators also drav.- from the liturgy, from inspirational tapes and
literature.
Perhaps most importantly, narrators also iook to the structure, content, and tone
of the gospels and other books of the ~ew Te;;tamcnt; th~s .tHowing them to add to the
living message, to "God's good news." \Xt'irhout:1 douo4 the pct"5onal religious
narrative is more than merely personal, and looks to a diverse array of rich traditions for
inspiration and guidance.
Religiolls E."-1Jeriellce
Jewish philosopher Martin Buber argued that "the religious essence in every
religion can be found in its highest certainty ... that the meaning of existence is open and
accessible in the aetuallived concrete. '0. [This] does not mean it is to be won and
possessed through any type of analytical or synthetic investigation.... Meaning is to be
experienced in living action and suffering itself, in the unreduced immediacy of the
moment" (1968: 182).
The study of experience is central to any study of religion, other than the most
theologically abstracted. Many philosophers of religion have looked at the seeming
primacy of religious experience and reached a wide range of conclusions: viewing it as
somehow "beyond" the corrupting, fmite nature of language or , for the same re2S0n, as
irrational and nonsensical. Religious experience has been viewed alternatively as
emotion, perception, communication, and hallucination (see Peterson, et aI. 1991). But
what is of greater importance to the subiect of this chapter is how religious experience is
represented in language, and why.
Friedrich Schleiennacher is traditionally credited with first articulating the idea
that religious experience exists, somehow, beyond language. This means not only that
religious experience is difficult to express linguistically, but also that the experience
occun without cognitive shaping or interpretation (proudfoot 1985). If this is so, the
task of sharing experience through the perforrr.ance of a personal religious narrative is
indeed a difficult one.
Schleiermacher's recommendatior is wat "anyone attemoting to describe
religious expericnce must employ evoc:atiyc "':\thcr than ;m,lly,i'-=:ll language." (proudfoot
1985: 8) and he is not alone. ~'illiam James argues that religious language seeks to share
the essence of a religious event by reporting the "fact of experience: the divine is actually
present, religion says, and between it and ourselves relations of give and take are actual.
If defmite perceptions of fact like this cannot stand upon their own feet, surely abstract
reasoning cannot give them support.... Religious experience, in other words,
spontaneously and inevitably engenders myths, superstitions, [etc.] ..." Oames 1958: 346).
But religious experiences are, in C.H. \Xlliteley's words, "rare and therefore
unfamiliar" (Lewis and Whitely 1968: 262), a point which I discussed earlier. This being
the case, and ifwe assume that belief requires experience to feed and strengthen it, we
are posed with a question: from whence comes the wide spread distribution of f2ith, and
familiar ease with which certain groups handle the miraculous? I believe the answer is
found in the evocative language, not of theologians and philosophers, but of individual
storytellen.
H.D. Lewis asserts that "ideas need to be made vivid for us and made to count
for us personally by being related to matters that concern us closely if their full impact is
to be felt" (Lewis and Whiteley 1968: 249). I would argue that this is the essence of the
verbal art of the personal religious narrative - me vivid expression of experience.
Ifwe are to understand how an o.-perience characterised by many as non-
linguistic can be expressed successfully - the tlSk of the personal religious narrator - we
must approach the question in several steps. The first step ~ to understand that the
concepts of cenon-linguistic" experience and belief are not as intimidating they would
tint seem. Maurice Bloch argues that much of cultural knowledge is non-linguistic,
fonned in networks of meaning that are impiicit and expenential, but which, under the
correct circumstances can be transfcrm{.-Q intI) expl!c!r discourse (1991: 186). Ward
Goodenough, in a similar ,·ein, asserts that the mental and :1eurological capacities that
are necessary for proposition and belief are pre-linguistic, possibly even pre-hominidl
(1990).
Reiigiolls Laltg/lage
Seeing that the task of expressing the non-linguistic is not impossible, the next
question is one of circumstance: under what conditions can religious experience be
reproduced in religious language? The beginning of the answer is found in the question
itself, which presupposes that there is such a thing as "religious language," which Balle-
Peterson calls cea professional language ... Its special vocabulary and forms of expression
serve to express something which is of another world and essentially different from
colloquial speech and everyday life" (1981: 98). This language, this resource, is then used
in a particular way of speaking, in the powerful linguistic form of religious narrative.
Why is oral religious narrative capable of doing something which written, highly
rational, philosophies and theologies cannot? I believe the success of the pm is partially
due to the Personal and illustrative nature of oral narrative, an intimacy which carries
great weight in the negotiation of belief. Braithewaite characterises the religious
assertion as powerful because, unlike a morJI assertion ceit will refer to a story as well as
an intention" (1968: 340-1). In my analysis of the narratives below, I contend that the
"story" of the religious assertion is a very special verbal art. It is both evangelica1, as a
tool for encouraging others to believe, and ret1ective, as a tool for coming to a better
understanding of one's own religious experiences. Performers are able to accomplish
this two fold task by transferring the full force of their experience to the audience.
Donald Braid (1996) calls this proc~s the transfer of "experiential meaning," which
includes activity on the part of both the audience and performer. 1be ability of
narrative to create an experience is also apprcached by Richard Bauman, who hints that
rather than narnrives being icons or evcn:;. pc..'rh'l!1s "eYCniS <lrc '.lbstracrions from
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narrative" (1986: 5). Having addressed these theoretical considerJtions, I tum now to the
narratives and their analysis.
Narrative One:
Jim is in his late 50's, and is a retired Garda. He
is the leader of The Group's weekly, outdoor rosary, and
organises many of The Group's special activities. As
mentioned previously, Jim regularly visits a hospital in
Cork with small, blessed statues of Our Lady of Fatima.
Jim originally told this story to me as he drove me into
Cork after an informal get together in Blarney on January
31, 1995. On March 17, 1995, after attending a silent
adoration in a nearby convent, Jim did a tape-recorded
interview with me regarding the miraculous healings he
had witnessed in his visits to the hospital. About
midway through the interview, he repeated this story.
Jim: The next one was, urn ..• a young fella from
Ballingeary by the name of M.L.... He was struck by
a car in Ballincollig ... And/say/we'd just prayed
the rosary ... and we/say/got into the lift ... and
I asked the Holy Spirit ••• would he please direct
us to some ••. person ••• who was/badly needed us.
JF: Mm-hmm.
Jim: So we pressed the button to go up to three and
instead of ••• lift going up/went down to the
basement.
JF: Hmm.
Jim: So I did say to the crowd were with me, "There is
some poor creature here that needs help." So I went
around the corner/there was a broken hearted mother
and she crying/weeping away ••. and there was a big
crowd with her ••.. And, uh, I placed the statue in
her hands •.. and we said/I said "Do you mind if we
say the rosary?" ••• So we all agreed/that we would
say the rosary.•.• So we started the rosary and in
between the decades I used to say/tell them •.. that
this little lad would be all right •.. if they'd
only faith •.•. So there was a lad across from me, I'd
say he was, um, he was a/actually, uh, he looked to
me like a school inspector .•. fairly important
looking anyway/
JF: Right, mm.
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Jim: /well dressed. But he used to stare at me in a kind
of an abnormal way like as much to say, "Would you
ever shut your blooming mouth, you half-wit?" You
know?
JF: This is/
Jim: That's/the what was coming to mel
JF: in the hospital/
Jim: Yeah, in the hospital .... So anyway, what/they told
us was the child was cross/was crossing the road
with the mother and she had him by the hand •.• and
suddenly he ran/darted across the road/
JF: Hmm.
Jim: and a car come and hit him ... and the doctors told
them that he was brain dea/dead.
JF: How old was the boy?
Jim: [ ] was only about eight.
JF: Hmmm.
Jim: An only son, and no hope for another one.
JF: Hm.
Jim: So um ••• the next thing •.. then happened was •••
that um ••• eh, I was so taken by the case •.• so in
bits sad for the father and that •.• we did put the
statue in with the young lad that night and we came
back on the Sunday night, Mary(another member of The
Group, in her late 40's) and myself •.. and we
joined them again in the rosary ••. and the lad
across the way started staring at me again ••• with
a kind of forbidding look •.. because I was
chattering away about faith and believing •.• that
he would come around•.•. So anyway, we finished the
rosary •.• and ... I asked the father could we go
into him and we blessed him with holy water
•.• and I put a relic of Saint Anthony under his
pillow.... And this is Sunday night .... And I said
to the father, "1 think/! believe that he's going to
be all right by Tuesday.
JF: Which is St. Anthony's/
Jim: This/
JF: day?
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Jim: Yeah.
JF: Yeah.
Jim: Yeah. So the next thing then •.. he says to me,
"Well, they're pulling the plug tomorrow ..• this
Monday ••• and it's either up or down." •.. They'd
pulled it already and he showed no reaction
whatsoever •.. and, urn ... the doctor said/only/that
they had beseeched the doctor give him a chance/the
doctor wasn't interested.... So, urn, the next thing
anyway I got a call .•• from Mary ... on the Monday
•.. the great news that the young fella/when they
pulled the plug he was breathing and moving •.•
JF: Hmmm.
Jim: And the doctors were astounded and he was now out in
the children's ward. But, uh, I don't know whether
he had spoken anyone or not at this stage but when
we went in on Monday night ... to see him ... with
excitement ••• uh, he was asleep or ••. either
looked like coma or asleep .•• you wouldn't know
which. While I was talking to the father he woke
up/and sat up in the bed and he threw his arms
around the father ••• urn, around his neck .••• And
the two of them started conversing in Irish at a
fierce rate.
JF: Hm. Fantastic.
Jim: Wasn't it?
JF: Yeah.
Jim: So he/he put his hand out then/he shook hands with
me and/um/I went to take the statue away ••• because
we were visiting other pa/patients •.• and the nurse
said to me, "Leave that statue there!H
JF: (Laughs)
Jim: (Laughs)
JF: Yeah/
Jim: and when
JF: Did she?
Jim: She did.
She knew ••• she knew how bad he'd been
I said to her it was a miracle, she nodded.
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Narrativ.a Two:
Towards the end of the March 17 interview, Jim told
this story which describes an "unintentional" healing
that took place in the home of a woman he had met as a
result of the hospital visits.
Jim: I told her that I would be eager to have ... eh •..
a prayer meeting in her house ... and when she rang
me about a month later to tell me the news/ now she
says "I want you to come down to the house." And we
did go down to her house/1 went down to her house on
my own .•• with the big statue ... and we did three
rosaries in her house interlaced with the Stations
of the Cross ... And while that was happening there
was a woman there/there was about forty people in
the house .•. even though this woman has cancer and
all the rest of it she went through the trouble.
And the tea and all ready/but [ ]
JF: Hmmm.
Jim: we/when were finished praying. But while we were
praying this woman/whom I didn't know from Adam at
all/had never been at a prayer meeting in a house
before ••. she felt heat going through her, and she
was full of arthritis. And she heard a voice saying
to her, "You are cured. You are healed." Or
something like that/either cured or healed •••
JF: Right, right.
Jim: and/um/the next morning she was able to jump out of
the bed without pain or anything.
Narrative Three:
On May 16, 1995, Jim, myself, and the tape recorder
met again. For the second time I found myself sitting
with him in the front room of his house, drinking tea,
eating crackers and jam, and wondering where his wife,
children, and dog had disappeared to. I had wanted to
talk about the large Fatima statue that is the
centrepiece for the weekly rosary meeting, but Jim
decided he wanted to tell me about a rosary walk they had
walked in the Marian year. Among other things, he
described a vision he saw at Mt. Mellary.
Jim: And then I headed down ... for the grotto ••• to say
the rosary that I'd promised.
JF: Mm-hmm.
Jim: And I'm going into the grotto ... one of the
p/people with me ••• a woman/she said to me ...
"What time is it?" and ... I believe the time was
I think it was ten past ten .••. And the date
was the 10th ••• of May, Monday. I can remember/
JF: Mm-hmm/
Jim: it because it was •.. such a •.• colossal night ••••
When I looked down Patrick and Jerry, who were two
fellas with me ••• they were just finishing up the
rosary so when I came into them I said "Look it, •••
I have to say another rosary, will you please say it
with me?" "No problem," they said•.•• So, uh
••. Patrick is on my left and Jerry on my right and
we're kneeling on the kneeler right beside the
grotto ••• and the water was winding it's way down •
••• And ..•. when I started the rosary I looked up
at the statue ••• and I could see nothing, only pure
whiteness, ••. no sign of the statue, •.. of the
face of the statue .... So I said to Patrick, "Can
you see the face of the statue?" ... And he said
"Yes, no problem at-all." ••• So this worried me
quite a bit ... first of all I said "Is she out with
me?" ••• Because I left the grotto/
JF: Right, -Is she hiding her face?"/
Jim: Yeah.
JF: Yeah.
Jim: Is it some sign ••. that I was displeasing to her ...
and urn ... haven't gone through the town praying and
all this stuff was coming to me, you know? .. The
battle that was going on.... And then I said "Mayb
I'm going blind, ••. you know? •.• This is a
reality, like I couldn't/all's I could see was
whiteness •.• there was ••. a light ••• trained on
it •.• on/to the statue itself •••. So then •.• I
prayed away this decade and all this was going in
through my mind .•• am I going blind? is she out
with me? or what? •.• And then on the second/just
started the second/it was the glorious mysteries,
the ascension ..•• The next thing I could see/a
silhouette of a woman ••• with her back to me •••
with/um ••. a great big hood coming out as far as
here (gestures about a foot in front of face)
••• like something the monks would wear/
JF: Mm-hmm.
Jim: Like it was like a hood .•• but it was coming out that
far now very, very far/
JF: Right/
Jim: from the head ••• and she had her back to me and I
said "she's definitely out with me anyway .•. she
has her back turned to me " (laughs) and I wasn't
worried about what/the silhouette .•• I was seeing
it/that wasn't/it was still/I was still worried •••
and then I came to the assumption ••• and just as I
started the assumption I started seeing it ••• I'd
just barely started it ••• and the next thing the
whole [ ] just burst into light ••• couldn't
describe it now, all the trees, the shrubs,
everything ••• became the most beautiful/no way
could I ••• describe them ••• only that the greatest
artist on earth wouldn't put one of them together
the way the way they were.
JF: Hmmm.
Jim: And this yellow light was flowing out from them •••
they're really bright themselves but the light •••
was kind of yellowy/
JF: Mm-hmm.
Jim: Kind of a goldy-yellowy ••• light ••• be more •••
sorry orangey ••• orangey/
JF: Right.
Jim: Orangey ••• to ••• Goldy coloured•.. and it was
flooding out •.• and I was very conscious it was the
light of God like coming out through his nature •••
all the ferns everything.
Narrative Four:
In the last few minutes of the May 16 interview, Jim
told me the story of how he and Patrick began
distributing the small, blessed Fatima statues (which are
not only brought into the hospital wards, but into
private homes as well).
Jim: The little statues ••. how that came about actually
•.• it would be about/I think about three years ago .
•.. We went up to T./we were invited up to a day of
prayer in/uh/I think it was/uh/not St. Patrick's but
another seminary there .... And/um/when we were/came
in to the church ••. I had the big statue with me
..• and I wasn't invited to bring it but I brought
it and put it up in the church .•. and then we had a
silent hour •.• in front of the Blessed Sacrament.
JF: Mmm-hmm.
Jim: And then [ ] priest called us into an inner room .••
and he said the Rosary .... And then he came out with
something/he said "Now let the Holy Spirit speak
through you." ••• So I got this compulsion to speak
any way about Our Lady of Fatima/I said "I honestly
believe that if every town and city in Ireland/and
village/had a statue of Our Lady of Fatima ••• in
that town or village ••• then Ireland would be saved
••• the chastisement."
JF: Hmmm.
Jim: And ..• I thought no more of it ••• but Patrick who
doesn't say much but listens well/
JF: (laughs)
Jim: he took that serious and the next thing (laughs) I
found that Patrick had/a [ ] load of small statues
had arrived in his house ..•. (laughs) And he wanted
to get them blessed with Our Lady of Graces .••
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Narrative Five:
Eoin is 50 years old, is retired, and lives alone
about two minutes walk from The Centre, where he is part
of the central, all volunteer management team. When I
visit him (in a town about 45 minutes from Cork) I stay
in his flat, and on more than one occasion, we recorded
interviews, usually at night, on a variety of subjects.
On December 3, 1995, we were discussing the International
Charismatic Renewal Conference that had taken place the
week before, and Eoin told this story about the 1994
conference.
E: The healing ... the healing/ta, uh ..• service
started ... and, uh, what happened was that, um
that one man ... he/r remember Father saying
there's/there's/there's one man in .•. the hall who
has never heard in his life ••. but he can hear me
speaking now ... you see? •.. So ..• you know you'd
kind of/r don't know what kind of/what was going on
inside in me like ••• when I heard/
JF: Mm-hmm/
E: this statement ••• to be quite frank about it .•.•
But like after awhile this man/he said/he invited/he
said "Look," he said "You can hear me! I know you
can hear me and you've never heard in your life."
••• So he said "Come to the stage" he said "and
give glory to God." ••• You know? ••• And after
awhile this man eventually came forward/came up all
from somewhere up along the hall ..• came to the
front stage and he gave his testimony to the Lord •
•.• And he put/I think it was a thousand pounds
worth of hearing aids ... r suppose in the hospitals
they'd been trying to help him/
JF: Right/
E: to get some class of hearing or whatever ••. and he
put them up on the stage and he didn't have need for
them after that.
JF: That's amazing.
E: You see?
JF: (Nods)
E: So r can assure you that absolutely my mind was
boggled to see this.
Narrative Six:
Later in the December 3 interview, Eoin described
one of his early encounters with the Charismatic Renewal,
a Charismatic mass in the city of Cork.
E: And what it was then was a mass, ••• and like ..• I
mean it was just such a beautiful ••• celebration of
the mass/
JF: Right/
E: Right now as I even speak to you I still have the
picture in my mind/
JF: [] very different than ]/
E: because like ... uh, we [ ] there was all the people
there were charismatic ••. you know .•• as we call
charismatic.... And ... but what it is sticks in my
mind most of all is that .•. we .•• were invited ..•
to stand/come out of our seats and stand one at the
end of each seat .•• in a row •.• down through the
church .•.. And the priest left the alter ... with
the monstrance ... with Jesus in the monstrance •••
and stood before each individual all the way down
one side of the church and all back up the other .
••• And I had my eyes closed.••. But I felt the
presence of Jesus even when I didn't know the
priest/where he was/whether he was up or down the
aisle or where he was ••••
JF: Right.
E: But I felt the presence of Jesus and the priest was
obviously there standing in front of me with the
monstrance .••• So that was a beautiful experience.
JF: It is, yeah.
Narrative Seven:
May is a widow in her fifties, wi th grown children,
who founded The Centre. 11 May left Ireland only two months
after we met, but in that time we talked often and
extensively, both on and off tape. To my great su~rise
(a folklorist's dream!), she and Eoin made several tapes
on their own, perhaps motivated by the realisation that
May would be travelling' soon to the West Indies (where
she is currently doing volunteer work). One such tape
was made on January 3, 1995. By way of introduction,
Eoin says:
This is the story of a woman of faith, ... her name
is May, •.. and, uh, well May, ... you know the
reason why We're here, the Holy Spirit knows the
reason why we're here ..•
Eoin asked May to talk about the or~g~n of The
Centre, and for May, that story is tied into another
story, the story of her own spiritual journey.
May: I suppose I could start with that/uh/1976 .
••. urn ••• I was a very ill person I/urn for want of
a better word and I now/know now •.. it that, urn, my
body had collapsed...• urn •.• I had cancer, I had
trombosis, I had angina of the heart ••• in other/in
other words I ••. what would you call it? ••• froze
up inside or whatever they call it nowadays .••• But
I was very ill and I'd/I had a valium problem so I
was highly addicted•••• And then I was taken to
Mellary and was a priest prayed with me there
and she told me I was cured over night and of course
again ••• as I've often said ••• I thought he was a
madman ••• and, urn ..• I came home/didn't believe a
word of it ••. and was •.. putting my hand out to
take my tablets •.• per usual and •.• there was
somebody or something ••• stood behind me and said
"What can they do for you that I can't?" ••. And all
of a sudden as I reached out my hand to take the
tablets .•. I thought they looked/they all looked
like Smarties ••. and because with kids growing up
and Smarties I just ... don't like them •.. because
•.. of the dye that would come off and would be
on their clothes •.• so all of a sudden I had a
hatred •.• of tablets .••. It was gone ... this
thing .•• and I couldn't believe it because I went
to bed that night and I remember putting my hand out
and saying "Jesus I'm scared." ... And I'd say from
that day •.. urn, my journey started but I didn't
know where I was going or what I was doing.
11 This is the same May whose words pl'O\ided the title both for this chapter and for the work as a
whole.
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Narrati~ Eight:
About fifteen minutes into the conversation between
Eoin and May, May tells this story about an instance of
bibliomacy:
May: At that time ••• at that time ••• that, urn ••• when
I'd/I'd be in my deepest distress ••• uh ••• like
for example that my husband was a builder ••• and I
remember one day ••• and I would have five kids to
cook for as well, now, and that/I mean that/that's
reality.••• But one day he said we'll go and
collect the money .•• and we left at nine in the
morning ••• and we went up to S. Stud and he had
built ••• um •.• stables up there ••• and he had
thirty thousand into his hand Eoin .••• We went
further down the road ••• and there was another
nineteen thousand•••• And I remember asking Rob
(her husband) "Could we stop to have a cup of
coffee?" And the answer was no because he had to get
back home ••• to have his dinner ••• so that he
would go out and have a drink afterwards •••• The
kids had to be fed ...• But I remember I always
carried a little/pocket bible with me ••• and I
was/I was saying ••• I was just kind of weak
in myself •••• And, uh, I felt like totally
abandoned ••• that I was not a person ••• in my own
right •••• And, um, I opened up the Bible, and of
course what do you think Jesus says "They hated me,
they'll hate you" ••• And I says "Oh God, right 50"
••• And I think the minute I said "right 50" ••• I
think my anger went.
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Narrative Nin.:
May felt that the story of The Centre was a
collection of stories about people, not only her own
story, but Eoin's and the rest. In the middle of the
January 3 interview, May turns the mike over to Eoin,
asking him to comment on his own "journey."
E: Well May, what I have to say about it is that ••• um
•. yes, I was at the lowest ebb when I/when one:
morning I met you after mass/and your very much
aware of that .••• And uh, you did give me a key,
and you gave me trust in sa/to bring me back into
The Centre ..•• But, uh, ..• before that/and I'll
have to get on me old specs for this because I've
forgotten to put them on.... Strangely enough, in
the office tonight that we've done, it says "Out of
the depths I cried to you, 0 Lord, ... Lord hear my
voice, ... 0 let your ears be attentive to the
voice of my pleading, ... if you, 0 Lord, should
mark our guilt, Lord who would survive?
But with you is found forgiveness ... for this we
revere you. My soul is waiting for the Lord, I
count on his word •.. my soul is longing for the
lord more than watchman for daybreak ... let the
watchman count on daybreak and Israel on the Lord"
••• or as I've been ... t/taught lately/that I can
put in Eoin there and Eoin can count on the Lord
••• "Because with the Lord there is mercy ••• and
fullness of redemption .•. Israel, indeed, he will
redeem from all its iniquity •.• out of the depths I
cry to you." I think, before we ever met on that
particular morning that you're speaking about .••
that, eh, [ ] you talking about my pain •.. that I
had gone down into the depths of pain that only God
could see •••
The following series of narratives (Ten through
Thirteen) must, unfortunately, be presented in a
paraphrased form, as they are reconstructed from
fieldnotes and have not been recorded. However, I am
aware of my role as a link in the chain of this
tradition, and will thus try to tell the "story of the
storytelling" as well as possible. I believe it is a
even trade-off, what I have lost by not having a verbatim
transcription is gained by the fact that the story was
told in a co~letely "natural" setting.
Narrative 'fen:
Patrick is a man in his early 40' s who works as a
lab supervisor in a college. Jim refers to Patrick in
'3-4, and the two are close friends. Patrick does not
participate in either the weekly rosary or the hospital
visits, although he is very active in organising
processions and walks, and in promoting rosary devotion.
He is Jim's partner in distributing the small statues of
Our Lady of Fatima around Ireland.
On the afternoon of May 11, 1995, I called into
Patrick's office, dodging the curious looks of a lab full
of engineering students, and found him alone, working at
his computer, as usual. He seemed happy to see me, and I
must have had an eager look on my face, because he seemed
a little amused as well. As I hoisted myself on to a
high stool which was always my "take a seat" perch during
our talks, I asked him about the weekend. He and Jim had
gone on their annual May "motor rosary," and I had missed
it because I was out of town visiting Eoin. His response
to my broad and simple question was detailed and
thorough. Although he told several stories about the
day's events, there is one in particular I wish to repeat
here.
They were driving in Jim's car, with load speakers
competing with a large statue of Our Lady of Fatima for
space amid a bed of flowers on the roof. It was in the
afternoon and they were making good time; 50 mph down
country roads. It was at this speed that the yellow
plastic rosary beads held prayerfully by Our Lady flew
off her hands and, miraculously, caught a flower from the
arrangement and secured itself and the flower to the rear
windscreen wiper. In the next village, Jim and Patrick
retrieved it and found that it was, again miraculously,
unharmed. Patrick added that the flower came from a
graveyard, before telling me what happened next.
In the village, they told the story of the beads to
a woman, who amazingly, was nonplussed. She replied with
a similar story, in which rosary beads flew out of the
hands of a passenger, only to get hooked in the rim of
the car's rear left wheel. As with Jim and Patrick, she
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and her friend retrieved the fragile beads from their
dangerous landing place unharmed. Patrick, hearing this,
predicted to Jim, "If there is two, there must be three."
And indeed, later, they met another man who heard their
stories and told his own about a woman he knew who, a
full month after losing her rosary beads, found them
wrapped around her tail pipe, unharmed.
Narrative Eleven:
At a later date, I was able to hear Jim's version of
what happened.
Two days later I went to the outdoor rosary, mainly
to find out what Jim had to say about his weekend
experiences. I was late to the ceremony, and Jim ushered
me into the circle, and close to the statue at it's
centre, without interrupting the litany of "Hail Mary's."
I looked at the statue and saw in her hands the yellow
beads from Patrick's story.
The rosary was woven around brief homilies, as
usual. Today, most of them were concerned with the trip,
little events that Jim thought the group would
appreciate. No word about the beads. The rosary ended
and the group of about twelve (mostly women, mostly 50 or
older) began to break up and wander off - to mass, to
shopping, to coffee shops.
I stood and waited to talk to Jim, when I overheard
him talking to two women about an amazing thing that had
happened on the trip. Their attention alternated between
eye contact with Jim, and studying and handling the
yellow beads hanging from Our Lady's hands. Jim eagerly
told them the story of how those same beads had flown
off, at 50 mph, and caught one of the flowers (which he
said were from Stephen's Green). He paused, and then
answered their puzzled looks triumphantly, telling them
about the miraculous way in which the beads had caught
the wiper, and remained there until the next village. He
didn't mention the other stories, he didn't have a
chance. The women were vocal and enthusiastic, and were
pointing out that yellow was a Fatima colour when I was
distracted by someone greeting me •••
Narrative Twelve:
John is a bachelor, again in his mid-fifties, who
attends the weekly rosary faithfully and, when Jim is
absent, will sometimes lead the prayer. On one such
occasion, I spoke to him after the rosary and he told me
his testimony; the story of his conversion.
I arrived at the rosary meeting and discovered that
Jim and some of the others were gone - I was told "on a
rosary walk." Truth be known, I was a bit glad, as I
wanted to speak to some of the others in the group, who
tended to be rather quiet when the "leaders" were there.
There was a fair turn-out, about fourteen people, and the
sun was shining beautifully. John, who lead the praying,
joked that if Jim were there it would surely be raining.
Despite the fair weather, the whole event was rather
subdued; it lacked Jim's powerful voice, and the visual
focus of the centre statue (which was out of town with
Jim) •
After it was over, John invited me to the small
coffee shop that The Group's members frequented both
before and after the meeting. It was there, eating a
sticky bun, that I heard the story of his conversion,
which took place in 1985.
It happened at midday, he told me, downtown. He was
in a lounge bar, indicative of his lifestyle at the time.
Then, suddenly, he realised he needed to urinate, so he
went upstairs, where they had a "semi-private toilet."
Nothing happened. So he returned downstairs. A few
minutes passed, and the sensation returned. Again
upstairs, again nothing. This went on, back and forth,
sensation and frustration, for thirty minutes. Then
something extraordinary took place.
John went up to the toilet and this time,
determined, stood and waited. That is when he heard a
voice, or more accurately, felt a voice. The spectral
voice "spoke with great authority" and "shook the very
fibre" of his body. It said: "YOU ARE LEADING A SINFUL
LIFE."
Without thinking, John replied, "Thy will be done."
The voice vanished, and he was able to relieve
himself.
After conversion, John began faithfully attending
Mass and praying the rosary. To date, he told me, he has
visited Medjugorje seven times, and plans another trip
soon. His drinking and his gambling (horses) are
moderated and controlled by his new life of prayer. He
is looking for a wife.
Before I left, John told me he had shared his story
for a reason - I was young, and I will tell it to others,
and it just might "tip the scales."
Narrative Thirteen:
Jim told me the following story three times. The
first time was on February 4, 1995, when it was told in a
short homily between decades of the rosary. The second
time was after a rosary meeting (February 18, 1995),
where the lashing rain did little to drown out the
group's enthusiastic discussion about the eminent visit
of an image of Our Lady of Guadalupe. The third time was
in his car, on March 4, as we drove home from a visit to
the hospital.
Only about ten people had attended the rosary that
day, the rain must have kept them away. Jim, myself, a
woman from Blarney, and the statue of Our Lady of Fatima,
were all gathered under Jim's large umbrella. He and the
woman were examining the four or five rosaries in their
hands, looking at the colours of the beads, and pointing
out the changes. Two weeks before Jim had announced to
the group, in between the third and fourth glorious
mysteries, that yet another set of beads had miraculously
changed colours. Today those beads were at home, but
both he and the woman had seen similar miracles before.
Jim told myself and the woman, about one previous
change. He had failed to say the rosary one day, and to
make up for it had gone to an early mass before work the
next morning. After the mass, he began to pray the
previous day's mysteries. The white glass beads in his
hands, as they were pushed through his fingers one prayer
at a time, transformed into multi-coloured splendour.
All but one. Jim went home, knowing that his truancy was
forgiven, and showed the beads to his family. His son, a
rebellious teenager at the time, considered it a terrific
opportunity to poke fun at his father. He stopped short
when, before his very eyes, the remaining bead changed
colours.
"Maybe they're tiny signs," Jim said to us, "the
real sign is that we're all praying together."
The following week I "did the rounds" in the
hospital with Jim, and on the way home he told me the
white-bead story again - this time introducing it with a
summary of a saint's dream. In the dream, the world is a
storm tossed sea, and the Eucharist and the rosary are
the twin pillars between which first the Pope's ship, and
then all other ships, take shelter. Talking about the
power of the rosary reminded him of the story of the
beads which, had he not been driving, he would have
pulled from his pocket to show me. He added that there
was once a nun in the hospital whose beads not only
changed colours but began emitting the smell of roses.
Everytime she prayed, the smell grew stronger, until
finally, one day, the string of beads broke apart.
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ANJ!Jsis
My approach to these narratives follows two strategies. Firsdy, I am concerned
with the negotiation of belief between the narrator and audience. I contend that the
negotiation of belief is fundamentally a negotiation of experience, an attempt to recreate
the original event in its full sacnility for the listener. Linda Degh worked with
storytelling events similar to those represented above, and has written an interesting
analysis of the personal narrative w-ti-w the legend (1990). Degh asks the important
question, "What does the legend mean for its bearers?" and goes on to define the
subject of a legend with the criteria; "It is of existential importance for people who
participate in its presentation, elaboration and discussion, it is surrounded by uncertainty
lacking finn knowledge, and it is controversial, invites expression of diverse points of
view" (1990: 76).
A fuller examination of Degh's ideas reveals that the word "bearers" applies not
only to the narrator but to the audience as well; again, reinforcing the idea that
perfonnance is emergent. Braid also engages with these two ideas - negotiation and
audience activity - when he claims that "following a narrative therefore involves a
repeated reframing of the perceived events in an attempt to predict the narrative course
and grasp the coherence that infonns the narrative and gives it meaning...• The listener's
struggle to make sense of the narrative is aucial. Through this struggle they are led to
tentatively accept or experience the coherence of the narrative, a pattern that I suggest ...
embodies the ideology of the narrator" (1996: 9).
This, then, is the first lens through which I will examine the thirteen narrative
records. Two questions are posed: what is the ideological negotiation, if any, that is
taking place? What roles are played by the narrator and audience in the negotiation?
Because experiential meaning is part and parcel of these negotiations, the topics are
approached in tandem.
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Secondly, I wish to address the issue of traditionality, which will be re-addressed
in the general analysis foUowing these four, topic sPeCific chapters. Kvide1and argues that
his Christian IIIt1110frltls are traditional on a number of levels. These are, (1) biblical
parallels, (2) reinterpretations of non-Christian folk belief, (3) generic status as personal
narratives and as legends, (4) recognisable/constant fonn and style, and (5) folk religion
VI. official teaching (1990, 68-9). Certainly all of these criteria are true of the narratives
dealt with here, though I add two more, the traditions of various folk Catholicisms and
the genre of "gospel" narratives.
Negotilltio" (&Ii(
Narratives One, Two, and Five, can be grouped together, on the basis of
content, as "healing stories." It is not merely the content, however, that causes me to
do so, but rather what Hymes would call the "key" to the story. Narrative Seven, for
example, is a narrative about a healing, but in it healing is not the key event, rather the
salvation ofa soul is at s.. Likewise, One, Two, and FIVe could have been placed
with Ten and Eleven, and called "miracle stories" (for that matter, all thirteen narratives
could be called "rnincle stories"). But stories about healing have, again, a different
"key" to than other miracle narratives - there is a greater intimacy, a greater weight
attached to the frailty ofa human being than to the frailty ofa set of prayer beads. The
high stakes to be found in a healing narrative therefore make it an obvious site of
performer/audience negotiation.
The first time I heard Narrative One, Jim's story of the boy in a coma, Jim
found he had a captive audience in more th2l1 one way. We were in a car, late at night,
alone. We had spent the evening for the most p2rt talking, either together or in larger
groups. The negotiation of belief had gone on for many hours and, it seemed to me,
Jim was continuously amazed at my interest in, and acceptance of, his stories. Not that
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he W3S used to being doubted, or afraid that he would be. I've regularly seen him tell
such stories with great authority to a group of solemnly nodding fellow believers, and
I've watched ridicule just roll off his back, as often.
But my youth seemed to surprise him, and my affiliation with the college. I
remember we drove slowly when he told the story of M.L coming out of the coma, and
then he fell silent, waiting for me to say something. So I asked to til1k to the nurse, and
Jim burst out laughing and said he would try to arrange it (we never have). He did not
seem offended, he knew that I wasn't checking up on him, that I just wanted another
version of the event.
By the time we put the story on ape, Jim's negotiation with me on the subject of
M.L was well over. I had been in the elevator in question, I had been in to see the sick,
I had held the statue; my sincerity, and veracity, W3S spoken for. But the audience at the
other end of the miaophone which sat amid the biscuits on the coffee table was
another story. Jim's negotiation with them W3S just beginning.
The story opens just as I heard it the first time, with what can be called, I hope
not too ineverendy, thec~ up." The minor miracle of the elevator going down
instead of up prepares the audience for the greater miracle to come. My curious
"Hmm" (so often stated) showed Jim that I accepted his implication that the elevator
buttons hadn't been pushed by a mischievous child who got off on the floor above, but
instead was serving some spiritually guided purpose. Satisfied that I'm "with him," Jim
describes his prophetic statement to those around him, and it's immediate fulfilment
(minor rniade number two).
What happens next is a rather "high context" event. Becwse of the time I have
spent visiting the hospit2l, I know that Jim's approach to the mother is not typical of his
normal banter, which he uses to give everyone a medicinal dose of laughter. The high
sensitivity of the situation not only prompts Jim to take on a gentle manner, but also to
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make sure the narrative audience realises he was welcomed by the bereaved: "we all
agreed that we would say the rosary." This solicitation of audience understanding is
necessary to make the next event significant.
CC ••• So there was this lad across from me, .•.... But he used to stare at me in a kind
of an abnonnal way..." March 17 was the first I had heard of this individual. But the
emphasis Jim places on him leads me to believe that his scepticism was important to
Jim's understanding of the miracle, which required the family (and the audience) to
CChave faith."u
Jim tells the det2i1s of the boys accident, and allows the tr2gic drama of the scene
to unfold. His second prediction of recovery by Tuesday (one which I heard often in
connection with giving someone a St. Anthony medal (see next chapter) is again greeted
by the cold look from the young man, and even the father seems to be at the edge of
hope.
Two events wrap up both the story and the CCcase" being presented to the
audience. Fint, the boy is healed, and although he came out of the coma earlier, Jim
experiences it and describes it in its original, miraculous splendour,u desiring the
audience be able to do the same. The boy pops up from his coma like sleep with
flamboyant life, embracing his father and chattering in Irish. Second, and just as
importantly, the docton and nurses were astounded - they have understood what hu
happened.
In closing Jim W2I1ts to make sure I understand as well (adding another mini-
testimony, my own ftrbalised acceptance, for the taped audience). Our dialogue is brief,
and positive. I call the event fantlSbc, he agrees, and then tells me what other's have
said. The nurse called it a miracle, he tells me, and together we laugh, at the tragedy
12 This character is also seen in Narrative Thirteen. a non-healing miracle narrative. only this time the
skeptic is Jim's own son.
13 "be was asleep or ... either looked like coma or asleep ... you wouldn't know which. ... While I was
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turned comedy, at the nurse who sees the miracle and orders that the statue be left in
place the way she might tell someone to be sure and swallow both pills.
&, with Jim (much more so), my relationship with Eoin contains a level of
trust which means Eoin tells me stories he may tell only a very few others. Narrative
Five, however, is a story open to public consumption, and is a example ofa different
type of negotiation. Eoin is trying to better understand his experience at the same time
that he shares it. His halting style in the narntive is not typical, and as he speaks, his
cigarette bums away in his hand, forgotten, while he concentrates on the year old
memory unfolding.
At the outset, it might be safe to say that Eoin's role as a witness to the event
automatically provides Eoin a less confident voice than did Jim's role as a protagonist.
However, I think the reality of the situation is deeper than that. Eoin plays the "roles"
of nearly all the char.acters in Jim's story - he is at once the faithful believer, the doubting
young man, and the wonder-struck nune. Unlike Jim, he is not made to feel
triumphant, but is humbled by the event, and his narrative brings the listener along the
hesitant trail in fits and starts.
At every tum, Eoin makes sure fm following his story: The father called to the
deaf man, speaking nonsense. Do you understand? I didn't know what to think.. Do you
understand? Etc. Slowly, articulating it as much to himself as to me, Eoin records the
wondrous. The deaf man heard, and came forward. The rnir2cle ofwhat happens is
placed on the scales against £1000 of hearing aids, against the efforts of modem
medicine (which Eoin, as a cardio-V2SCUlar patient, is all too familiar with), and against
two witnesses, Eoin and myself. That's amazing, I say. You see? Eoin makes sure. I
can tell that my strong response made him feel I was being flippant so this time I just
talking to the father be woke up"
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nod. Eoin agrees that silence is the appropriate reaction to such an event, and he
assures me that his mind was (and is) boggled by it as well.
Stories of vision, locution, and prophesy, tend to share this tone of unfolding
wonder. They are not triumphs of faith but unpredictable, unexpected events of pure
grace. Narratives Three, Four, Six, Eight, and Thirteen are enrnples of such prophesy
stories. Again, the typing of these rwTatives is based on subde criteria; Narrative twelve
is also about a heavenly voice but is, I believe, a story of conversion; prophesy is present
but is not the "key."
John's loud, internal voice (Narrative Thirteen) stands in sharp contrast May's
anecdote about a common Christian divination technique, bibliomacy (Narrative Eight).
Her story is simply an aside, and is told to a very close friend, thus negotiation is
minimal. There remains, however, a desire to convey the experience in a powerful way
10 that the listeners may make use of the same technique themselves. The events in the
story are fairly mundane, and May's frustration is tmgible. Then comes the "but," when
a Bible, May's first love,14 is produced from a hidden place in the midst of turmoil, both
inner and outer. The anecdote is, in and of itself, a negotiating bid, a l'2ising of the
st2kes, asking the listener to understmd even more fully the lengthy story of her life's
conversion in which it is set.
But this is not a story of reading the scriptures, it is a story about hearing the
voice ofJesus through the reading, and feeling the effect of that voice. It is the story of
a dialogue: "Jesus says .••,tHe I says .••," and the anger - the problem - is alleviated. The
story is not told to convey infonnation, it is told to encourage behaviour, to inspire to
action.
Narrative Three is another narrative in which the negotiation of belief is
minimised. Instead, understmding and interpretation is negotiated, as Jim tries to
,. It was the priority placed on scripture that first attracted May to the Lay Dominicans.
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fonnulate a clearer idea ofwhat happened. His strategy for doing so is to recreate the
experience as best as he can for the listener. To do so, he employs two techniques:
detail and doubt. Together they construct a powerful negotiation engine, and a
successful transference of "experiential knowledge."
Jim starts offwith a statement of the exact time,15 in the same breath cutting off
any would be accusation of artificiality by explaining why he knew the time. Next, the
presence of others is mentioned. They are not important now, but they become so; not
as witnesses but as anti-witnesses.
More details are offered, details of location and atmosphere, setting the st3ge
for what is about to happen. The first stage of the vision is, curiously, an lack of vision;
Jim can see nothing. He seeks confinnation, and finds he is alone in the exPerience.
His response comes out of two mind-sets, thus offering the listener a choice of
exPeriences and interpretations. Interestingly, Jim "pitches" his fear of blindness harder
than the idea that Our Lady is "out" with him. He does so, I believe, because I, as the
primary audience, have demonstrated an undentanding of the religious thought process
by restating it in my own words - "Right, is she hiding her facer'
From doubt, Jim turns again to detaiI- the exact spot in the rosary, the euct
length of the hood." And then, having negotiated his r2pport with the audience, Jim
brings the listener, and himself, into the experience ofwonder, with the grotto bunting
into a splendour only describable in negatives ("no artist could paint it") and fuzzy
adjectives (a kind of CCyellowy-orangey-goldj .
U Though he De\-er got around to answering my inquiry, I asked Jim about the numerological
significance oftbe three "tens" (10: 10, on the tenth day of the month).
16 Again. though we never had the chance to discuss it I',"e often wondered what connection Jim's
hooded woman might ha\-e to tbe Mantle of the Goddess Bride, and similar symbols in pre-ehristian
Irish religion_
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Narratives Seven, Nine, and Twelve tell stories about the transfonnation of a
soul, or a life style. By far, this is the most dnunatic miracle in the Christian world view,
as it represents the miracle of the incarnate God slain for creation's sake.
May's story, like many I have heard, is situated in the story of a physical healing
that parallels, and in some ways illustrates, the spiritual tn.nsfonnation taking place.I?
May puts herself in a PaSsive role, although she is the author, antagonist, and performer.
Her broken state and addiction are emphasised, she is passively "taken" to Melleray
where others pray and predict, and where she only doubts, the sure sign of a "sick soul."
Then four miracles take place: her addiction is cured, her physical recovery begins, a
divine voice speaks to her, and, most imPOrt2ndy, she finds a voice to answer. From
that day onward her journey continues toward physical, mental, and spiritual health.
John's story is, admittedly, the most unusual conversion testimony I have heard -
either among Irish Catholics or in eleven )'e3n ofAmerian charismatic Protestantism.
John's story illustrates two import2nt points.. First, it provides evidence of the massive
weight of the narrators interpretation of (fairly outlandish) events, and the ability for the
performer ofa narrative to effectively share the experience of their world view - to show
others things III thllIIJ11'fJII1r sw it. Second, John is explicit in stating why he tells the
story - it is to "tip the scales," to negotiate with me, through me, or six stePs down the
road, belief in the saving power ofGod.
Narratives Ten and Eleven tell the story of miracles (as well as a few related
stories within stories) which do not fit into either the healing, prophesy, or conversion
categories. As I said before, this tyPe of miracle involves less risk on the part of the
performer. If he or she is not believed, there is not a great deal to be lost. Narrative
Thirteen is similar, for although I have placed it with the prophesy narratives, the colour
changes are downplayed by the narrator as being unimportant compared to the social
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reality of a faithful devotion group. The "prophesy" is not demanding of attention, but
is a "tiny sign." Despite having little "on the line," both Patrick (fen) and Jim (Eleven)
do their best to negotiate an understanding of the clearly miraculous nature of the event.
For Patrick, talking exclusively to me, the miracle must be set in the context of
the supporting stories to be fully appreciated. Thus he tells me of his own
astonishment, then Jim's, then the woman's story, then the man's (and in &ct begins
telling other stories about the miraculous durability of objects associated with Our Lady).
ForJim, the presence of the beads in question, and of a friendly audience, made
negotiation, for the most part, unneeded. He was just reporting a quick vignette to a
group who expected that kind of story, ifnot something more.
Tbt Q#tUtiOll tiTrrJtlj/iOll
Kvidebnd's list of traditions in which Christian memorates are situated (above)
are applicable to the thirteen rwratives presented in this chapter. The content of these
stories have biblical panllels, and also cont2in reference to non-Christian themes and
motifs (numerology and hooded goddesses). Like all penonal experience narratives,
personal religious narratives have the potential ofgrowing into the communal repetoire
of legends, and are in tum shaped by these legends. The narratives evince a stylistic
standard, and the "teachings of the narratives," group them together in contr3St to
official church te3Chings.
I identify two other contexts which characterise these narratives as traditional.
First, the stories are told within the emergent traditions of many "Folk Catholicisms." I
believe this is an important point as the dichotomy of folk VI. of6eial religion often
implies that both are homogenous and regular; a categorical untruth which has been
approached earlier. Consider the highly negotiated events described in stories Four and
17 Taylor (1995: 225) has pointed out the despair. sickness and trauma are often entry points into Irish
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Six. In Narrative Four, Jim, who is very uncomfortable with the charismatic movement,
is confronted with a very charismatic situation - "let the Holy Spirit" speak through you.
His response is to speak about Our Lady. Likewise Eoin, in Narrative Six, interprets
one of his tint encounters with the charismatics in terms of one of his favourite
devotions: the adoation of the host. In Narrative Nine, Eoin reacts to being put on the
spot by referencing another of his regular devotions: the evening office. These
activities not only place the narrators in a number of different orthodox roles, but in a
variety of Catholic folk traditions as well.
The idea of biblical events and narrative styles serving as traditional models for
narration is an importmt one for my analysis. Specifically, I see the two main genres of
the gospel- miracles and Pa[2bles - as continually represented in these narratives.
Furthermore, it seems that the gospel genre, the salvation story, is prized above all
others. Hence the tide, and guiding idea, of this chapter. In telling these stories,
narrators are implicitly part of many traditions, but they are explicidy Part of one great
tradition, the mission of the Church entire. In telling stories, they add to the gospel,
giving contemporary accounts ofan active God. In a way, Narrative Two is most
interesting as a story about this process. Jim tells the story of a "second generation"
healing. as the power of &ith and grace which st3rted in the hospital, spreads outward.
COtldMsi01l
Drawing it aD together, I would conclude that these personal religious narratives,
these "gospel stories" are, above all, lllaUiftJ story telling events. Three key theoretical
ideas open up the possibility for this success: that religious experience is not the only
type of non-linguistic knowledge that can survive the transition to language under the
right circumstances, that there is a special relationship between narrated event and
Catholic devotional groups. which be compares to Vidor Tumer"s "communities of affiiction."
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narrative event, and that the speech event is an experience in its own right, thus
potentially a religiollS experience.
Looking at a variety of narratives in terms of their key event and perfonner
intent, the process by which religious experience is trmslated into emergent
perfonnance can be approached. The strategies for negotiation and the trmsmission of
experiential meaning are many and diverse, and dePend primarily on context, the
participants in the event, and their attitude toward the narntive content. While
definitively personal, these narratives are "traditional" in many senses, and drAw on a
wide range of linguistic and cultural resources. If the goal of the narrators is to add to
the gospel story, to better undent2nd their religious experiences and share them with
others, I feel it has been shown that they do so with great skill and passion.
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Chapter Five: Bringing Images to Life:
The Eloquence of Religious Andaeta
Ovmi,.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the active and creative use of
religious artefacts in popular Catholicism. The use of the word "eloquence" in the
chapter tide points our inquiry in the direction ofwhat Colleen McDannell calls, II III
Robert Annstrong, an object's "affecting presence" (1995: 18). My undentanding of the
term, and the W2y in which it is to be used in the present work, is that a material object
is both used ill a cultural context and has the capacity to matt a cultural context. An
object's "eloquence" or "affecting presence" is that quality which creates, in the
subjective experience of an individual or group, a meaning or import beyond the
physical and functional chancteristics of the objects. More than mere "sentimental
V21ue," the presence of the object "speaks" to the human observer in a vny which
profoundly alters the meaning of an experience. In line with the general tone of this
research, my analysis of material culture is concerned with process. In the following
pages I address the active use of the materW world, rather than the "grammar" which
dictates such activity on an ideal level.
It is my contention that popular modes of interaction with religious objects
·'bring the images to life" - that is to say, activate the affecting presence, or eloquence, of
the objects - in two vnys. First, these activities open up a two-way spiritual channel
through which devotion, prayer, and graces may be transferred between the human
devotee and the spirit world. While mundane objects are often utilised as as physical or
sensoryfoti, religious or sacred objects, once ••activated," become I«i of tangible spiritual
energy. Secondly, these activities transform the object into a type of discourse which
speaks to both the devotee and community, a discourse which articulates both the
identity of the user, and the nature of the social context created by the use. This notion
is not foreign to the study of materi2l culture. At VCe, the ··eloquence" of Irish
vernacular architecture and technology W3S a significant part of the folklore and
ethnology curriculum. I would often discuss with tutorial students the capacity for
something like a book bag to '·speak" about its ownen identity; for example,
distinguishing an American from a European student. We also explored the ability of
objects to create social context; a pot of tea, with its perpetual refill's, establishes a more
leisurely venue for conversation than a cup of tea (with a soiled bag perched on the
countertop, staining the lino). If these "mundane" objects possess this power to
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articulate and shape their context, the "sacredtt objects examined here can be expected
to have an even more noticeable "affecting presence."
The chapter is divided into three parts. The first several pages are devoted to
the GaUery ojArtefads, a collection of photographs of religious objects commonly used
by the individuals with whom I worked. Next, in AN AnalYsis ojC01ll1ll0Ng Ustd Objtdf, I
discuss in general terms the use of three different types of religious objects, namely
Rosary Beads, Medals and Relics, and Liturgical Objects. These objects all belong to
the category of the "sacrament3l.tt More fully described below, a sacrament3l is an
object whose use is more than merely symbolic, and serves to capture and maintain the
spirit, tone, and power of the Sacraments of the church. Finally, in Cat, StlltJies, I analyse
two specific object-oriented activities in depth. The first activity is the construction of
religious icons by , and the second is the consecration and distribution of statues of Our
Lady of Fatima by Jim and Patrick.
McDannell divides the study of material culture into four categories: artefacts,
landscapes, architecture, and art (1995: 2). This chapter is only concerned with religious
artefacts. I define artefacts not simply in terms of human manufacture, but also in tenns
of human perception; the objects discussed in this chapter are perceived to be primarily
functional, and only incident3lly artistic or aesthetic. In the pages which follow, it is
illustrated repeatedly that the physical characteristics and intended functions are always
secondary to the "affecting presence of the object as perceived by the community. My
decision to focus purely on the concept of artefact emerged out of the ethnographic
reality; artefacts were the dominant form of religious material culture used by the groups
with whom I worked. In my suggestions for further research I recommend potential
avenues of inquiry for the remaining three categories.
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in contemporary devotion to Vishnu and Shin, in Buddhism, and in Islam (Warner
1976: 305). A commonly held theory asserts that early crusaden could well have
imitated the use of the beads by the Muslims; where such use is recorded as early as the
9* Century (Warner 1976: 306, Walsh 1993: 220). For Warner, however, the historical
evidence points toward an independent, or at least earlier, development of the tradition
in the west. In particular, she cites the 11· century account of Lady Godiva of
Coventry, who specified in her will that her circular chain ofgems, on which she
regularly prayed, be hung on a statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary (1976: 305-6). Deedy
also discusses the importance of prayer counters in Western Catholicism in the 10*, 9*,
even 4* centuries (1990: 182). These possible antecedents of the contemporary beads
place the rosary in perspective and allow for a discussion of the beads as religious
objects independent of the modem rosary prayer, thus helping us to undentand the
other ways in which the beads can be brought to life.
Thirteenth-century Dominican writings codify the rosary (both beads and
prayer) as devotion to Our Lady; the same writings point toward the Rhineland as the
geographic origin of the devotions widespre3d use. In particular, there is evidence that
the Carthusian Order is responsible for much of the rosary's popularity at that time
(Walsh 1993: 220-1). Despite this evidence, the rosary is popularly associated with St.
Dominic and the Dominican order. Warner cites two powerful legends, which not only
shaped the papal rhetoric of the sixteenth-century but, in my field exPerience, continues
to shape popular discoune. The first legend concerns the Battle of Lepanto, a Yictory
over the Muslim Turb which is attributed to rosary devotion and often looked upon as
a miraculous confirmation of the rosary's power. The second legend concerns the
origins of the rosary, and was first recorded in the fifteenth-century by a Dominican
priest named Alanus de Rupe.· De Rupe tells the story of how St. Dominic was
conducting the Inquisition against the Albegensian heresy (early thirteenth-century),
when he was visited by Our Lady. She handed Dominic the rosary beads, and charged
him to encourage its use by all Christian people (1976: 308).
The physical variation of sets of rosary beads offer us insight into the world view
of the individuals who own and use them. Rosary beads (see Photo One) come in
numerous sizes, ranging from a few inches in length to several feet. The most common
size used by the individuals who I worked with was about fifteen inches. Although the
scale differs from set to set, the number ofbe3ds does not vary. A ufull rosary" consists
of five beads on the tail and fifty four beads in the loop. There is a medal which joins
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the tail and the loop, and a crocifix at the end of the tW. The fun rosary contains
enough beads to say the introductory payen and count out one set of mysteries (see
Chapter V). The exception to this role is the roselette, a smaller version of the rosary
which contains only one tW bead and ten loop beads and is designed to count off a
single decade of the rosary.
Because the size ofa set of rosary beads was fairly st3ndardised among the
groups I worked with, it is difficult to analyse what if, anything. the size of the beads
"says" or "does". On one level though, the homogeneity is more eloquent than variety
could be, and the beads thus act as a statement of affiliation to the lay group. Bead sets
which are several feet in length are associated with religious clergy, and roselettes are
associated with private payer (see below). Using the St3ndard set of beads therefore
identifies the owner with the laity, and with public, or confraternal, rosary payer.
On another leve~ the St3ndard beads speak of a commitment on behalf of the
user to pray the full rosary (or at least one set of mysteries) and to be "fully present" to
the meditative character of the prayers. Because the smaller roselette contains only
enough beads for one decide, the devotee must either end her prayers there, or, must
become more consciously aware of how many payers or sets of prayers have been said.
This awareness can interfere with the contemplative goal of the Prayers. Furthermore, if
used in public, the roselette's portJ.blity and inconspicuous size allows the devotee to
maintain the "private" nature of the prayer.
There is tremendous variety in the materials from which the beads are made, and
these varieties and the value attlChed to them can ten a great deal about the rosary's
"affecting presence." Glass and plastic are the most common material for the beads
themselves, although wood, cermUc, precious metl1 (silver or gold) and semiprecious
stones are also used. The "string" can be made from common metal, precious metal,
leather, monofiliment, or cord. The medal and crocifix may be made of common metal,
plastic, wood, or a precious rnet2l. There is an aesthetic St3ndard which dictates the
pairing of materials (a wooden aucifix would not normally be attlChed to a silver chain,
nor would a gold medal be attlChed to a plastic rosary), but I will not pursue its analysis.
Rather, I am most struck by the value which is consistendy placed on the origin and past
experience a set of beads, rather than on its physical appearance. The ethos of seeking
inner or spiritual beauty, and of a reversed socia1 structure {'The first shall be last... j
infonns social fellowship within folk catholic communities, and also, apPareOdy, infonns
the evaluation of religious artefacts.
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A few ethnographic examples illustrate the point
• Upon his return from Medjugorje, Jim brought several strings of cheap plastic beads,
the molding so rough that it was impossible to distinguish the images on either the
cross or the medal. Despite these physical flaws, several members of The Grollp put
away the beads they were using (one wooden and hand made, one made ofglass and
common metal, and two made of precious metlls) and used the plastic beads solely
because they were "fresh from the spiritual oven" of Medjugorje.
• Eoin, who is not a member ofa rosary group but does pray the rosary carries a set
of beads which belonged to his grandfather. The beads are made ofwood, and are
mounted on a common metal chain which has been mended several times. Eoin
does not pray with the beads, but simply carries them in the leather pouch his
grandfather used. More importUltly, he carries the memory of his grandfather in a
window seat, engAged in daily prayer over a st3Ck of petitions written out on slips of
paper.
• During one Saturday rosary meeting, I noticed that the glass beads which were
normally hung on the statue had been replaced with a cheap string of yellow plastic
beads. Several people showered the beads with positive attention, pointing out that
yellow W2S a Fatima colour and very appropriate. I learned later that these beads
were associated with a miacle, they are the beads which had blown off of the roof
top litter during the motor rosary (see previous chapter).
These examples serve to clarify the ernic view of bead variety. The materials and
appearance of a set of beads is not as important as the origin and "experiences" of the
beads. Furthermore, we see at work a type of contagion logic, in which the proximity of
holy activity to a set ofbeads is able to "charge" the beads with a sacrality, or affecting
presence. This world view is fUrther demonstrated in the devotional activity of touching
one's beads to an object believed to be powerfully blessed. When the image of Our
Lady of Guadalupe W2S brought to Cork, about one hundred people queued up to kiss
the image and touch their beads to it. The same thing was done (by a much smaller
group) during a pilgrimage to Our Lady of Clonfert.
I have argued that rosary beads act as eloquent symbols ofgroup affiliation and
of an individual's commitment to prayer, as effective tools for achieving meditative
states, and as spiritual conduits for the association ofa local, contemporary object to a
distant or hereditary source (Lourdes or grandfather). These discursive and conductive
processes, like all folk religious processes, draw upon orthodox church teachings,
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popular traditions, and individual creativity, which I will approach again in the general
analysis.
S&tJPIlIars, Metla/s, Relics, IlIId Pnger Cards
The Brown Sapular is a miniature version of the Carmelite habit, and is worn as
a sign of devotion by many lay Catholics, even those who may be part of a different lay
religious order (e.g. 311II Order Dominicans), or none at all. Wearing the scapular
continually next to the skin, with a faithful h~ entides the wearer to a spiritual
participation in all of the masses, prayers and good works perfonned by the religious
order. Also, by virtue of the DtmI t(SamJ Pl1IitnItiary (Septe11Ibtr 17 , 1968), several
plenary and partial indulgences may be obtained through various devotions and
promises. The Carmelite Order ascribes its origins to Mt. Carme~ near the fountain of
the prophet Elias. When the Carmelites were forced by Saracen aggression to find a
new home in Aylesford (m 1241), their devotion to Mary W2S reinforced. By 1251 the
Cannelite Habit had become a sign of total consecration to Our Lady and of Her
promise of protection, and the 3" Order and Confraternity of the Brown Sapular is
traditionally thought to have come into being. (Infonnation t3ken from The B"."
Sal/JIIIIlrofOll1' BwseJLatJy (Moll1lt C4nIte/, Anonymous).
A sapular, pictured in Photo Two, is a middle point in a continuum between
the monastic habit and the medal. While the habit is an outward sign of a complete
renunciation of the world for the sake of one's religious vocation. Scapulan and medals
represent a commitment to a spiritual regime that is lived out in the secular world. Like
rosary beads, these objects speak eloquently about the identity of the owner (associating
the individual with a particular saint or apparition of Our Lady, and thus to a specific
theology or set of revelations). In the native world view, however, I do not believe that
the affecting presence of the objects is primarily associated with identity, despite the
historical ties to the monastic habit. Rather, I would asset that medals, relics, and the
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closely associated "Saint's Card," are viewed fundamentally as spiritual tools. The
function of these tools is (1) to provide visual focus for prayer, which (2) associates the
individual's action with the saint or apparition, thus (3) creating access to special channel
of communication from the human world to the spirit world which also (4) serves as a
conduit for graces and miracles from the spirit world to the human world.
The use of a Saint Anthony's medal (photo Four) or St. Anthony's Card (photo
Seven) is an excellent example of this process. In the chapter on prayer, I contrast a
prayer which Petitions St. Anthony to pray for a cause on behalf of the human devotee
and a prayer which St. Anthony &voured while on Earth, which allows the devotee to
pray directly with the confidence ofSt. Anthony. The use of the medal bears a greater
similarity to the latter prayer dynamic than to the former.
This is at first remarkable, because both artefacts (the medal and the card)
contain petitionary text. The medal has printed on the back of it "Pay for us," and the
card contains the prayer to St. Anthony. I do not believe that this fact weakens my
argument. Ethnographically, my experience has been that it is not the text which is
important to the devotee, but rather the aesthetic and physical characteristics of the
artefilct. Both the card and the medal portray St. Anthony holding the Child Jesus.
This visual representation, not only depicts the saint but also a gentle, approachable,
incarnate God. Furthermore it portrays a relationship of mutual love and caring
between a human and God, a love to which the devotee, in focusing on the image, gains
access.
This is why the St. Anthony's medal is used so confidently by Jim, illustrated in
Narrative One, or by the members ofThe Group who seek to find a lost object (m the
following chapter on pilgrimage and rituaI). The image is not only pleasing to the
human eye, but, I have been told numerous times, pleasing to both St Anthony and to
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God. Like St. Anthony's favorite prAyer, these artefacts can be used confidendy as a
two way channel of both prAyer and grace.
Photo Three, the Miraculous Medal,II provides another example of this dynamic.
The Medal was designed by Our Lady herself, and revealed to St. Catherine Laboure in
the nineteenth century. If the triumphant artwork (Our Lady crowning the world and
crushing a serpent beneath her feet) were not enough, the divine origin of the image
secures the artefacts role as a powerful ritual device. Like St. Anthony's medal, I have
often seen the Miraculous Medal used to work hea1ings.
Photo Five depicts the medal of Our Lady of Knock,It a medal which I have
only seen used in conjunction with Knock Holy Water (see below). It was explained to
me that the medal brings back the memories (and powerful prAyers) of the owner's visit
to the site, reminding them ofwhere the water C3J1le from. This variation of the process
described above associates the devotee with a powerful place rAther than penon, but the
dynamics are the same: the visual representation provides confidence and direction to
the devotion or prAyer being enacted.
The Holy Spirit lapel pin (photo Six) is an unusual type of artefact, for two
reasons. One, it seeks to depict that which cannot be depicted and, two, it is used
almost exclusively by the members of the Charismatic Renewal, individuals who have
often vocalised their distrust of excessive iconography. Yet, it is due to these same facts
that the pin fits into my model of the "living" or "charged" artefact above. Rather than
a lesser being, the medal represents the very spirit of God, a central theological reality in
the charismatic movement. The prirmcy of the symbol g.Uns further credence when its
0ri8ins are considered. The dove is the body chosen by the Holy Spirit for incarnation.
II Originating in Paris in 1830. by 1836 the medal was in its contemporary form and bad secured the
approval of the official church (Walsh 1993: 176-7).
19 Often called "the second Lourdes," Knock. in County Mayo. continues to attract huge groups of
worshipers. Although now considered a shrine to Our Lady. the original apparition at Knock (1879)
shoed three figures. Our Lady. St. Joseph, aDd St. John the Baptist.
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Although I have never seen the pin or similar jewellery ritually mId for anything, I have
been told that they act as constant reminders of the omnipresent, and active Spirit of
God. In this way they serve to "maintain the channel" as do the Saint and Marian
medals discussed previously.
Before moving on to Holy Water, the character of the Saints' cards should be
addressed. These cards are comparatively recent, and their "user friendly" characteristics
make them exceptionally popular. Containing a visual representation, an associated
prayer, and often calendrical information and contact addresses for devotional groups,
these cards are pocket sized worship tool kits. Most importantly, they pull this
infonnation out of the oaftradition and into the world of print. .Although they are
most often used privately, honouring a Saint on his anniversary places the devotee in the
midst of an imagined global community of followers. Ifa cont3ct address is printed, and
utilised, that imagined community can become a tangible social network. The most
extreme example of this is the "cause" card (photo Eight), which involves the individU2l
in the ecclesiastic process of "making a Saint." This grass-work activity is seen to
magnify one hundred fold the identifying power of the artefacts discussed thus far.
Hog Water
Holy Water, in popular Catholic as in Spiritist traditions, is a universal solvent,
and a conductor of spiritual energy. The "affecting presence" of the water is that of
Baptism (healing and renewal) itself, and the most frequent use I have seen in practice is
the blessing of a prayer group (both Charismatic and Marian) before the service begins.
As with rosary beads, origin is an especially important detail, as different waters are
believed to have different powers, or more accurately, different proper uses as intended
by God. By far the most commonly used water by members of all three groups
researched was Lourdes water, used often for healing "hopeless" illnesses. In general
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the water is transported in plastic bottles in the shape of Our Lady. The practice is such
an ingnained part of devotional life that it has entered into the popubr repertoire of
jokes, for example:
"A nun was in Dublin airport, returning from
Lourdes. The customs agent asked if she had anything to
declare and she replied, pointing at her full bag, "only
these bottles of Holy Water." The agent, suffering
internal ailments, crossed himself, and saying "Do you
mind, Sister?" took a small sip from one bottle.
Choking, he said "Sister! This is poteen!20" The sister
fell to her knees and pulling out her rosary and casting
her eyes to heaven, cried out "Another miracle!"
(Collected on November 11, 1995).
The joke doesn't make a lot of sense, since it is unlikely that anyone, nun or no,
would smuggle poteen i"to Ireland, but it is a wonderful example of the comfortable
relationship between the devoted and the artefact. Indeed, the joke was told because the
miracle count on a particular bottle ofwater brought back recently was so high, and the
phl'3Se, celt's another miraclel" reminded someone of the joke. This version is more
gende than others I have heard, which imply the agent is distrustful of the sister (and
thus, of the church) which is why he tests the water. This version, of coune, C3Sts the
agent as yet another believer.
Other waters are more local. As mentioned above water from Knock (photo
Twelve) is used to anoint the sick (minor ailments), often in conjunction with a medal
from the shrine. Another popular source ofwater is the shrine at Mt. Melleray,21 where
the devoted take home water in recycled soda and milk bottles provided at the grotto
for that reason. For more everyday uses, Holy Water is provided at local churches. St.
Mary's Dominican church in Cork, for example, has two external tanks with spigots, one
for general Holy Water, and another dedicated to healing.
20 Irish bootleg spirits.
21 Mt. Melleray is located ncar a Cistercian Monastery in Co. Waterford. In 1985. two local boys saw
Our Lady appear for five consecutive days. It is an unapproved apparition site.
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Litmgica/ Objects
Liturgical objects, the paraphernalia of the official church, often make their way
into popular devotion. On one leve~ Holy Water fits this category, but since some Holy
Water is not actually blessed by priests (such as Mt. Mellemy) I address it separately.
Although there are popular devotions focused on liturgical objects, for example, the
Adoration of the consecrated Host in a monstran~ I wish to discuss more purely
popular uses of these types of artefacts.
Perhaps the most common example is the home use of altar candles, blessed and
charged in their "active duty" in a local church. Photo Fifteen shows a shrine
constructed in Eoin's home; the candles were gifts from a parish priest, when they had
been replaced on the church a1t2r. I have seen church andles used in processions and
shrines by several people. A more creative appropriation of a liturgical object is shown
in Photo Thirteen. By far the most unusual gift of the many I received in doing my
fieldwork, this srrWl envelope, originally used to hold a single dose of a fibre
supplement, contains ashes from an Ash Wednesday mass.22 The owner ~ve them to
me, instructing me to moisten them with Holy Water and apply as necessary when doing
penance during the yeu.
The use of liturgical objects, and to a lesser extent the use of Holy Water, is
slighdy different than the use of medals and relia. Rather than associating the devotee
with a certain deity, the faithful are brought into union with the full authority of the
Church. Given the unofficial nature of most popular devotion, this resonance is
desirable indeed, and empowers prayer and ritu2l by lessening the gap between orthodox
sacrament and popul2r sacr.unent2l.
2211le use of ashes as a sign of penance dates back to the second century. Placing the ashes of the
previous year's Palm Sunday reeds on the forehead Cor the beginning oCthe Lenten season originates
in the tenth century (Walsh 1993: 32).
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Cast SINdies
This section is concerned with two specific activities and (primarily) three
individuals. The first activity is the construction of icons by Eoin in the back kitchen of
The Centre (photos Ten and Eleven). The second activity involves Jim and Patrick, and
discusses the purchase, blessing, and distribution of small statues of Our Lady of Fatima
(photo Sixteen). For both of these case studies, I have included descriptions of activities
and related narratives. These additional ethnographic materials are followed by analysis.
01lf'Lat!J t(Gmas
Before proceeding, a short exploration of the history of the Shrine of Our Lady
of Graces (photo Nine) is required, as this small figurine provides a symbolic context for
both activities.
In the December 26, 1947 issue of TbI StmuJanJ, Cecil McCracken wrote "No
matter what the weather may be, in sweltering heat or cutting snowstonn, the
Dominican Church of St. Mary is filled each Saturday night with loving, confident and
wholly devoted clients at the shrine of Our Lady of Graces." (Augustine 1952:44) In an
interview with a Dominican Father at St. Mary's, I was told that during the late 40's an
annual celebration (May 31) was dedicated to the image as well as the weekly devotionals
(Field Notes, January 24, 19(5). The tiny ivory statue known as Our Lady of Graces of
Youghal has been in the hands of the Dominicans of Cork for over one hundred years,
and continues to be the focus ofcountless payers and devotional activities.
The historial account of the statue's origins tells of Maurice o'Carroll, an early
14th century Archbishop ofCashel, who wore it upon a necklace, and was the original
owner of the statue. The account was first set down by .Archdeacon Lynch, in 1672, and
tr3nslated again in 1910 by Archdeacon Seymour. The story is told of how the
archbishop
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...fell grievously sick while making a visitation of
his suffragans at Cloyne. Becoming worse and worse
he was carried to the Dominicans at Youghal; and
there feeling his end approaching. besought the
Fathers that the little image of the Blessed Virgin,
which he always wore round his neck, should be left
on his body after death (Flanagan 1950:5-6).
An undetennined amount of time passed and the Priory fell into hard times.
One of their order, while travelling in Ulster, received, in a dream, a vision of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, who gave him instructions that the archbishop was to be exhumed
and the statue displayed to the public,
_.adding that the corpse would exhibit no signs of
decay, but would crumble to dust when the image was
removed. He hastened with all speed to Youghal, and
there found everything in accordance with what the
vision had told him (Flanagan 1950:5-6).
The Priory soon became the site ofgreat prosperity, reform, and graces. The
name ofwas changed from Holy Cross to Our Lady of Graces in the late 15th century,
"...as if they wished to emphasise that from the day this image came agcUn among them a
new life began for the priory" (F1anagm 1951:5-6).
The popular account of the statue tells quite a different story. It is a part of oral
tradition, fint recorded by a mid-t7th century French traveller named Sieur de Ia
Boullaye Le-Gouz. Dr. K. O'Flaherty tr2nSlates the journal entry as follows:
In the convent of St. Dominic there was the image
(Sblue] of the Virgin of God, formerly Irebnd's
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greatest [object of] devotion, which arrived there
in a rniaculous manner; the tide brought a piece of
wood into the town [market] square; several
fisherman tried to t3ke it away, as wood was scarce
in that region, but they could not move it; they
yoked ten horses [to it] without any result, and the
tide brought it close to the Dominican convent; two
religious carried it on their shoulders and put it
into the convent ymi, and the &ther superior had
that night a vision that the [amage of] Our Lady of
God, Vu-gin ofgreat POwer [virtue?] was within this
wood; it was found there; that is what the catholics
say, who, up to this very day have great devotion to
it (Fbnagan 1950:20).23
While the image was still in the log, laying out to dry in front of the church, it
restored the sight of a blind man who mistook the log for the Holy Water font and
washed his eyes with the rainw2ter collected in a niche (Flanagan 1950:4).
Regardless of how it ends up on public display, the statue is said to disappear for
awhile, hidden from Sir Walter Raleigh by a lay woman, Onoria, daughter ofJames
Fitzmaurice Fitzgerald of Desmond. Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, popular
devotion to the.Stltue continued, and the statue, displayed in a golden shrine
constructed by Onoria, W3S brought to the public agAin in Cork in 1823. In 1895, it was
fully dedicated as it stmds today (Fbnagan 1951:7-9).
The articles cited above by Rev. Urban G. Flanagan, G.P., M.A., are, or so I have
been advised by a Dominican Father and scholar in Cork, the most exhaustive study of
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the historical sources regmiing the statue. Given the miraculous elements in both
accounts, the designation of CChistory" versus CClegend" is problematic. In fact, both
accounts are printed side by side, along with the story of Onoria's brave rescue, on the
wall next to the shrine in Cork and on small pamphlets available for circulation.
It is, however, useful to point out that while the "historical" account relies
primarily on ecclesiastical tradition, the "legend" is a living part of the popular oral
tradition, stemming from at least the mid-17th century until now. The Main Collection
of the Irish Folklore Archives contains an entry entitled "Quay Lane," collected from a
SO year old man who lived in Youghal, on Chapel Lane, saying
Quay Lane is so called because the tide at one time
came up as &r as where the Main Street now is. The
tide also came in, where Yallow Street now is; and
all up around the graveyard is was [sic] all at one
time underwater. The Dominican monastery was
situated where the old graveyard now stmds, and
this explains, how the log ofwood, in which the
iYory statue, of "Our Lady of Youghal" W2S, could
have come in so fiIr (492:296).
In my own field work in Youghal, a woman (age 60) offered me the same logic
(i.e. the changing coast line) as an explanation for the story of the log (Field Notes,
Febrwuy 6, 19(5). It is obvious that, although both versions continue to circulate, the
official history has prevailed over the popular legend, which was reduced to an
aetiological narrative in the beginning of this century (the "Quay Lane" entry) and had
to be actively solicited in my own research.
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The Mahlig offl1I lco"
I walked into The Centre through the glass door that faced the main street, and
was surrounded by an eclectic collection of statuary, iconography, inspirational literature,
prayer beads, medallions, candles, audio cassettes, video tapes, first communion cards,
and posters advertising Novenas, Celli's, and chiropody sessions. The front window had
been set up for May: images of the Blessed Virgin dominated the centre of the display,
for May is Her month; there were Family Bibles and picture fnmes, suggested presents
for the inevitable summer weddings; and there was a pile of miscellaneous items with
Celtic designs, and alligraphic proverbs as GaeJil!, to catch the eyes of strolling tourists.
The first time one visits The Centre, it appears small, but this is deceptive.
Beyond the cash register and the table top pay phone, there is an area filled with racks of
clothes and bins of second-hand books and shoes, and behind that is a room used twice
weekly by a visiting chiropodist;24 at other times used as a tea room for the three or four
volunteers who may be working on any given day.
A rather dark hallway leads still further away from the street, past another room
of clothes, up three steps and through a maze of boxes to a kitchen, where the walls are
lined with religious stock for the front of the store. The kitchen has a back door,
bearing the crest of the Lay Dominicans, and beyond it is a prayer room that doubles as
a religious video screening room.
From the prayer room, through white, horne-made curtains, one can reach the
final room ofThe Centre: a crowded, crmtped workshop. There is a high table against
the far W2II, coftl'ed with cans of paint and glue, brushes and pens, tools, file folders,
photocopies, and h2If painted icons. There is about eighteen inches of moving space
around the t2bIe, and the rest of the area is used up by stacks of boxes packed with
clothes, he3ded for R2w3nda, Bosn~ etc.
~4 Podiatriactic: medicine. in this instance combined with ref1exolog)' and holistic healing.
III
On this visit, in the beginning of May 1995, I W3S in the workshop with Eoin,
who had agreed to make an icon that I might see how itW2S done. Nonnally, he always
works alone and in silence, but he had assured me that he didn't mind my presence, nor
my questions.
Eoin pulled up one of the boxes and used it as a make shift table, opening up an
overstuffed file folder and sorting through the contents: postcards, greeting cards,
clippings from art books, colour plates from old Bibles, and colour photocopies of them
all, in varying sizes. Eoin W3S trying to get the most use out of the wood he had, so size
W3S as import2nt as design in choosing a photocopy. .After moving two images around
the already puzzle shaped chip-board, he decided on the larger (a medieval "Mother and
Child," St2nc:brd A2 size), which fit neady into one "arm" of the board.
We moved into the kitchen, where a gas heater had been lit in the centre of the
room and the chairs could be used as saw hones. He told me that during the height of
the wann weather, he opens the back door to the workshop and works there in the sun.
He lay the wood on the chairs and the image on the table, eurnining it for flaws
in the neon kitchen light. With a pair of scissors, he trimmed away as much of the white
border as he could, squinting in concenntion and saying that this was the part he liked
the least. Although he made quite an effort, he told me that little mistakes in the trim
were easy to correct in the sanding process.
The trimmed image was then lain on the board - in this case one inch chip-
board which Eoin was unhappy with, preferring a thinner wood with a smoother finish,
which he had previously worked with. The comers were marked on the board and lines
were drawn using a short piece of timber as a straight edge. Eoin stressed the
irnport3nce of a tight fit; it was fine for the image to be larger than the board, but not
VICe-versa.
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He then cut along the lines using a Black and Decker jig saw he had been given
as a present. Before he'd received the gift (the previous Christmas) he had used a hand
saw. The saw was working very well, which seemed to surprise him, as he was used to it
acting up.
The cut piece ofwood was lightly sanded and the image was then fitted over it.
He had to orient and reorient the image to make it fit correctly, but it eventually did.
Glue was then applied over the entire surface of the wood, and the image was placed on
top of it. The spine of a hard cover children's book was used to smooth out the air
bubbles, and a piece of clean cloth was used to pick up any glue that had leaked around
the edges.
After the glue was allowed to dry Qong enough for a cigarette and a cup of tea),
the icon was sanded. First, a very coarse piece of sand paper was wrapped around a
small block and moved dowmnrds; the motion "tearing" away the edges of the image,
blending it into the wood. This was done on all four sides, then along the gain of all
four sides. The whole process was repeated with a finer piece of sand paper.
The sanded icon was placed f3ce down on the table, and a egg-beater-type drill
was used to make a small hole in the back for mounting purposes. At this point a little
over an hour had past, which shocked Eoin, who had not realised it had been so long.
He said he would paint the sides and back of the icon on a different day. They
are usually painted either gold or black (which only tlkes about ten minutes), and a label
stating the artist's name (when known) and The Centre's name is placed on the back.
Before it goes on the shelf for sale (or leaves the store as a gift) it is wrapped in clear
plastic; the kind used for protecting books. The icons are sold at a price which barely
covers the cost of the materials (photocopy, wood, glue, paint) and any profit goes back
into The Centre. They are also given as gifts; in a variety of situations, and for a number
of reasons. A good example comes from my tirst meeting ",;th Eoin, whom I had met
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while looking for infonnation about Our Lady of Graces. While we spoke he showed
me an icon of the image of Our Lady of Graces which he had just made. Pleased with
what I was doing and knowing I had little money, he made the icon a gift to me when I
left.
[to" NamztilJll
To my knowledge, the content of the narratives below is highly unusual, Eoin
simply does not talk about the icons very often. Five texts follow: (1) A narrative
regarding how the work began 2 years ago, (2) An explanation of the effect on Eoin of
making an icon, (3 and 4) Two texts discussing the communicative nature of the icons,
and (5) A stltement of purpose for making and selling the icons. The narratives were all
recorded in May of 1995, in Eoin's flat.
Narrative Fourteen:
E: One day, we were/happened to be working in the shop,
as we often did, after hours •.. when the shop would
be closed••. you might be doing up the window or
putting stuff on the shelf, redoing the shelves/
JF: Right.
E: Or whatever. And then the next thing /uh/ 1 think
May said to me /uh/ "I'm hungry" or something or "1
feel hungry" or something like that, but any other
way [] ended down in Moby Dick's ... having a toasted
sandwich and/ so on, you know, to eat. Anyway .•• ah,
we met this lad .•. ah, by the name of •.. what was it?
M.G or G.G, they're two twins and I always get them
mixed up/(The person he is speaking of is an artist
who makes icons, whom they had met previously.)
JF: (Laughs)
E: but he was one of the G. boys anyway ... and he
was the one that was ... ah, he was/obviously had
spoken to P. about this in the past about
making icons, and she had the desire to make
the icons ...And the next thing we/she/she must
have brought it up/or it came up in conversation
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anyway and he said to me, "I'll be in," he said,
"tomorrow," or something like that, he said, "and
I'll show you how to make them," he said, to me!
It is important to note that the first time I asked
for an interview on this topic, I was turned down and
told that it was actually ~y's story.
Narrative Fifteen:
E: ·Well/an awful lot have/has happened since ...
but I have found myself down/ah in the/in the
back part/right up in the back of (The Centre)
with the door open and the birds singing and
the ... sun shining, and making an icon ... and
I find I'm totally at peace when I'm doing it.
JF: Right.
E: You know? Because I find that there's a presence of
God/ah/around.
JF: Do/do you use the time as/as a devotional time?
E: I don't specifically set out to do that, no. I
set out to make an icon.
JF: Right.
E: But this happens.
JF: I see.
E: You know?
Narrative Sixteen:
E: And you're actually... um... seeing the picture
be in front of you, whatever it/icon, it could
be Mother and Child, it could be the Transfiguration
••• ah, it could be the Blessed Trinity/
JF: Right.
E: and so on. And like ... ah, we spoke about this
earlier on, Joseph and, it's not so much
what ... em... prayers I'm saying vocally or anything
like that to the icons, it's just what the icon is
saying to me.
JF: Right.
E: You know? And, ah, I have found ... by travelling
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to retreat houses, that, urn, you can actually look
at an icon ... and/I didn't know this at the start,
you/you learn these things as you go along/I think
the Lord is in all of these and He's just showing
you His way, His time •.. and what He want's you to
do or see, you know? .. But anyway there's a
challenge there/I've seen this/there's a challenge
in an icon ••• "What is it saying back to me?" Right?
JF: I see, yeah.
E: You know? So, urn, if you see, for instance, if you
see eyes and, uh, someone say to you "Well, what do
you see in the eyes?" and you say "1 see an awful
sadness," well then you reflect that back to
yourself and say, "What am 1 sad about?"
Narrative Seventeen:
E: If I see something like ••• uh ••• the Transfiguration
•.. what happened five years ago that I changed? Do
you know? These are the kinds of questions that the
icons/that the icons bring up .•• The different icons
bring up different questions ••• as different people
perceive what they're saying to 'em.
JF: I see.
E: You Know? And that's the basic/thing about the
icon.
Narrative lighteen:
E: ••. and it's not a profit making thing either/we're
not in it for profit •.. but if any/anything that will
help to keep the doors of (The Centre) open ••• which
in effect is about spreading the/good news ••• the
word of God.
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Thl Blessillg tfII SItJIIII
Jim and Patrick regularly ammge for the blessing of small statues of Our Lady of
Fatima through the shrine of Our Lady of Graces, and for the distribution of these
statues into the community throughout Ireland, and, to some extent globally. They
work in conjunction with many other lay groups world wide. Unfortunately, I was never
able to observe the blessing of a "batch" of statues. It was once a frequent occasion but
the activity has grown in scope (250 statues at a time) and the frequency has been
reduced; it currently takes place about once every six months. However, based on
unrecorded interviews with Patrick, I have a description of the process.
Originally, small numbers of statues were brought to the shrine in St. Mary's,
where a Dominican father would bless the individual statues using Holy Water and the
"Standard Blessing" of the Church for "Sacred Images," with a special invocation to
Our Lady of Graces of Youghal for healing. With the larger batches, the shrine is
brought either into the home of Patrick, or of the Dominican father, and one statue is
unwrapped and blessed before the shrine. The remaining statues stay in their boxes in
the same room as the shrine and are thus blessed by proxy.
The statues are distributed in a variety ofways, induding (1) door to door, with
an invitation to "take Our Lady into your home," (2) by request, from individuals who
wish to possess and/or redistribute the statues, (3) in hospit3ls, where they are carried
from ward to ward, used as a focus for prayer for healing, and left with individuals in
particular need until the next visit, and (4) in the case ofJim's large statue (also blessed),
as the centrepiece of the weekly outdoor rosary and occasional processions.
Statllt NlltTllIit'tS
Unlike the icons, the statues and the mission work that surrounds them are both
very popular topics of conversation and perfonnance Jrnong the members of The
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Group. To supplement the narratives in the previous chapter, three stories are
recounted here, (1) a narrative about the tint rnir2cle connected with a stitue in a
hospital visit, (2) a narrative about coming to an understlnding about the Stitues'
powers, and (3) a narrative about a stitue incident during a Rosary Walk. All narratives
come from interviews in Jim's home, in March and April 1995.
Narrative Nineteen:
Jim: She was an alcoholic/the poor old creature, and she
fell down the stairs at home .•• and she went into a
coma .•. and the husband thought it was drink/
and/uh/he neglected her a bit and she was lying
there about fifteen minutes before she was brought
to hospital. But she was in the coma for about six
weeks ••• and Barry (another member of The Group) said
we should go visit her. So we went the first time,
we just prayed the rosary ..• and/with the statue/and
the second time then/we went/she was still in
the coma/we left the statue with her ..• and as soon
as we left the statue with her she came out of .•. the
coma ••• and we took the statue away and she went back
into the coma again ••. So the next time we left the
statue with her and she came out of the coma ••• and
she brought the statue home with her.
JF: Yeah, I'd say so. (Laughs)
Jim: (Laughs) Yeah ••• so the next thing happened/
JF: 50 ••• is that the first miracle?
Jim: That was the first one we know of, yeah. And ••• um
••• then this/then the next thing happened/was
••• um.•.when she brought the statue home she handed
it over to Barry and she says "thanks" and she says
"I'm going out for a right rake of drink now
altogether." She was thirsty after being so long
off it. But ••• um••• I gave that same lady a statue
for herself ••. and every evening before she
would go out even to drink she'd say/she'd put her
hand around the statue and say "Dear Mother, you
know I can't help myself, will you please help me?"
JF: Hmmm •••
Jim: And Barry was telling me, in recent times now, she's
down to/for the first time/controlled drinking.
(At the end of the narrative, about one minute later.)
III
Jim: SO .•. Barry will/he'd be able to give you more facts
on this because ... I never bother taking names and
addresses/he knows her personally.
Narrative Twenty:
Jim: And then there was/uh/we were/attributing all these
successes/was/uh Barry's little statue ... the one I
had given him early on ... that was doing/was c/was
involved in all these miracles. You know?
JF: Mmm-hmmm.
Jim: And we thought that his statue was some way special
(laughs) •
JF: Right, right.
Jim: But Mary [] one and Mary was a little bit/You
know?/I use to say "would we bring Barry's statue"
and ••. this night we hadn't Barry's statue. So we
went into intensive care.
Narrative Twenty-One:
Jim: And then I had to look for a place for Bed and
Breakfast. So when I came back I saw this sign, left
up towards this house where there was Bed and
Breakfast/I'd never been to the house before. When
I went up anyway/I found my way ••• into the
house/the name was []/it was also up on the
road/four or five hundred yards up/further
upwards/um/the hills in/in Melleray. So I went up
there and turned left and in I came into the house
and what was up in the window? Only a beautiful ..•
small statue Our Lady of Fatima ... about the size of
this Lady here (gestures at small statue on mantle
of sitting room (c.14" in height)).
JF: Hmmm.
Jim: And the chap that was carrying her .•. uh .•. I'll
think of his name in a minute/he was an oldish
man/well wouldn't be too old/but he's/uh/traveling
the world from Australia and he'd been to Fatima
•.. tremendously turned on towards Our Lady of
Fatima. And he was staying in the house ..•
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ANJlysis
The argument articulated in the overview of this chapter was done so long ago; it
bears repeating. As in the analysis of commonly used objects, I look to these two case
studies to discover how these Particular items of material culture (the statues and icons)
are "brought to life" by the people who work with them. Two questions dominate the
investigation: How do the efforts described here "open up a two-way spiritual channel
through which devotion, prayer, and graces may be transferred between the human
devotee and the spirit world?" And, How do they "transfonn the object into a type of
discourse which speaks to both the devotee and community?"
Obviously, the statues and icons are physically substantial (esPeCially compared
to beads and medals and such). They are ethnographically substantial as well. My
recordings and field notes are filled with references to the details and the impommce of
physical location (a subject re-approached in the following chapter).
Eoin distinguishes making the icons in the winter from making them in the
summer (a ~tion of time) by remembering where he made them (a question of place).
The Centre's humble workshop is imPort2nt because it is the source from which the
icons radiate into the community; the artist's name on the back of an icon is a nice
touch, but The Centre's name is a necessity. When I asked Eoin about any feedback he
might have received from purchuers/owners of the icons, he told me that there was
almost none. This, however did not bother him. The important thing was that the icons
were going out to people from all parts of the world.
Patrick also stresses, in any conversation regarding the statues, the filet that he
and Jim are not working alone, but that there are statues being distributed and received
by people all over the world. One finds constant references in the narratives to the
movement and location of statues: on walks and drives, in homes and hospitals, in
churches, on retreats, being carried by pilgrims, etc. Furthennore, the <letions of the
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humans are carefully labelled in each narrative. Details ofwhy the statue W2S where it
was are important; was it brought as a surprise or was it invited? Was it honoured or
rejected?
Thus, the physial nwtipulation of the objects must be perceived as an spiritually
effective act, an act which does something beyond moving a physical object in space. To
understand why physical manipulation is effective, one must understand that in the
native world view, the presence of the image is believed to have very real power. The
blessing of a statue or making of an icon does not merely polish the physical features of
the image. It acts to tr3nsform an object, through human &ith and divine grace, from
profane to sacred. It opens the eyes of the icons and thus creates a mirror for the
human soul. It tums a statue from a piece of marble into a channel for healing, and
saving, graces. Most importantly, it opens up the mouths of the images, and gives them
voices.
The images are considered vehicles for communication, which is perhaps their
most remarkable feature. I asked all three men if there were any insttuetions, or special
prayers, that they passed out with the icons and statues (as one would with a miraculous
medal, or with a chaplet). All three replied no; that it simply wasn't necessary. It wasn't
needed because the statues and icons could speak for themselves.
Learning to "listen" to the images, or becoming sensitive to the changing
meaning of the symbols, is the most important part of learning to "use" them. Both the
recordings and the notes offer numerous accounts of how one must constantly learn
and relearn the meaning of the images. Jim teUs the story (stories) of coming to
understand the power of the Stltues, and Eoin talks about the various retreats in which
he, the artist, had to gradually learn the power of the icons. Before proceeding I wish to
address, briefly, these supplement2l narratives, as well as relevant narratives from the
previous chapter.
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Narratives Fifteen through Eighteen do not seem to fit into any of the
definitions of personal narrative, religious or otherwise, offered above. They do,
however, confonn to a wider understanding of the personal experience narrative, such
as that articulated by Gary Butler. The narratives are asides inserted into longer, more
conventionally narrative texts. Butler encountered similar asides in his study of the
discoune of belief in a French Newfoundland community. He concluded that
The narrator here demonstrates a tendency to "break"
the narrative fnune based on the communicative
intention to support supematur.ll belief and to
re-negotiate the tenns of reference from narrative
discoune to what has been referred to elsewhere as
"pedagogical discourse" (Briggs 1985). The
narrator's primary aim has become directed towards
the instruction of his listeners...There is no
inconsistency here if one considers the entire text
as an instance of discourse designed to accommodate
the differential knowledge of the narrator and his
audience in a manner which will ensure optimal
communication of the narrators intended message...
The fnune-break is actually a temporary fnune-shift
to a different communicative mode for the
realisation of the narrator's aim" (116-7).
The discourse studied here fits in neady with Butlers idea. As I have already
argued, the pen<>mI religious narrative is ultimately a missionising discoune. The act of
story telling is almost always an act of"sharing the good news," an articulation of the
narrator's personal gospel story.
Our underst3l1ding of narrative in this context can aid in our understmding of
these material elSe studies, which are likewise tied to the world view ofan active God
and active spirit world. Eoin once interrupted an interview to say he did not know why
he was doing the interview, only that it must be what the Holy Spirit W2I1ted. Patrick
refused to use a ape recorder for the same reason. I've often heard stories or statements
prefaced with something to the effect of "This just came up in me," or "I felt I needed
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to say this." Similar motivations are given for the making of the icons or the doing of
"statue work."
In the previous chapter, I dealt with the idea of narrative ownership, which
needs to be addressed here~ simply because the examples are so crisp. Narrative
Fourteen tells the story of how Roin learned to make the Icons. It is noted that he
initially refused to t2lk about this subject, claiming it was May's story. May, Roin tells us,
was originally interested in learning how to make the icons but, for some reason, was
skipped over. At the time of the interview, after May had left to go do mission work,
Roin felt comfortable with his ownership of the story, and of the activity. One possible
explanation, based on other statements Roin made to me, is that Roin only felt that the
Icons were legitimately his work when it was clear that May had another calling.
Simibrly, Jim and Patrick are constantly sending me back and forth between
each other to hear the details ofstories that "belong" to the other. Narrative Nineteen
is an example ofa rmratift in which the narrator is a key participant. Just the same, it is
framed-in by stating that the woman in the story is someone else's friend, and framed-
out by recommending that I t2Ik to this friend for the "real story."
Having made these comments, I will move on to address the importance of
history in the "bringing of images to life." The history of the shrine of Our Lady of
Graces is significant on two levels. FIrSt, whether it comes from the ecclesiastic Of'
popular tradition, the history is a narrative about miracles. In the terms of my
definition of folk religion, it is an "account of the numinous provided by othen," just as
a pm is. Second, the interpretation of this history - the popular understanding of IIIJty it
is important - is also a cultural text, and, as such, it is used to activate the affective
presence of the anef3cts in question.
It should be noted that the activities of Onoria are actually given as much
attention (or more) than any other part of the history or legend. ~'hen I asked different
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was originally interested in learning how to make the icons but, for some reason, was
skipped over. At the time of the interview, after May had left to go do mission work.,
Eoin felt comfortable with his ownership of the story, and of the activity. One possible
explanation, based on other statements Roin made to me, is that Eoin only felt that the
Icons were legitimately his work when it W3S clear that May had another calling.
Similarly, Jim and Patrick are constantly sending me back and forth between
each other to hear the details of stories that "belong" to the other. Narrative Nineteen
is an example ofa nart2tive in which the narrator is a key participant. Just the same, it is
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definition of folk religion, it is an "account of the numinous provided by othen," just as
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individuals what "mir.lcles, prosperity, and refonn" might have been associated with the
original appearance of the statue, nobody knew. What I was told was that it was part of
a tradition that was constandy changing. I was told I'd be better off asking what
miracles had taken place last year, last week, or this morning (such as those discussed in
the texts quoted).
SimibrIy, many PeOple knew the outline of the history or legend but where
sketchy on the details: names, dates, etc. What they all knew, however, was the story of
the lay woman who risked her life to save the statue. The attention paid to Onoria's
bravery leads directly to the question of how the "meaning" or "moral" of the history is
used by individuals.
A good starting point can be found in the upper right hand comer of the icons
that Roin makes of the image (Photo Ten). There is a pen-and-ink drawing of a ship
and the Youghallight hOUle. Written beneath it are the words "Safe Harbour." To Jim
and Patrick, and to the people of the Centre, Our Lady ofGraces embodies not only
the presence of the Vargin in Ireland, but also the power, devotion, and piety of the Irish
laity, who saved the statue from min during the time of the Penal Laws.
The history/legend of the shrine is a cyclical tale, an alternation between
concealment (C) and display (0):
(0) Archbishop -> (C) Grave -> (0) Vision and Exhumation ->
(C)Penal Suppression -> (0) Onoria/St. Mary's, or,
(0) Miraculous Appearmce -> (C) Log -> (0) Removal From
Log -> (C) Penal Suppression -> (0) Onoria/St. Mary's.
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The individuals involved in the activities under discussion feel themselves to be a
part of this cycle. Patrick told me of a homily given by the Dominican &ther to jim and
himself, on the ocasion of the fint blessing. The &ther recounted the story of the
shrine, its inability to be subdued by persecution, and articulated the similarities between
its history and the task the men h3d chosen for themselves.
Indeed, the inspiration responsible for the image's original display came from
sacred visions and inner locutions, which are the basis of the statue work in Cork and
elsewhere. Narnltive Four detailed the occasion of the "prophesy" which began the
work, and uses the explicit theme of est2blishing Ireland as a "safe harbour."
Patrick's version of the history of the statue work includes the story of a woman
in a neighbouring town who h3d pulled together three volunteers and ordered three
statues. One of the volunteers backed out at the last minute, unable to overcome her
embarnssment. She went home and h3d a dream, in which she was walking door to
door asking the residents to tIke Our Lady into their houses. She then realised she was
not carrying a statue but walking ann in ann with the Blessed Virgin henelf. The next
day she was going door to door (Field Notes, May 11, 1995).
Another example comes from Patrick's puaphrase of Our Lady of Fatima, when
I asked him why they were trying to organise a Centenary procession: "Our Lady told us
she liked processions" (Field Notes, january 19, 1995). He has also said that The Group
in Cork was devoted to "venerating Our Lady as She wishes to be venerated." He
claimed the meaning of the history of the shrine was that Our Lady did not wish to be
"shut up," but rather, "brought out into the people." "TItat," he said, "is the nature of
the graces." (FJeld Notes,january 31, 1995).
Eoin 3Iso finds himself involved in the historical cycle of the shrine, and in the
process of restoring a "safe harbour" in Ireland. In making the icons, he takes great
pride in sharing the "good news" through the images directly; he also is happy to have a
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craft which contributes to the greater mission ofThe Centre. The Centre's mission is to
create a sanettwy; for the poor, elderly, sickly, youth, the war tom, the despairing, or
the simply confused. And his status as a lay Dominican is important to him; he identifies
strongly with St. Dominic and his life style, with the heroism of the Youghal
Dominicans of the past, and is spreading the message that there are "real live
Dominicans still in Youghal" (Field Notes, various dates).
COIICImi01l
This chapter has covered very broad ground, as it was required to do. In
summary, I will restate my contention that the popular use of religious artefacts is a
process of activating those objects' "affecting presence." This presence can be the
caPacity of a string of beads or piece of cloth to declare one's identity, the capacity of a
medal or card to channel the power ofa saint, the capacity ofwater to cure and renew,
the capacity ofa candle to tie one to the Church's authority, the capacity of an icon to
speak, or of a snWl statue to redefine.one's spirituality in epic and historic tenns.
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Chapter Six: On Earth aa it i. in Heaven:
The Ritual Process
Ovmi,.,
The title of this chapter is drawn from the "Our Father," perhaps the most well
known Christian prayer in the world. The prayer cont3ins a number of implicit world
views, and these implications are central to popular Catholic ritual life as I have come to
understand it. When the devotee asks that God forgive him, as ht hasjtngilJt1l othm, he
attests to the efficacy of the action of the faithful. Like Peter, the rock of the church,
"Whatever you bind on Earth will be bound in Heaven, and whatever you loose on
Earth will be loosed in Heaven" (Matthew 16:19). When the same individual asks that
God's will be done, he subsumes this great power under divine guidance. And when he
invokes the very kingdom of God, the power is characterised, not as a manipulation of
the physical world, but, as the transformation of the world, the ushering in of the divine
realm. The analysis of the ritual process which follows is an exploration of the ways in
which the ethos and world view implied by the Our Father grow into a cultural reality.
Victor Tumer's notion of t'OIII1D1IiI4s, that suspension of social hierarchy so
powerfully achieved by the liminal character of ritual, does playa role in my
understanding of popular Catholic ritual. However, I contend that C01II11III1Iitlls is a
secondary product, and a secondary concern for those involved. I assert that the
primary goal of the popular Catholic ritualist is to create tlngible, lasting domains of
sacred time and space.
The bulk of this chapter is focused on the description and analysis of a
day of devotional tnvel organised by members ofThe Group in late May, 1996. The
conclusions reached in this case study are then applied to other rituals found the popular
Catholic repetoire, and in my field experience.
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My field notes from May 25, 1996, are also titled "Pilgrimage to Clonfert." It is
an accurate, but extremely superficial characterisation of the events of that day. On
one level, May 25 W2S the day on which Jim, Patrick, myself, and ten regular memben of
the groUp,25 tr2velled from Cork to Clonfert, BalIinasloe, and back. However, a richer
understanding of that day requires that it be viewed not as a single pilgrimage, but as
several interconnected processions.
Jim had hired a small motor coach to tr2nsport us from Cork to Clonfert and
back, and at the last minute the pick up location had changed. Playing it safe in the
midst of this confusion, I arrived a half-hour early (@ 7:30am), and W2ited for the
coach with three women who had driven into town together. They were in great fonn
and jokingly called themselves the "three amigas:' We chatted away for about a quarter
of an hour. One woman, "Margaret" theorised that the change in venue had been Our
Lady's will, and another, whom I was meeting for the first time, thought it was
auspicious that my name W2S Joseph, since there was already a Mary in the group.
Before the rest of the group arrived, conversation had moved on to Jim's spirituality, a
topic I was always happy to hear more about. Marg3ret told me a story about Jim when
he was still with the guards, and of how he used to pay for the criminals between the
time of their arrest through to their conviction or acquittll.
The other memben of the group arrived shortly, and Jim was pleased with the
final headcount - thirteen - pointing out that it was (1) the Fatima date, (2) the ideal size
for a group, and (3) that this trip marked the thirteenth year they had visited Oonfert.»
The coach manoeuvred through the narrow streets of Cork's Northside to Patrick's
2S There were the men aDd eiabt WOIDCIL Besides myself aDd Pattick.. all participants were over the
~ of sixty.
The apparitions ofOur Lady of Fatima occurred on the thirteenth of each month. May through
October, in 1917 (for more infonnation on the Fatima apparitions. see Walsh 1993: 100(102). The
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home, where we picked up his large (4') statue of Our Lady of Fatima. jim's large statue,
which is normally used by The Group in their weekly outdoor Rosary, W2S in Croom,
although he did have two small (18',) statues with him.
From Patrick's, we headed north-west tow2rds Limerick, and jim led the group
in praying the joyful mysteries of the Rosary. With each new decade, there was a shift in
the call-and-response structure; fint alternating from left to right, then from the front of
the coach to the back, then from an individual to the rest of the group. When an
individual led the decade, he or she was given one of the small statues to hold.
The village of Croom is not far from Cork, and by the time we finished praying
the joyful mysteries we had arrived. Jim, Patrick and myselfwent into the home of a
woman they mew, a member of the loose network of individuals who distribute the
blessed statues of Our Lady of Fatima around Ireland (see previous chapter). Our stop
in Croom, besides serving as a bathroom break, was done for the purpose of trading
Patrick's large sbtue for jim's. It was important to Jim that his sbtue be present for our
next stop, his home village of Eyrecourt.
Jim and Patrick had some issues to discuss with our host, but I said good-bye
and returned to the coach. Coming out of the narrow row house, I saw that the rear
doors of the coach were open and several people were scr.unbling about under the seats.
Just as I drew close, one woman shouted "Got id." "It" was a medal brought back by
Jim from Medjugore.rt Apparently, the medal had been pused around and had been
dropped between the seats. Someone had t2ken out a Saint Anthony's medal and
prayed for the retrieval of the Megjugore medal When it W2S found Oust as I had
returned) honour and praise were given both to St. Anthony and Our Lady.
second reference was to the popular belief that thirteen indhiduals form an ideal devotional
community. patterned after Jesus and the twelve disciples. or Our Lady and the twelve apostles.
:7 Located in Bosnia.HerccgO\'IRa. Medjugore is the site of 3 number of apparitions of Our Lady.
beginning on June 24. 1981 (see also Walsh 1993: 173-t and Ba."( 1990).
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Jim and Patrick soon came out of the house with jim's statue in tow; the coach
then pulled out of Croom and headed for Eyrecourt. On the way, Jim discussed his
recent trip to Medjugore and handed out other relics and souvenirs - more medals,
plastic rosary beads, and a crucifix, all acquired or blessed during his pilgrimage. I was
also shown a set of Padre Pio rosary beads (his image appears on the medal) which
emitted a strong (and believed to be supematur2lly caused) smell of roses. Margaret held
a small statue, "aiming" it out of the rear window and occasionally saying "I'm after
converting another one..." I asked what she was doing and she told me to watch the
drivers' reactions behind us. If they looked away, they had a hardened attitude, but if
they gave a salute or a smile, they where "taking Our Lady into their hearts."
When we arrived in Eyrecourt, Jim's home village, we parked in front of the
church and went inside, delaying slighdy so that we could begin the next stage of the
day's work at noon, and so be synchronised with those praying the rosary in Cork. Jim's
large statue was placed facing Our Lady's statue in the church, and thirteen candles were
lit. We said the first decade of the sorrowful mysteries, and then moved outside,
carryingJim's statue on a wooden litter (see Photos 17 and 18, over). Our tint stop was
the home of Fr. Joe Walsh, a murder victim considered a modem day martyr. A decade
was prayed in front of the house, and Jim pointed out that the birds were praying
(chirping) with us. The "three amigas" brought a small statue to the door of the house
and, touching the door, prayed the invocation of St. Michael the Archangel.
We maTed on in a wide circle around Eyrecourt, praying the sorrowful mysteries
and eventually the glorious mysteries. Anyone we encountered was invited to join us,
Jim earnestly promising change and cures to the faithful. The lack of response from the
residents of Eyrecourt prompted Patrick to declare that the birds (who were still
chirping away) were more interested in Our Lady thm were the people. Returning to
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the church, we finished the glorious mysteries, disassembled the litter, and boarded the
coach.
Our next stop was the chapel ofOur Lady of Clonfe~ where a special image of
Our Lady is housed.21 The stitue in question is an. unusual depiction of Our Lady - it is
carved very coarsely from wood, stands about four and half feet high, and bears what I
consider to be a very northern or Celtic countenance, nther than the delicate Roman
features of the Fatima statues. In legend, Our Lady of Clonfert is said to have been
constructed before the time of the Penal Laws. The story tells of it being hidden in the
crook of a tree to avoid the persecution of the English government. The tree grew
around the image, sheltering it, and so it remained undiscovered until the early part of
this century. It was then that a man was sawing through the tree and, cutting off the
figure's left arm, saw the tree bleed. He carefully exhumed the stitue and arranged for
its proper display. Inside the chapel, we setJim's statue facing the one-armed image, and
prAyed the joyful mysteries. The grounds of the chapel contlined the grave of Fr. Walsh,
which appeared very well attended with flowers and gifts, though the memben of our
group did not appear overly interested.
From the chapel we drove the short distance to our final destination, the
Emmanuel House of Providence. .According to their informational pamphlet, the
Emmanuel House "is a catholic centre for prAyer and evangelisation,... a new
community of Christ's faithful in formation, located in the very heart of
Ireland"(Anonymous: t). The centre is on the grounds ofa farm, and consists of a very
large, semi-open meeting hall, a building of counselling rooms and dormitories, a gift
shop and kitchen/dining hall, md a devotional garden. It was founded in 1985 by
Michael and Annette Cullen, and is under the ecclesiastic authority of Bishop Kirby of
Clonfert. In 1990, Eddie and Lucy Stones moved to Clonfert and succeeded the
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Cullen's, who moved to the United States. Under the guidance of the Stones, the centre
has been shaped by the vision of a "spiritual hospital where people can experience the
healing power of God in spirit, mind, and body" (Anonymous: 2).
Since we were to receive Communion, the majority ofour group went to the
counselling building where a priest W3S hearing confession. There were approximately
two hundred people in various states of arrival, and the property W3S filling up with
buses, coaches, and can. Informal groups were chatting away in the gardens, and othen
were queuing to get into the small gift shop. Jim met with several of the groups who
were arriving and explained that in addition to his statue which we picked up in Croom
(and which had arrived the night before from Youghal), there were other statues being
brought to Emmanuel House, one from Doneg3l, one from Dublin, and one from West
Kerry. Two of the statues would be displayed in the semi-open hall during the healing
mass, and all of the statues would be exchanged and sent to a different home at the end
of the day. Such exchanges,Jim explained took place several times a year.
The various groups convened in the semi-open hall and a musical worship
service began, using songs from both the charismatic repertoire and more established
Marian hymns. The Mass W3S celebrated, albeit disjointedly, as Eddie Stones would
periodically give small sermons Punctuating the different st3geS of the rinW. In
particular, he spoke a great deal about "healing the f2mily tree," emphasising that the
unrest of the f2ithful departed accounts for much of the unrest in our own lives, and a
devoted payer life on behalfofone's ancestors allowed for much deeper healing than
simply praying for oneself.
Following the Mas, the Blessed Sacrament was exposed and Stones called out
for the sufferers of various ailments to come forth - ailments of the head, the stomach,
the bladder, the breasts, paralysis, arthritis, etc. While individuals came forward to have
21 No pbotograpb is available. as the chapel forbids the use of photography and the
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hands laid upon them, the congregation as a whole resumed worshipping in song. in a
more "charismatic" manner than before, complete with glossolalia. Many of the people
going forward for cures were "slain in the spirit" and fell to the ground, where they were
tended to gently. The healing service lasted over an hour, with small groups coming in
and out of the building. When it concluded, an invitation was given to bring up objects
to be blessed.
After protracted good-byes and the exchanging of the statues, we set off for
Cork via Thudes and Fennoy, a different route than we had taken in the morning, and
one which ttansfonned the round trip into a distinct circle. During the journey, we
prayed the sorrowful and glorious mysteries, concluding the Rosary began in front of
Our Lady ofClonfert. Since that left us with some travel time remaining, the group
sang, a atpel/a, several hymns to Mary. Other than a few complaints by Jim and Patrick
addressed to the excessively "charismatic" nature of the healing service, the general
sentiment (repeatedly vocalised) when we left the coach in Cork was that the d2y had
been a tremendous success.
CfrtlIjwg SamdSpaa
And so the question is begged: what success were they referring to? What work
had they attempted to do, and how Iw:t they succeeded? Earlier I stated that the trip to
Clonfert was not one, but rather several processions. Still standing by that statement, I
would add that this plurality of events does not detract from the fact that the
participants perceived the day as a single, uninterrupted ritual. Jungian analyst Robert A
Johnson offers a simple and satisfying definition of ritual which can help us understand
how even the most mundane events described above can be considered a part of a day
of spiritual work. Johnson argues that "ritual is symbolic behaviour, consciously
bookstoreIdcvotioDaJ shop was closed during our visit
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perfonned" (1986: 102). My analysis of the ccPilgrimage to Clonfertn is an attempt to
understand the nature and purpose of the self-conscious, symbolic actions of the
participants.
Earlier, in describing the origin of the work done by himself and Patrick, Jim
told the story ofwhat happened when he attended a particular retreat. The climax of the
narrative is an experience of prophesy:
Jim: And then [ ] priest called us into an inner room
••. and he said the Rosary .•. and then he came out
with something/he said "Now let the Holy Spirit
speak through you." ••. So I got this compulsion to
speak any way about Our Lady of Fatima/I said "I
honestly believe that if every town and city in
Ireland/and village/had a statue of Our Lady of
Fatima .•• in that town or village ... then
Ireland would be saved••• the chastisement.
Jim's prophesy provides a lens through which to view the pilgrimage to Clonfert
on its most surface lev~ as an instance of physical travel. Profane transportation W3S
transfonned into sacred ritual in two ways. Fint,Jim took us to Clonfert and back by a
route which was anything but efficient. From the points of view of either mileage or
time, the broad circle circumscribed- from Cork to Croom to Limerick to Eyrecourt to
Clonfert to Thudes to Fennoy and back to Cork - was needlessly long. From the point
of view of ritu3l, however, it was frustratingly short. As with all processions organised
by Jim, the trip to Oonfert was designed to be a partial fulfilment of the "prophesy of
the Fatima St2tues." Just as the group physically circled Eyrecourt on foot (10 order to
create a solid foundation of faith and devotion to Our Lady), the group also circled a
good part of the province of Munster by couch, (for the same reason).
It have just said that Jim perceived the journey to be unfortunately brief (a
comment he made the following week). This frustration, however, was partially
alleviated by a second set of travel itiner2ries, namely the reunion of the St2tues which
took place at Clonfert. Or.d tradition contains the ftgure of the hero who tricks the evil
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ogre into granting him three paces of living space, and, stepping once upon the earth,
once upon the heavens, and once upon the underworld, reclaims all space. As with the
heroic trick, bringing together of statues from the north, south, east, and west, cCpins
down" the geography of Ireland, cCsurrounding" it in a ritual manner analogous to a
circular journey by car or on foot.
The statue exchange points to another level of experience, which deals not with
the creation of sacred space, but rather with the creation of sacred venues in which Our
Lady can participate in physical, social encounters. Once, when I asked Patrick why he
was lobbying to bring Our Lady of Gl'2Ces into the streets, he told me cCbeawse Our
Lady likes processions." His statement was based on the belief that Our Lady did not
want to be ccstowed away," but rather brought into the public, to be seen, and, perhaps,
to see (1/19/95). On another ocasion Patrick told me of a procession in Cork where a
statue of Our Lady of Fatima seemed to turn slightly and to face the principle celebrant,
who later confinned Patrick's observation. This capacity for Our Lady to c100k upon"
Her children is also significantly present in one ofJim's visions, in which the feminine
figure he saw refused to look upon him, a sign that something wu seriously wrong.
Our understanding of this visuality benefits from two cross cultural comparisons.
The fint comparison is with Hinduism. Diana Ed argues that ccthe centt21 act of Hindu
worship, from the point of view of the lay person, is to stand in the presence of the
deity and to behold the image with one's own eyes, to see and be seen by the deity"
(1985:3) This sacred kind of seeing is called dtJrst.nI, and is an aspect of popular belief
that seems manifest in rituals like the pilgrimage to Oonfert.
Perhaps the most dramatic enmple comes from the activities of Margaret in the
back of thec~ who ccairned" Our Lady's face out of the rear window. As a ritualist
Margaret was not interested in displaying a plastic art fonn but rather in establishing an
social and spiritual encounter between Our Lady and the passing drivers. Could they
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gaze into her eyes, as an man in Delhi might gaze into the eyes of Krishna, and not be
emotionally moved and spiritually changed by the experience? Margeret's "conversions"
were more likely confinnations, of Catholic bity sympathetic to Our Lady,
acknowledging the power of the image and the efficacy of the work at hand. While
dramatic, Margeret's work was not unique, and other inst3nces of practice shaped by this
belief can be found in the day's activities. In our procession around Clonfert, where the
community's response was poor, members of the group commented that at least "She
had been seen." And in the healing service, which many characterised as overly
charismatic, Jim, Patrick, and at least two others, took comfort in the fact that Our
Lady's statue was displayed prominendy, and at a vantage point allowing her to look
upon the crowd.
Another cross-cultural comparison can be made with the phenomenon of spirit
possession in .Mro-Caribbean syncretic religions. These religions, such as Candomble in
BruiI, Voudou in Haiti, and Santeria in Cuba and the United States, focus on the
experience of possession for interaction with the spirit world. There is, howe'et, an
added dimension to this interaction - the spirits do not only inter3et with their
devotees, but with each other.- This arne to mind as I watehedJim position our Lady
of Fatima to &ce the statues in Eyre Court and Clonfert, and then later, to a lesser
extent, as Jim cradled his statue in his arms and spoke to the other statue-bearers at
Emmanuel House, who held their statues in a similar manner. In retrospect, the payen
offered up in Croom, with the Medjugore medal and St. Anthony's medal held
reverendy on opposite sides of the centre aisle of the coach, evoke this same effect.
These comparisons are not intended to equate the use of statues with dynamics of
possession, but simply to point to the f3ct that popular catholic ontology declares that
29 See Hurston 1990. Murphy 1993. Olmos and Paravisini-Gebert 1997. and Wafer 1991, for
discussion about spirit possession in Afro..Caribbean religious s)'stems.
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the spirits are real, and that popular catholic epistemology argues that one can only
"know" these spirits through a personal, nearly social, medium.
There are other ways in which the pilgrimage to Clonfert can be characterised as
an effort to create sacred space. The verbal symmetry sought in the rosaries which were
prayed on the road, was, in my field experience, unique. The alternation of the all-and-
response fonnat stimulated the attention of the participants, focusing a keen awareness
on each prayer by constmdy changing the lead voices. It also accomplished aurally what
the group later accomplished kinaesthetically, namely, circumambulation. Without
leaving their seats, the thirteen individuals praying in a coach on the road to Limerick
"prayed in circles" around a constmdy changing centre - the small statue being passed
around.
In addition to creating sacred space, there seemed to also be an awareness of
pre-existing sacred locations, the home and grave of Fr. Walsh for example. Not only
was the "social" dynamic discussed above enacted (bringing a small statue to face the
front door), but a folk hierarchy of sacraJity was demonstrated, when the home was
given considerable attention and the grave nearly none. The time spent in Eyrecourt's
church and the visitation of the image ofOur Lady of Oonfert are other instances in
which pre-existing sacred space was utilised by the ritual participants. Finally, in addition
to the obvious eumple of the statue exchange, smaller efforts were made to allow the
sacrality of the day's activities to endure, from lighting the candles in Eyrecourt to the
joyful to-do made of the fact that I was taking photos.
Crtllli~ S«rtd Ti_
Moving temporarily away from the trAnsformation of space, the pilgrimage to
Oonfert can also be understood as an effort to trAnsfonn time. As with space, the
creation of sacred time is accompanied by an awareness of pre-existing instances. For
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example, the inconvenience of the venue change was readily interpreted as evidence of
Our Lady's personal attention to our day's itinerary. Like wise, the road time between
several of our stops neatly accommodated one set of mYSteries, a fact that was
commented upon more than once.
In a script writing workshop I attended many yean ago, a fellow student had her
heroine confess to her lover, (something to the effect ot) eel measure my time by when I
will see you next. Thats my time; St3nley time." Cliche, true, but applicable to the case
at hand. When we boarded the coach that morning, seconds, minutes, and houn
became Hail Mary's, decades, and rosaries. Many times our estimated time of departure
was given in prayer: eeWe've time for one more decade." The rosary also set the pace for
the day, there would be no half prayed rosaries - what began with the joyful mysteries in
one place must be seen through to the end.
Perhaps the most dramatic ritual creation of sacred time is seen in the church of
Eyrecourt when, candles lit, statues posed, we were silent for about a minute and a half,
to time our first words of prayer with the members ofThe Group still in Cork. The
thirteenth anniversary of the pilgrimage was significant, but equally important was the
several years worth of Saturday noon's in which the rosary was heard prayed in
downtown Cork. It was with that institution of sacred time that our group sought
affiliation with, and with the people who had created it.
CtrIIJi"l. CtJIII1II1I1Iig
Vietor Turner argued that pilgrirnage was a highly specialised social institution,
which he characterised as ee1ItJfalti1ll «J1II1IIII1Iit," A balance between the agonistic
hierarchy of every day social structure and complete (ephemeral) homogeneity of true
t:011I1IIUNtas (1969). M. J. Sallnow (1981) h2S challenged Turner's ideas, arguing that
di,·isiveness was, in fac4 detinirive aspect of pilgrimage in the Andes. I am inclined to
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agree with Turner that the tiesi" to create community is an import3nt drive in the
process of all ritual, including pilgrimage, and with Sallnow, that this drive often remains
in the realm of the itlea/.
There is no doubt that there is often division and contestation present in the
social reality of a pilgrimage. A minor usurption of leadership like when the ..three
amigas" broke off from the rosary in progress to pray in front of the priest's home in
Eyrecourt is a good illustration. Ritually, however, the group was working not only
toward social unity between themselves, but also toward spiritual unity with The Group
back in Cork, the other devotees to Our Lady in Ireland, and indeed around the world.
While social unifonnity might not have been on Jim's, or anyone else's mind (certainly
no one complained of individuals "doing their own thing"), the creation of ttJ1II11I1I1Iitas,
in its sense of mass devotional identity, W2S on the agenda; along with creating sacred
time and space, the group sought to create sacred community.
Other RjIIIIJ/s
This three fold model of sacred space, time, and community, can be applied to
nearly any ritual in the folk catholic repertoire. For the present purpose I will examine
three, chosen for their diversity. These are (1) a charismatic "Growth in the Spirit"
seminar, (2) Jim's hospit31 visits, (3) praying in pubs, and other unusual prayer venues.
Grolllth ill the Spirit
The "Growth in the Spirit" seminar is a 'six to nine week workshop program
which begm in the United States but has achieved fair popularity among memben of
the Charismatic renewal in Ireland The workshop begins and ends with a Mass, the
sessions in between focusing on charismatic worship and prayer, Bible study, and small
group discussion. The goal of the course is to grow in one's awareness of the gifts of
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the Holy Spirit. A seminar was conducted in March of t996 in Cork, organised by The
People, and taking the place of their nonnal meetings.
It may seem strmge to look upon the seminar as a ritual, and compare it to a
pilgrimage, but I believe the comparison is sound. The seminar is more about
"progress" in the spirit than about growth. The rhetoric of the program is filled with
imagery of "coming into the kingdom of God," and "riding into battle with the annour
of God," etc. I feel that this discourse points to a notion of the course as containing the
elements of movement, and progression, even though the body remains still.
This idealisation, or intemalisation of space, is supplemented by the idea of the
seminar as education, which has the capacity to create a sacred mind, rather than merely
a more knowledgeable mind. The course is geared toward the transformation of the
individual. Learning new worship songs, special prayers, and scripture is like leaming a
new language, and to that extent, gaining a new identity and community. In small group
discussions, participants~" through different parts of their inner lives, making the
"places" they go sacred and new. As with the statue activity above, this sacrality is
intended to radiate out into the larger community.
HospillJiVisits
The members ofThe Group who visit the hospit31 weekly, though they go to
effect cures, are acutely aware of the dynamics of space. The choice of floor is ritualised,
IS in Narrative One, and the decision to move left or right is made through payer.
While decisions of princy are respected, the group may pray in front of a closed door;
filling a space and touching a person they cannot see. If a statue is left in a room, it is
placed to face every one in the room, or perhaps, deliberately, only the person in most
desperate condition. On aD visits, the chosen floor is "pinned down" in a manner
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similar to the trip to Clonfert, and the space is circumscribed with prayer and
iconography.
Pllblk Pft!J'"
Public prayer venues serve to transfonn actively profane sfJtiaJ sPaces into sacred
sPaces, just as the journey to CIonfert W3S focused on physical space and the seminar
was concerned with ment21/personal spaces. Besides the street rosary in Cork, treated
in great detlil in the foUowing chapter, two examples stand out in my mind. Fint, there
was an evening early in my field work when I attended a fund-raiser with Eoin and May.
Afterwards, we went upstain to the hotel bar, and one thing leading to another, we
ended up praying, holding hands across a large round table. For months afterwards
Eoin discussed that event, he brought it up when we said our good byes. For him, the
night stood for the awesome capacity of simple lay people to utterly transfonn social
and physical space, which is indeed, what the event W3S about.
Similarly, the idea of the motor rosary (see Narratives Ten and Eleven) revolves
around the capacity of PA and automotive technology to saturate a social space with the
sound and spiritual presence of the rosary, and thus, Our Lady. Jim felt that the motor
rosary in the narratives was a particular success, for two reasons. One, a bus-full of
people began praying in response to their broadcast. Two, the radio mentioned them
(derisively, as "those headers praying the rosary'') which Jim felt W3S yet another
transfonnation, even ridicule had been rmde sacred and went out letting the people
know that there were those stillloJ21 to Our Lady.
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CoII,illSit»l
As the pilgrimage to Clonfert suggests, and the other e."Wllples support, ritual in
the popular Catholic devotional groups with whom I have worked, is predominantly
concerned with the creation of sacred space, time, and community. Whether the scale
of the endeavour is the individual, a bar, a hospital floor, a small village, Ireland, or the
world, the dynamic is the same: SYmbolic action, consciously perfonned, is believed to
be effective in tl'3nsfonning the physical, social, and spiritual environments.
I""
Chapter Seven: Channelling Grace:
The Proceu of Prayer
Ovmillll
Cross-cultur3lly, verbal prayer is possibly the most common of popular religious
devotions. Within the context of my research, this possibility is a certainty.
Understmding the reason behind the widespread use of prayer is the starting point to
understmding the process of prayer as a whole. Two factors contribute to the both the
popularity and efficacy of verbal Prayer: accessibility and versatility.
Verbal prayer is the "simplest" of the folk religious processes examined in this
work. This is not to say that it is easier to understmd, merely easier to perform. Unlike
interaction with religious artefacts, prayer requires no paraphernalia other than will and
language. Unlike narrative perfonnance, prayer requires no community other than the
individual and one spiritual being. And, unlike ritual, prayer needs no other venue than
the individual's mind. Thus, Prayer is the most accessible form of religious activity.
More importmdy, prayer is the most versatile of the devotions discussed in the present
work, and this chapter is devoted to the explanation and elaboration of this versatility.
It is my contention that verbal prayer simultmeously serves as narrative,
iconography, and ritual. As narrative, prayer has the capacity to represent., negotiate and
recreate experience in much the same way as do the narratives in Chapter Four. As
iconography, prayer is able to provide verbal portraits of divine persons (foo), and to
manifest divine power 000). In this way, a verbal prayer has an "affecting presence"
analogous to that of a material object. And as ritual, verbal prayer is used for the same
function (and with comparable success) as more elaborate ritual acts: namely, to create
sacred space, time, and community. Above and beyond these functions, prayer serves,
uniquely, as personal, cognitive communication with the divine.
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These characteristics, functions, and effects of prayer are examined here
primarily in the context of two prayer events (The Group's weekly outdoor rosary and
The People's weekly prayer meetiny). Textual representations of these events are
presented first. Interspersed with the analysis are several other prayers which
supplement the argument.
Prayer One: The Rosary
Previously, the rosary as a material object was
discussed in some detail. Presently, I wish to focus
attention on the rosary as a prayer, or rather a litany
of prayers. The complete rosary consists of fifteen
"decades." Each decade is a set of prayers which are said
while meditating on an event in the lives of Jesus and/or
Mary. These fifteen events, called "mysteries," are
divided, according to their general tone and
chronography, into three sets of five:
The Joyful Mysteries,
1 Annunciation of the Angel to Mary,
2 Mary's Visit to Her Cousin Elizabeth,
3 Birth of Jesus in the Stable of Bethlehem,
4 Presentation of Jesus in the Temple,
5 Jesus is Found among the Learned Men in the
Temple.
The Sorrowful Mysteries,
1 Jesus Prays at Gethsemane,
2 Jesus is Scourged at the Pillar,
3 Jesus is Crowned with Thorns,
4 Jesus Carries the Cross to Calvary,
5 Jesus Dies for Our Sins.
The Glorious Mysteries,
1 Jesus Rises from the Dead,
2 Jesus Ascends into Heaven,
3 The Holy Spirit Descends on the Apostles,
4 The Mother of Jesus is Assumed into Heaven,
5 Mary is Crowned Queen of Heaven and Earth.
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In general, "praying the rosary" means praying only
one set of mysteries (including a variety of introductory
and concluding prayers). As a daily devotion, the three
sets of mysteries are spaced out over the week as
follows:
Monday - Joyful, Tuesday - Sorrowful,
Wednesday - Glorious, Thursday - Joyful,
Friday - Sorrowful, Saturday - Glorious,
Sunday - Seasonal (e.g., Joyful during Advent,
Sorrowful during Lent, etc.) or all three.
Each set of mysteries is prayed following the same
format. The words of each short prayer referred to
appear below, and correspond to a physical section of ~he
string of beads.
1 The Sign of the Cross ,
(whole string of beads),
2 The Apostles Creed, (the crucifix),
3 The Our Father, (first tail bead),
4 Three Hail Mary's, (second, third, and fourth
tail bead),
5 Glory Be to the Father, (chain between fourth
and fifth tail bead),
6 Announcement of the first mystery, followed by
. The Our Father, (fifth tail bead),
7 Ten Hail Mary's, (first group of ten circle
beads, going counter clockwise),
8 Glory be to the Father, (chain between tenth
and eleventh bead),
9 Announcement of second mystery, The OUr Father
(eleventh bead),
10 As 7, (second group of ten),
11 As 8,
12 Announcement of third mystery, The Our Father,
13 As 7, (third group of ten),
14 As 8,
15 Announcement of fourth mystery, The Our Father,
16 As 7, (fourth group of ten),
17 As 8,
19 Announcement of fifth mystery, The Our Father,
20 As 7, (fifth group of ten),
21 As 8,
22 The Hail Holy Queen, (central medallion) •
Prayer Two: The Sign of the Cross:
(While moving the right hand from the eyes to the
stomach, then to the left shoulder, then to the right.)
In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Spirit. Amen.
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Prayer Thr..: The Apostles' Creed:
I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Creator of
heaven and earth; and in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our
Lord; who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the
Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was
crucified, died and was buried. He descended into hell;
the third day He arose again from the dead; He ascended
into heaven, sits at the right hand of God, the Father
Almighty; from thence He shall come to judge the living
and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the Holy
Catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness
of sins, the resurrection of the body, and life
everlasting. Amen.
Prayer Four: The OUr Father:
Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name;
Thy kingdom come; Thy will be done on earth as it is in
heaven. Give us this day our daily bread; and forgive us
our trespasses as we forgive those who trespass against
us; and lead us not into temptation but deliver us from
evil. Amen.
Prayer Fiv.a: Bail Mary:
Hail Mary, full of grace! The Lord is with thee;
blessed art though among women, and blessed is the fruit
of thy womb, Jesus. Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for
us sinners, now and at the hour of our death. Amen.
Prayer Six: The Glory Be (to the Father):
Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the
Holy Spirit. As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever
shall be, world without end. Amen.
Prayer seven: Bail, Holy Qu_n:
Hail, holy Queen, Mother of Mercy, hail our life,
our sweetness, our hope! To you do we cry, poor banished
children of Eve; to you do we send up our sighs, mourning
and weeping in this valley of tears. Turn then, most
gracious advocate, your eyes of mercy toward us, and
after this our exile, show unto us the blessed fruit of
your womb, Jesus. 0 clement, 0 loving, 0 sweet Virgin
Mary.
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Prayer Eight: Charismatic I'r_ Prayer
The following transcript represents 175 seconds of
prayer recorded at a weekly prayer service held by The
People. This is only an excerpt from a prayer session
which lasted approximately thirty-five minutes. The
phrase ~free prayer" refers to a devotional practice
commonly used by The People, and other groups within the
International Catholic Charismatic Renewal. In a free
prayer session a leader will pray, invoking the Holy
Spirit and dedicating the time to follow to praising, and
listening to, God. Because silence plays such an
important role in these prayer events (105 seconds of
silence vs. 70 seconds of prayer in this particular
example) the pauses between verbalisations have been
noted.
Susan: Believe that my spirit lives in each and
everyone of you.
Silence: 6 Seconds
Robert: I did not give you a spirit of timidity, but of
courage.
Silence: 9 Seconds
Carl: Thank you Lord.
Silence: 11 Seconds
David: I love you with all my heart, deeper than any
ocean, ask anything and I will give it to you.
Silence: 5 Seconds
Carl: Praise you Jesus.
Silence: 1 Second
Robert: I want each and everyone of you to be open to
my [fruit].
Silence: 8 Seconds
Ed: . I've come to heal my people.
Silence: 6 Seconds
Robert: I want to lift you out of your misery, I want
you to walk with me.
Silence: 3 Seconds
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Frank: I confirm [that].
Silence: 9 Seconds
Jill: Where two or more have gathered ... my peace I
give you.
Silence: 10 Seconds
Herb: Thank you Jesus.
Silence: 9 Seconds
Robert: Have courage, do not be afraid, I am with you
always.
Silence: 3 Seconds
David: Openness ... openness to my love is what I want
from each of you.
Silence: 5 Seconds
Frank: Do not be afraid.
Silence: 3 Seconds
David: Look to me, I am all that you need. I want to
give you all my grace and blessings.
Silence: 2 Seconds
Niamh: I can heal you, I am God.
Silence: 5 Seconds
Robert: Do not let yourselves be side tracked, I have
called on you to follow me.
Silence: 2 Seconds
Frank: I confirm these words.
Silence: 3 Seconds
Barbara: Trust in me.
Silence: 5 Seconds
Liam: Alleluia, [alleluia].
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ANJ!Jsis
The principal prayer activity of The Group, both as individuals and as a
community, is praying the rosary, as transcribed above. All individual members
interviewed pray at least one set of mysteries a day, and the main communal devotional
event takes place on Saturdays, at noon, when The Group meets to pray the rosary on a
busy comer in downtown Cork. The visual focus of this event is Jim's large statue of
Our Lady of Fatima, which is placed on a wooden bar stool (covered in white cloth)
facing the crowded intersection. The members ofThe Group in attendance (usually
between twelve and twenty people) gather in a circle around the statue, one holding a
wooden/plastic crucifix (often myself, because Jim says I am "a good strong young
man''), and another holding a framed image of the Sacred Heart ofJesus. For
approximately thirty minutes, one set of mysteries is prayed in a call-and-response
fonnat alternating roughly between the right and left hand sides of the statue. Jim, who
stands behind the statue, projects his solid, resonating voice, joining in with those
responding. from whichever side. In addition, he announces each mystery, offering
short sermons/testimonies between decades and adding additional prayers and songs.
Ntlf'frIIiInI
To understand how praying the rosary can be a process of narration, it is
necessary to look at both the text of the prayer and the living context described above.
/u a text:, the fonn of the roary is self-consciously narrative. Praying the rosary is not
so much an act of articulation, as an act of meditltion; the most important aspect of the
prayer is to intemalise (not broadcast) the story being told (the mysteries). As an
example of oral storytelling, it is minimal indeed. The mystery is announced as one
would announce the tide of a story; requiring that the "telling" of the story t3ke place in
the listeners mind. Nonetheless, the rosary is a devotion of recollection, and in public
expression, the words and structure of the prayers are designed to "bear the gospel" in
much the same way as the religious experience narratives previously discussed.
The announcement of the mysteries is the most obvious example of how the
rosary as text possesses narrative qualities, but there are other, more subtle examples. In
the Saturday rosary, before the Sign of the Cross begins the rosary proper, those
gathered typically pray The Angelus:"
Lead:
Resp:
Lead:
Resp:
Lead:
Resp:
Lead:
Resp:
All:
The Angel of the Lord declared unto Mary. And
she conceived of the Holy Spirit.
Hail Mary,._
Behold the Handmaid of the Lord. May it be
done unto me according to your word.
Hail Mary,_
And the Word was made flesh. And dwelt among
us.
Hail Mary,_
Pray for us, 0 Holy Mother of God.
That we may be made worthy of the promises of
Christ.
o Lord, it was through the message of an angel
that we learned of the incarnation of your Son
Christ. Pour your grace into our hearts, and by
his passion and cross bring us to the glory of
his resurrection. Through the same Christ, our
Lord. Amen. Glory Be to the Father, ...
The words of the Angelus begm in scripture, that is to say, in narrative. As a
prelude to the praying of the rosary, the Angelus functions as an opening fonnula which,
like "once upon a time" in a~ prepares the listener for the story to come and
explains why the story is being told. The dramatic action in the Angelus is the same as
that of the first and third glorious mysteries, namely the annunciation and birth of
Christ. Beyond this recounting of the story, The Angelus points to what can be expected
)0 The Angelus is a popular devotion which was traditionally prayed three times a day and is currently
used as an evening prayer. It consists of three scriptural verses and three Hail Mary's. and originates
in the fourteenth century: though its modem fonn appears in the seventeenth (Walsh 1993: 24-5). In
Ireland. Network Two broadcasts an image of the Virgin and Child each evening. allowing time for
The Angelus to be said. In my experience. the sudden silence of the television allows one to bear
church bells. which are ringing for Compline. a monastic evening prayer time.
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by the individual who intemalisestherwntive;namely.grace.This devotional promise
gives strength to the minimallWt'abve to follow in the mysteries themselves.
IfThe Group, like many other rosary groups, use The Angelus as a prologue to
the rosary, the Memorare is used as an epilogue:31
"Remember, 0 most gracious Virgin Mary, that never was it
known that anyone who fled to your protection, implored
your assistance, or sought your intercession, was left
unaided. Inspired with this confidence, we fly to you, 0
Virgin of virgins, our Mother; to you we come; before you
we kneel, sinful and sorrowful. 0 mother of the Word
Incarnate, despise not our petitions, but in your
clemency hear and answer them. Amen. N
Like the Angelus, the Memor21'e tells a story, though it is derived from
traditionally accounted experience, r.lther than from scripture. As a private prayer, its
ritual aspects are accentuated; the devotee, like the old testunent fathers, plays lawyer
with divinity by establishing precedent. & a public prayer, however, the purpose of the
prayer is not to bargain with Our Lady but to teD a story about her. More accurately the
Memorare tells a non-story; describing the alJSt1la of events in which the Vu-gin turned
away from or neglected Her petitioners.
The examples above deal with various prayers as texts. The narrative dynamic
can also be seen in the context of the weekly public rosary. Jim announces each mystery
in one of two ways, both a kind of narrative. The first method is to deliver a short
testimony about an event in the previous week, such as a description of a pilgrimage or
procession, or a healing that took place in the hospital. These fonnally recognizable
narratives fuel the mind for meditation by describing a living, contemporary event which
relates to the mythological mystery. The second method Jim uses I would call a
"present tense" or "play by play" narrative. In this type of narrative, those gathered and
those walking by hear a story in the making; a description ofwhy the prayen are being
31 The author of the Memorare is unknown. Its Latin form dates back to the fifteenth century. though
in English it cannot be found earlier than in the nineteenth century (Walsh 1993: 17~-5).
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said and of their effect. One example involves popular conceptions of purgatory and
redemption. Jim announced more than once that Our Lady said many souls go to Hell
because no one will pray for them. After stating this message in a formal narrative
(relating the prophesy in a historical context), Jim continues the narrative in the present
tense (announcing who is being prayed for and the benefit it is having). Textually and
contextually, the rosary and related prayers (particularly when said in public), an thus be
seen as narrative events. These events include examples of mythological legend,
personal experience narrative, and the &irIy unique "present tense" narrative.
While the narrative qualities of the rosary are fairly obvious, understanding
charismatic free prayer as a fonn of narration is slighdy more difficult. I noted above
that silence was important in this fonn of prayer; a tremendous understatement.
Szuchewycz contributes to our underst2nding of the role of silence in charismatic
prayer, which, she argues, "provides the motivation which leads individuals to vocalise
their thoughts and thus to actively contribute to the meeting" (1989: 56). My research
has led me to accept Szuchewycz' analysis as insightful and accurate (see Feller 1996).
From this perspective, one could argue that the silence noted in the transcript
above is the prayer, and that the v0C3lisations are by-products of the experience. No
amount of analysis, however, an soundly assert that the silence is narrative, and so we
must look at these "by_products" to continue. With the exception of praise offerings
"Thank you Jesus, etc.," the vocalisations transcribed above are spoken in the tint
person, or rather The First Person; they are understood by the participants to be the
voice ofGod. Ifwe are to view the payer as narrative, we must realise that in the ernie
world view it is God who is narrating through, and to, the faithful.
Having made this "leap of faith," we can proceed to examine the fonn of the
utterances. Many are simply declantive: "Have cou~ etc." Although they are derived
from a scripture based oral tndition, I do not consider them to be narrative in any way.
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Other utterances are narrative in fonn, describing p2St action in the first person: eel did
not give you a spirit of timidity, but of strength," " Do not let yours~lves be side tracked,
I have called you to follow me." These statements narrate the history of the relationship
between God and the faithfu~ some drawn from scripture ("Where two or more have
gathered...") and some drawn from personal experience.
These utterances also serve as a kind of present tense narrative analogous to the
rosary introductions. Through an audio manifestation, the audience gains insight into
the "inner action" that is tlking place during the silence. On a communalleve~ the
present tense narration tells the story of the spiritual work being done ttl ",asSI. This
group namltive is made more explicit following the prayer session. After each session, a
leader of the group, who has been writing down each utterance, arnnges the statements
thematically and presents them as a coherent whole. This declaration serves as a
namltive on two levels. As narrative, the leader is telling the whole story of the spiritual
relationship that was presented in fr2ctured fonn~g the session. As metan2mltive,
he is telling the story of the session, and characterising the atmosphere, intent, and
effect of the event.
One last detail provides insight into the narrative quality of this type of prayer.
As a kind of prophesy, the statements made during the session require validation, even
interpretation, by another PerSOn. As narrative, the same device \'1 confinn... j can be
seen as a authenticating detai~ analogous to the litany of storytellen at the end of a
legend. If, from the insiden perspective, God is the narrator, each statement made is
really saying "God told me this ..." In this context, statements ofconfinnation are not
aftinning the theological validity of an utterance, but rather saying, "It's true, God told
me too."
Closely related to the dynamic of narrative is the dynamic of iconography. Just
as prayer can be used to relate a description of events (as a narrative), they can also be
used to relate a depiction of a divinity (as a type of verbal icon). In the present context,
three prayers dramatically illustrate how the Saturday rosary can be viewed as an
iconographic workshop as productive as Eoin's back room.
The first prayer, transcribed above, is the Hai4 Holy Queen.32 This prayer, which
cannot be confused formally with anything but an impassioned petition, also serves to
depict both the Virgin and humanity. The prayer's language is couched in powerful
imagery, illustrating the human condition in situational tenns (gArden VI. valley of tears,
mourning and weeping etc.) rather than in abstract concepts. This highlights the fact
that the prayer is not a theological statement but an artistic representation of a stranded,
impoverished people seeking the intervention of one particular divinity. The figure in
question, the Vugin, is also described in vivid language. Our Lady's chanetel' is
described, complementing her physical representation which is standing in the centre of
the circle. She is surrounded by adjectives (gracious, clement, loving, sweet) and is seen
as the source ofgreat things (mercy, life, sweetness, hope, Christ). Again, these
statements are not as much theological as artistic, taking the form of heroic epithets
which concretise the identity of the Virgin; she is not some vaguely defined,
disassociated spirit, but is the mother of fJII1' sweetness, fJII1' hope, and the fruit of her
womb is made manifest in the physical world.
The use of epithets, or aliases, to pray to Our Lady, is the foundation of the next
example of prayer as iconography, the Litany of Loreto.» The litany is prayed by the
J2 The Hail. Holy Queen has e.~sted nearI uuchanged since the cud of the eleventh century, although
it was originally set to music (Walsh 1993: 117-8).
33 Developed out of a longer pra)'er from the fourteenth century in Armenia. the Litany in its modem
form dates back to the sixteenth century, and is perhaps the most popuJar of litanies (Walsh 1993:
(64).
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Group after the H2il, Holy Queen and the Memorare, and signals the conclusion of the
Saturday meeting. The Litany is said as follows:
Leader:
Lord, have mercy
Christ, have mercy
Lord, have mercy
God, our Father
in Heaven
God the Son, Redeemer
of the world
God the Holy Spirit
Holy Trinity, one God
Holy Mary
Holy Mother of God
Mother most honourable
Mother of Christ
Mother of the Church
Mother of divine grace
Mother most pure
Mother of chastity
Sinless Mother
Dearest of Mothers
Model of motherhood
Mother of good counsel
Mother of our Creator
Mother of our Saviour
Mother and Virgin
Virgin most wise
Virgin rightly praised
Virgin rightly renowned
Virgin most powerful
Virgin most gentle
Virgin most faithful
Mirror of justice
Throne of wisdom
Cause of our joy
Shrine of the spirit
Glory of Israel
Vessel of selfless devotion
Mystical Rose
Tower of David
Tower of ivory
House of gold
Ark of the Covenant
Gate of Heaven
Morning Star
Health of the sick
Refuge of sinners
Comfort of the troubled
Help of Christians
Queen of angels
Queen of patriarchs
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Response:
Lord, have mercy
Christ, have mercy
Lord, have mercy
Have mercy on us
Have mercy on us
Have mercy on us
Have mercy on us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
Pray for us
and prophets Pray for us
Queen of apostles
and martyrs Pray for us
Queen of confessors
and virgins Pray for us
Queen of all saints Pray for us
Queen conceived without sin Pray for us
Queen assumed into heaven Pray for us
Queen of the rosary Pray for us
Queen of peace Pray for us
The Lit2lly (which in personal experience has as much meditative potential as
the saying of the decades, especially for those respondiny) relies entirely upon a series of
tides to paint a picture of the Virgin. There is one theological statement made, albeit
implicitly, that Mary (who is given forty-seven lines to God's seven) is a mediator who
can only pray for the devoted, while God is the source of mercy. This theological
statement is, however, subst2lltially overpowered by the artistic representation of Our
Lady, as virgin, mother, and queen; as tower, gate, vessel, house, shrine, and ark; as glory,
health, refuge, comfort, and help; as star and rose. Not only does the litany describe a
cosmology and assign various aspects of the universe to Our Lady's jurisdiction, it also
depicts the V trgin in symbols so numerous and complex that her mystery rivals that of
the triune God.
The final eumple of iconographic prayer in the rosary is more subde, for it
contains no descriptive language at all. The prayer has no tide, and is one of the prayers
requested by Our Lady of Fatima. The prayer reads:
Oh my Jesus, forqive us our sins, save us from the
fires of hell, lead all souls to heaven, especially those
in most need of your mercy.
The members of The Group pray this at the end of each decade, following the
Glory Be. As I stated above, the prayer's language is entirely petitionary, with little, if
any, descriptive value. However, the very presence of the prayer is representational, for
it ties the verbal worship in with the physical representation of Our Lady in the centre
of the circle. The Fatima prayer transfonns the nature of the service from interaction
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with Our Lady in general to interaction with a specific apparition, a specific rtpmt1ltatiOIl,
of Our Lady in an historical context. To the tr3ined ear, the prayer is as recognisably the
figure of Our Lady of Fatima as the statue is to the tr3ined eye.
The iconographic nature of free prayer is related to its narrative character. Just
as my narrative model relies on the ernic assumption that verbalisations are prompted by
the Holy Spirit, an iconographic model relies on the fact that these prayers serve as a
self-portrait of God. Unlike Our Lady, whose verbal iconography is supplemental to a
rich physical iconographic repertoire, God is a spirit reluctantly depicted in even a
aesthetic-intensive religion like Roman Catholicism. The descriptions of God to be
found in free prayer are, therefore, focused on spiritual rather than physical
characteristics. The utterances in the transcription above point to God's location rein
each and every one of you," "Where two or more have gathered',), God's generosity
\IAsk anything and I will give it to you'') and God's desires reI W3Ilt each and every one
of you to be open," " I W3Ilt to lift you out ofyour misery," " I W3Ilt to give you all my
grace and blessings''). These spiritual sketches ofGod's character become a living part
of a verbal repertoire of icons; depictions of the divine penon.
RitIItI/
These narrative and iconographic models illustrate how prayer can be seen as a
representational process; they point to the eloquence of prayer. However, prayer can
also be seen as an effective process, one which dtJu something as well as l'!Jl something.
The two effective modes of prayer can be labelled "ritual" and "communication."
Prayer performs many of the functions of ritual examined in the previous chapter, and
also, uniquely, acts as a medium for verbal communiation between the human and spirit
worlds.
."
All prayen fulfil the definition of ritual offered previously; that is, all prayers are
symbolic actions, consciously undert2ken. These actions are perfonned to have a
t3ngible effect on either the spiritual or physical plane. The first function of both the
rosary and charismatic free prayer, as rituals, is the creation of sacred time and space. In
the previous chapter, it W3S pointed out that the circular movements enacted in the
process of pilgrimage reflected the circular pattern of the rosary beads. This pattern is
also present in the context of the weekly outdoor rosary, and illustrates how the prayer
event becomes a ritual creator of sacred environment.
Obviously, on a physical level, the positions of the human beings involved create
a circumference surrounding the central statue, and so create a delineated space. This
space has a certain autonomy; teenagers passing by may shout out, disrupting the verbal
space, but they will not cross the physical boundaries. Since the participants are facing
inw3rd, they are insulated by this space. Visual interaction with pedestrians (who are, by
neccessity, tIt1fJSS the circle) is broken by the presence of the statue in the foreground and
a praying devotee in the midground, buffering the praying mind from the distraction of
those passing by.
This physical creation ofa place ofworship is, however, the most superficial of
the ritual activities taking place in the street rosary. While the circle of bodies represents
the physical context of the prayer, the importlnt ritual work is found in the verbal
context, Jim's introductory St2tements. The present-tense fonn of narrative discussed
above serves a double function, as narrative, and as ritual. Jim often announced the fifth
glorious mystery (The Crowning of Our Lady Queen of Heaven) by saying that ccAnd
today we crown her queen of [the square] and of Cork." This statement is ritualistic
because it is self-referential; it does not refer to something that is happening else where
or by other means, the crowning is achieved I!J IIIIJIejng fht sltJte1IImt. The effect of the
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crowning is to expand the physical circle to encompass all of Cork, or, sometimes, all of
Ireland, on a spiritualle¥el.
Another example of the ritual use of these introductory statements can be found
in what I term Jim's "conscription" of Passing pedestrians. As mentioned above, very
often teens, especially male, will shout or otherwise disrupt the verbal space of the
group. If the timing pennitted, and it often did, Jim would dedicate the next mystery to
the young men, treating them in such grand terms as to imply that the whole rosary was
being said on their behalf:
Jim: The fourth sorrowful mystery, the carryinq of the
cross _ and we offer up this mystery for all those
carryinq crosses, but especially for the youth of
Ireland, who carry such a heavy burden and have no
quidance atall. We'll give it out on this side
(qesturinq left)_
Similar tactics were employed to involve Passing clergy, parents with small
children, obvious tourists, and the homeless. At, with the motorists which Margaret had
"converted," some physical sign made by the pedestrian was considered a sign of
acceptance (signs including silence, in the case of the teens). A related practice involved
individuals who stopped on their own accord to say a prayer with the group, who were
givin encouragement as they walked away to take Our Lady with them. While the
physical circle represented an exclusive ritual, closing off sacred space, these verbal
actions are examples of inclusive rituals, sending out radii of sacrality on physical,
spiritual and socialleveJs.
Charismatic free prayer also serves to delineate a sacred time and space. In
contrast to the use of a visual and verbal focus in the Saturday rosary, The People utilise
what can be termed anti-foc~ namely darkness and silence. Physically, there is no
ritualistic element to free prayer, other than the fact that sitting in parallel rows creates
the accustomed feeling of being in mass. Those involved in this prayer close their eyes
and sit silently, stepping away from the group to create a sanctuary within themselves.
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Like the repetition of the rosary, this silence induces a meditative state, preparing the
individual for the act of listening to the Holy Spirit. The silence does more than
prepare the individual, however, it also prepares the group by defining the duration of
the session as sacred time. Thus, any interruption of the silence is recognised as holy
and spiritual, and important enough to write down and remember.
Sacrality is only one desired effect of ritual. Often the goals of a ritual are more
t2ngible, such as seeking a miracle or sign. This is amply exemplified in the rosary
prayers. Each Hail Mary is not only a small icon (depicting Our Lady as full of grace and
blessed) but is also a petition, asking for Mary's intercession. This is also true of the
Angelus, the Memorare, the Hail Holy Queen, and the Fatima prayer (0 my Jesus ...),
The Our Father, even the Glory Be. These prayers act as invocations of a particular
spiritual being, and as petitions for action. Possessing an almost spell like quality, these
small verbal rituals are expected to have immediate impact on the world around them.
There are a host of prayers which I have encountered in my research which are
dominated by this ritual quality. Unlike the rosary and related prayers, many of these
short invocations exist only in the popular tradition, outside of the orthodox corpus.
Consider the formulaic lit2ny below, taught to Jim by his mother as a prayer to "tHe
you straight to heaven."
Prayer nine: Jim'. Salvation Prayer:
Two Our Father's, Two Hail Mary's, Two Glory Be's.
(The prayer is to be said once a day for three years,
with concentration upon the spilt blood of
Jesus.) (January 31, 1995)
This prayer, which utilises seveaI of the building blocb of the rosary, is arranged
in such a way to guarantee the faithful an inst2nt journey to Heaven, without suffering
the pains of purgatory. As a ritual, it is lengthy (three years) and its effect is not
immediate, but ratherc~ after death. Other prayers which are goal oriented have
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more inst3nt3neous effects, such as these prayers, collected from Jim, which are said for
miraculous work, particularly healing:
Prayer Ten: Prayer to St. Anthony of Padua:
Most Holy St. Anthony, the great love of God you
possessed while on earth, merited for you the gift of
miracles which you dispensed freely to those in trouble
and adversity. Knowing our many trials and tribulations,
we beseech you to whisper our petitions into the ears of
the Holy Child, Jesus, whom you held many times in your
arms with love and affection. If this request is for
God's greater glory and my salvation, may it be granted.
Amen."
(February 4, 1995)
Prayer Eleven: st. Anthony'. Favourite Prayer
Three Hail Mary's (Most effective when prayed on a
Tuesday (st. Anthony's day), and in conjunction with a
relic or medal of the Saint.) (February 4, 1995)
The prayer to St. Anthony and St. Anthony's favourite prayer serve as dramatic
examples of ritual negotiation with spiritual beings. The prayer to St. Anthony is
conversational in tone, and its desired effect is not that a miracle be performed (which is
up to God), but rather that the Saint offers his prayers in conjunction with the human
devotee. St. Anthony's favoUl2ble response is desired because his prayers are believed
to help the cause of the individual praying. Praying the Saint's favourite prayer provides
a short cut in this negotiation; it is assumed that in praying the three Hail Mary's the
saint is automatically joining in, and that the ause is immediately forwarded to God's
attention. St. Anthony's favourite prayer is the most commonly used in the hospit2l
visits, together with a distribution of St. Anthony medals.
Healing, particularly the laying on of hands, is common within the context of
charismatic groups such as The People. The prayers said during the laying on of hands
quite obviously possess the same ritual qualities as the prayers discussed above. The
prayers may include scripture related to God's capacity to heal or to the faithful's
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capacity to work in God's name, or they may be "anti-prayers," directed not at a divinity
but at a demonic spirit, taking the form of commands:
Prayer Twelve: A cure ~or emotional problema:
In the name of Jesus Christ and by the merits of His
precious blood, I break and dissolve every curse, hex,
seal, spell, sorcery, bond, snare, trap, device, lie,
stumbling block, obstacle, deception, diversion or
distraction, spiritual chain or spiritual influence,
placed upon us (November 9, 1995).
Prayer Thirteen: A physical cure:
Lord, you promised us that by your stripes we would be
healed. In the name of Jesus Christ I claim that healing
now, lay your hands upon your child and alleviate her
suffering (January 25,1996).
Finally, both rosary prayer and charismatic free prayer serve as active
communication with the divine (m contrast to the pott1ltia/channel for communication
found in material culture). The silence of free prayer and the repetition of the rosary are
analogous; both seek to induce a meditative state, an inner calm, that allows one to hear
the divine voice.
In free prayer, a distinct cycle of communication is evident First, the silence
aeates a venue for spirit to person communication, the "voice within." Then, prophetic
or declarative statements medate the message from person to person, "sharing the
word" as the "spirit moves." Next, statements of confirmation reinforce the validity of
the original communication, attesting to the fact that others have also "heard" the
message. Finally, praise offerings and personal, human statements allow the worshipers
to speak back to God, reacting both to what has been verbalised and to what they have
heard inside but not spoken allowed.
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The rosary's cycle is different, but an be unden~ essentially, as a cycle of
communication. The rosary, as prayer liturgy and artefact, is seen as a communication
from the divine, whether it is to St. Dominic or to myself, leaming it for the first time.
This is true both for the central prayers and for "t2g-on's" like the prayers from Fatima.
Indeed, the central prayers of the rosary, the Hail Mary and Our Father, are lifted from
scripture, the most linguistic of God's interaction with man in the Christian tradition.
The cultural events and institutions associated with rosary devotion contain a world of
experience which can then be articulated from human to human, and from human back
to the divine, in the form of speciallit:anies, special prayer contexts, and supplemental
narratives such as the mystery introductions.
Ct»IclMsiotl
In summation, prayer can be seen to possess all of the key features and functions
of the other dynamics discussed in this work, which may account for the popularity of
prayer over other forms of devotion. This analysis must be approached with caution.
Although I do st3nd by the assertion that prayer can serve as narrative, as iconography,
and as ritual, in addition to verbalised communication, it nearly must do so on its own.
All of the processes discussed in these past four chapters are constantly intermingled in
daily reality. There is very little ritual with no prayerful, material, and narrative
dimensions attached, nor prayer without the other three, nor iconography without the
others, nor narrative 5t3nding alone. Intermingled, they form the complex dynamia of
popular religion, a process which must at this point be viewed in its entirety. And so, I
tum now to the rmcro-Ievel analysis and readdress the theoretical model posed one
hundred and fifty (or 50) pages ago.
16.5
Chapter Eight: Roots and Wings
Ovmitlll
In this chapter, I approach the research on a macro-analytical, or holistic, level.
The chapter begins with a restatement of the theoretical definition found in Chapter
One, with brief commentary. Next, I readdress the rational behind first approaching the
various dynamics previously covered on a micro-analytical level. Finally, I apply the
general theory to the processes and characteristics of folk Catholicism previously
discussed.
Restale11mlt tfG",era/ Thtory
In Chapter One, I defined folk religion as:
an (1) experiential and representational process in which (2) communion with a non-
empirical spiritual reality, and (3) the symbolic accounts of such communion provided
by orthodoxy, popular tr3ditions, and the creativity of individuals within a social
historical context, are (4) internalised, manipulated creatively and usefuUy, and
redistributed into the community, using (5) symbols provided by orthodoxy, popular
tr3dition and personal creativity, and modes of distribution specific to the social/historic
context.
This definition is articulated to highlight the dynamic nature of folk religion, its
symbolic form, the common resources for these symbols, and its dependence on social
context. In the analysis which foUows, I do not approach the mous religious dynamics
with a "checklist" to see if they "qualify" as folk religion. Rather, I apply the model in
the hopes that it will further clarify and contextualise the processes discussed.
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It is the nature of tnJe process, tnJe dynamism, that it be irreducible to objects,
but only to smaller and smaller processes. In this work, I have divided (though not
exhaustively) the process of folk religion (articulated above) into four sub-processes. My
justification for initially approaching the four sub-processes (or genres) of narrative,
material culture, ritual, and prayer on a micro-level is that it is only with close scrutiny
that these ever smaller sub-processes can be seen clearly. For e3Se of reference in the
section which follows, I will present this breakdown of processes in an outline fonn:
Doing Folk Religion:
Narrating
Articulating!Analysing Experience
Negotiating Belief
Transferring Experiential Knowledge
Situating Narrative and Self in Tradition
Using Material Culture
Activating Affecting Presence
Dedicating!Consecrating Objects
Using Objects as Discourse
Using Objects as CiwmeJs of Force
Doing Ritual
Consciously Performing Symbolic Action
Creating Sacred Space
Utilising Sacred Space
Creating Sacred Time
Utilising Sacred Tune
Creating Community
Maintaining Community
Praying
Narrating
flS abo,,,
Creating Verb2llcons
flS abo,,,
Perfonning Ritual
flS above
Communicating
Listening
Interpreting
Speaking
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Applicalioll
This application of theory is based on the simple premise that the overall
structure of a process applies to its sub-processes, and vice-versa. In this section,
therefore, I seek to articulate the general defmition more clearly in light of the micro-
analyses previously presented.
Folk religion is an "experiential and representational process:' The key word in
this statement, remarkably enough, is "and." Folk religious events are never one or the
other, but always both experiential and representational. In Bearing the Good News, I
argued that the goal ofa personal religious narrative performer was to recreate the
immediacy of his personal experience. For both the performer and audience, pm's are
emergent events, not simply representations. Like wise with religious artefacts. These
objects, at first glance, are definitively dead representations, but I have asserted that the
use of these objects is linked to the activation of their presence. Given their capacity to
lock the user into the "act of seeing," to "speak" eloquently to the community and the
spirit world, and to channel both worship and grace, these objects must be seen as
experiential as well as representational.
For ritual and prayer, this perspective shift OCCUR in revene, because the surface
characteristic of these processes is experiential. Yet they also serve as representational
acts. Ritual "creates" sacred space, time, and community by representing, acting out
symbolically, the transformation desired. Prayer, as I have stated above, serves to
narrate world view and experience, acts as a verbal icon, and acts powerfully as ritual.
Particularly in a public context, prayer and ritual are representational as well as
experiential
The folk religious process is partly fuelled by "communion with a non-empirical
spiritual reality." The dynamic relationship between the human devotee and spiritual
world is drmlatically illustrated in the four sub-processes dealt with in this work.
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Although personal religious narrative is directed from human to human, its content
grows out of immediate religious experience, communion with the other world.
Iconography seeks a tmgible, visible link to give this relationship permanency, allowing
for communication and the transfer ofgrace and understmding. Ritual is concerned
with the invocation of the spirit world and the transformation of the physical world,
creating contexts for sacred interactions (human-human, human-spirit, and spirit-spirit).
In addition to direct experience, folk religion also relies upon the "symbolic
accounts of such communion provided by orthodoxy, popular traditions, and the
creativity of individuals within a social historical context." The influence of orthodoxy
can be seen throughout the ethnographic material presented in the dissertation. The
orthodox cannon, and approved translations, shape pm's. Official images dominate
material culture, and liturgical objects and official blessings play important roles in
"bringing images to life." Popular ritual emulates the structure and tone of official
liturgy and the prayer corpus is predominantly ecclesiastic. Like wise, popular traditions
shape narrative structures and the use of objects, codifies ritual, and modifies prayer.
Above all, personal creativity defines these various processes as processes, as new
narratives are told, new uses for objects invented, new rituals performed, and new
prayers said.
Direct experience and second hand representation is then "internalised,
manipulated creatively and usefully, and redistributed into the community, using symbols
provided by orthodoxy, popular tndition and personal creativity, and modes of
distribution specific to the social/historic conten" With this statement, I argue that
folk religion is not a finite, linear process. but an unbounded cyclical process. It is in the
redistribution of symbols that folk religion finds its "tomorrows." As individual human
beings constmtly supply new. or modified, narratives, objects, rituals, and prayers, the
community modities both its traditions and orthodoxies. Thus, a personal, creative
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practice like aiming a statue out of a car window, may become a popular practice, or
even an orthodox practice, with priests giving benediction from moving automobiles.
More importantly, this redistribution sustains the religious individual, providing
community, validation, interpretation, and new experience.
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Chapter Nine: Critical Examination ofTheory
In chapter one, I called theory a lens. In this chapter, I seek to more fully define
the "prescription" of the lens used in this work, to uplace" the theory, w-a-w
the V2rious scholars referenced. In this way, I hope to show how the present research is
supported by the work ofothers, and assess the contribution made by this work to the
general field of folk religion scholarship. This chapter is orgmised in fi~e sections,
corresponding to each of the analytical chapters.
NIl1TlItiIJl
As I noted in the beginning. I situate my work among the ethnographers of
speaking, and their desire to contextualize language use. My efforts to contextualize the
personal religious narrative focused on the question of function, and examined the
strategies by which these aims are achieved. In so doing, I believe I have opened a
fruitful dialogue with the work of narrative theorists like Degh, Ben-Amos, and Bauman,
Honko, and Pentibinen.
While I am satisfied with the sensitivity of the discourse analysis on a narrative
by namative basis, I would argue that the most substantial contribution made to this area
of scholarship is to be found in the application of Braia's notion of uexperiential
knowledge" to the analysis of religious narrative. In so doing. the essential character of
religious narrative, to create for the listener a unique, personal religious experience,
comes into full view. This allows the pm to move away from fonnal constructs like
those of Kvideland, and into the full, dual 02ture of narrative as articulated by Bauman.
Furthennore, this way of looking at the religious narrative event sheds light on
how the difficulties presented by the ueconomic" reality of a scarcity of miracles is over
come by the faithful. Through an understanding of the narrative tools used to recreate
encounters with the pre-linguistic /111"';1101119 we can understand how a single event can
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be internalised by, and so nourish, an entire community. I believe it is for this reason
that Pentikainen prioritised the "individual free form memorate" (individual in content,
free in form, style and streuture) as the "most relevant" type of narrative in the study of
folk religion (1978: 130). More than any other characteristic, it is this transferral of
experience which typifies the successful religious narrative event, and places it in its
proper context.
MJ1IeriaJ CIIiJNrr
Taylor (1995) has contributed greatly to our understanding of the sacred
landscape, one aspect of material culture. In chapter five, I sought to provide a similarly
enlightening analysis of the sacred tool kit. & with narrative, although I am satisfied
with the analytical treattnent of specific objects, I would assert that the principal
contribution to the study of material culture made in this work stems from the
application of a specific theoretical notion to a new set of facts. In particular, I think
that it proved particularly fruitful to open up the notion of "affecting presence" to both
spiritual and cultural manifestations.
In the analysis of commonly used objects, this two fold application led to an
understanding of both the cultural context and communication created by the object,
and of the spiritual efficacy and nature of the object, both ofwhich are important to the
subject as a whole. In the case studies, this du2lity was manifest in the insight that
history and tradition not only shape practice, but the native undentanding of pf3Ctice.
This led to the important conclusion that through the "activation" of an object, the
individual can define himself in both spiritual and cultur21 terms.
In
Ritllfli
In the same vein of "taking the native view seriously," chapter six benefited
strongly from the application of an emic model (the Bible) to the subject. My
understanding of ritual is shaped first by this native world view, and thus brings fresh
thought to the table ofTumer and Salinow. While models of ritual which point to the
transfonnation and sacralization of time and space are not new, giving such models
primacy over social-functional models is relatively uncommon. In so doing, I hope that
I have placed the division/m1ll1llll1liltJs debate in proper perspective, and argued
convincingly that the spiritual work at hand is more pressing in the minds of the
believers.
This chapter also benefits from the use of farther reaching cross-culttmll
materials than appear elsewhere in the work. The Hindu notion of tlarsall and the afro-
Caribbean undentanding of possession have not, to my knowledge, been applied to
Irish folk Catholicism before, and the application W3S quite useful to me. This insight
into the relationship between the catholic devotee and divine persons opens up the
scholarly undentanding to a wider rmge of ritual functions and dynamics.
Pnger
The analysis of prayer presented in this work benefits from an undentanding of
prayer as more than just human-spirit communication, which is its most commonly
addressed function. The application of narrative theory both expands scholarly
understanding of the function and form of verbal prayer, and continues to broaden our
notions of narrative. Specifically, it creates a more complete picture of public prayer, and
clarifies the motivations of those engaged in it. By looking at prayer as a form of
iconography, the dynamic model of material culture is strengthened, as function is seen
to truly transcend form. This allows for the transposition of the ide-a of a physical
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focus, like a statue, with an aural focus, such as silence. Finally, by seeing prayer as
effective ritual, the theories applied to that process are reconfinned, and provide an
understanding of prayer as an act, rather than simply a mode of speech.
Roots fl1Id Wings
The macro-analysis presented in this volume is, as was stated in chapter one,
situated in contemporary Europeanist ethnological scholarship. The notion of
approaching the analysis on both a micro and macro level stems from Taylor's
theoretical stance of approaching the specifics first and then working one's way out and
up. By defining more clearly the processes of narrative, material usage, ritual and
prayer, I sought to provide the building blocks for the final application of the theoretical
model. In both its articulation and application, this model actively addresses the
concerns held by the various theorists referenced, namely, the political and cultural
realities of doing religion w-a-tis the official and unofficial church. Through my analysis
and contextualization of the folk religious process, I have sought to further the work of
scholars such as Taylor in defining religion as a verb, not a noun.
On the macro, as well as the micro, leve~ I would contend that the theoretical
models used in this work were successful in two functions: as descriptive and as
analytical models. As descriptive models, they have at least marginally expanded our
maps of "known space" in the realm of popular religion, providing useful templates for
the undentanding of both specific processes and the general process of folk religion. As
analytical models, I feel that this work has contributed to the dialogue as W2S intended,
and provides theory applicable to new data as it is collected.
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Chapter Ten: Trying on Hats in the Looking Glass:
A Critical Examination of the Method of Participant Observation
Throughout this dissertation, I have used language such as participant
observation, ethnography, field work, and infonnant, without any qualification. Before
concluding this work, I wish to react to some of the difficulties these terms create.
It is a new (and I believe necessary) luxury in ethnography that the researcher is
allowed, indeed compelled, to sit before a metaphorical looking glass and engAge in self-
reflection (and occasionally self-indulgence). rm here to admire my hats. I wear many
hats in the field, some I have had since I was a little boy, others were given to me just
last week by my informants and my colleagues. Some I find quite flattering and
comfortable, others awkward and silly. However, it is important to be aware of all of
them, for when I am in the field I am constandy helping to create my identity and the
identity of others, and this process profoundly affects what I learn or do not learn.
As a point of departure I look to a recent forom in The ]oll17llJJ ofAIIIeritllll FolleJore
hy the tide of "A Conversation between Two Disciplines What Do We Learn When We
Learn Music from Our "Informants"?" Editor Burt Feintuch introduces this discussion,
which reflects on "studying with, not simply studying, the perfonners whose music
intrigues us," as well as on the idea of playing music as henneneutic (1995: 265).
The authors in the forum discuss the concept, coming from Mande Hood, of
"hi-musicality:" developing competence in a native tradition other than your own, and
using this experience to do ethnography. The immediate parallel that occurred to me
was one of hi-religiosity: learning religion, not just learning about religion, mastering the
language of, and becoming a perfonner within the tradition studied in order to best
understand "what is going on?"
Not to cause alarm, I am not advocating conversion, but rather the self-reflective
and sober use of what insider vocabulary and status I have been given. Many informants
17~
refer often to my own spiritual journey, and I acknowledge this hat as fitting. I am, on a
personalleve~ involved in "learning religion" even as I learn about religion, with my eyes
shaded by the brim of my academic cap, for fear of seeing the light.
Many of the musicians in the ]oll11ltli reported a shift in subject-object
relationships when they found themselves performing to the delight and emotional
movement of their "informants." I have been in situations where I have counselled and
prayed with those individuals with whom I had become exceptionally close, and then
was told tearfully of the inner healing I had been a part of.
How does the Scholar react to that? There are two choices, ignore the event or
try to underst3J1d the event with yourself in the equation, the subject as object. Indeed,
the lines are blurred.
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Chapter Eleven: DirectioDs for Further Research
Ovtni,.,
In September of last year I sat down with my pile of notes and tapes and beads
and baubles and decided, painfully, what 1I0t to write about. In any academic work.,
decisions of scope need to be made, both in terms of research and analysis. In this
section I would like to recommend additional avenues of investigation on the subject of
popular Irish Catholicism in general, and my research in particular.
Namztive
The analysis of narrative in this work was focused almost exclusively on
dynamics and functions of performance. An indexing of motifs in personal religious
narratives, and other, more textual, analyses would be valuable. Furthermore, it would
allow the researcher to compare the constandy growing corpus of pm's with the
substantial narrative collections of the Irish Folklore commission.
Material Cllltmr
My study of material culture was limited to artefacts. Other aspects of material
culture (art, architecture, environment) play important roles in folk religious process as
well. Valuable research can be done on the religious decoration of housing, choices in
venues like The Centre, and perceptions of landscape, particularly the cityscape which is
under represented in scholarship on Ireland (and religion in general).
Ritlllll
I particularly regret limiting my discussion of ritual to a few key rituals, and hope
to personally explore the literally hundreds of tiny kinaesthetic and verbal rituals
popularly employed by Irish Catholics. From crossing oneself while passing a graveyard
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to crossing oneselfwhen five similar coloured cars are seen (reminiscent of the five
decades) I believe popular ritual represents a bumper crop to the would be collector and
analyst of Irish popular religion.
Pnger
My analysis of prayer, like narrative, focused on perfonnance. Textual studies of
both established and ccfree" prayer would be rewarding. As with narrative, motif typing
and analysis would be fruitful. Cross-cultural analysis could yield greater insight into the
multiple purposes of prayer. I would also be interested in comparisons between the
language of contemporary Catholic prayer and pre-Christian prayer to the Goddess in
Ireland.
ArthilJlS
Finally, although I choose to focus on the ethnographic present, thus relying on
field collected materials, archival sources would supplement this research nicely.
Although the IFC collected relatively little material from urban settings like Cork, the
IFC rosary questionnaire could be engaged in quite productive dialogue with my own
research.
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Conduding Remarks
I am hopeful that this work has accomplished two tasks.
First, I hope that my "ulterior motivett of entering into theoretical dialogue bears
fruit, and that my proposed definition of folk religion contributes to the academic
conceptualisation of folk religion. While it stands in its own domain as unchallenged,
theory only comes to life when engaged by its first audience, and I look forward to the
response. A corollary of this hope is that I have understood correcdy, and articulated
clearly, exacdy what is "going 00," in the folk religious processes of prayer and narrative,
ritual and material culture.
Second, I hope that in my desire to contribute to the academy, I did not fail to
offer something to the communities which made this work possible. I was often told,
explicidy and implicidy, that I was welcome because my research was exiting,
meaningful, and gave the fiUthful yet another voice. I hope I have fulfilled these
expectations.
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